Bargain Books

New Arrivals

289404 THE MUELLER REPORT. By the Department of Justice. Required reading for everyone with interest in American politics, for every 2016 and 2020 voter, and every American. Harvard Law Professor Emeritus, and bestselling author Alan Dershowitz, provides a constitutional, civil law-based commentary on the report. 472 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

2898921 THE QUANTUM LABYRINTH: How Richard Feynman and John Wheeler Revelinized Time and Reality. By Paul Halpern. The collaboration between Wheeler and Feynman produced nothing less than a fundamental rethinking of the nature of time and reality. One that enabled the unification of the weak, strong, and electromagnetic forces, string theory, and much more. Discover the minds who changed quantum physics forever in this amazing account. Photos. 311 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95


AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Bad luck strikes the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. A fire engulfs the Donnelly family’s cottage, leaving them with only the clothes on their backs. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and his wife, frustrated in their efforts to start a family, turn to modern medicine for answers. 349 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95


★ MURDER IN RED: Murder, She Wrote. By J. Fletcher & J. Land. Novel. On the trail of what initially appears to be medical malpractice. Jessica digs deeper and learns her friend was actually a victim of something far more sinister. Death is bad for business, but murder is even worse, and Jessica will find plenty of both as she races to bring down Clifton Care Partners before some terrible flatlines. 303 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

★ THE MIDNIGHT LINE. By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher discovers a West Point class ring—a woman’s—in a pawn shop and decides to find out the story behind it and to return the ring to the owner. But the deeper Reacher digs into the mystery, the more dangerous it becomes. Turns out the ring was just a small part of a darker chain. 368 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

★ THE DARKENING AGE: The Christian Destruction of the Classical World. By Catherine Nixey. The author offers a wrenching account of the rise of Christianity and its terrible cost—pitching Western civilization into a thousand year long decline, having suppressed classical culture and destroyed countless antiquities, artworks, and ancient traditions. Illus., most in color. 315 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY BY JIM VALENTINO OMNIBUS. By Al Milgrom et al. Thrill to the exploits of the 31st century’s greatest super-team, the original Guardians of the Galaxy! Collects Guardians of the Galaxy (1990) #1-29 and Annual #1-2; Marvel Super-Heroes (1967) #18; and material from Fantastic Four Annual #24; Thor Annual #16 and Silver Surfer Annual #4. Pub. at $100.00 $39.95

DUNTON ABBEY: Seasons 1-5. Widescreen. This award-winning series follows the Crawley family and their staff from pre-war England through the storms of WWII, and into the social upheaval of England in the 1920s as their lives are intertwined. Stars Maggie Smith, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern. Includes all 43 episodes of Seasons One through Five. English SDH. Nearly 41 hours on 15 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.99 $34.95

MY THREE SONS: Seasons 1 & 2. Fullscreen. A widowed father learns that raising a house full of rambunctious boys is three times the trouble in this hilarious sitcom. Starring Fred MacMurray, Stanley Livingston, Don Grady, Tim Considine and William Frawley. Includes all 72 episodes from Seasons One and Two. In B&W. Over 30 hours on 12 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

LARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING. By Donna Andrews. Novel. It’s Christmastime in Caerphilly and Meg, full of holiday spirit, is helping with the town’s festivities. While directing a nativity pageant, she finds a surprise in the manger: a live baby. A note from the mother says it’s time for the father to take care of her-and implicates Meg’s brother Rob as the father. 279 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

Our Guarantee

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
The items in this catalog were received in the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed by subject area in future catalogs.
2987597 THE GODS OF ROMAN BRITAIN. By Miranda J. Green. Examines the religious beliefs of the people of the Roman province of Britain and the gods they worshiped. Little literary evidence survives and it is therefore necessary to rely almost wholly on epigraphic and other non-literary representations. This looks at the pre-Roman Celtic background to Romano-British religion from about 500 BC. Well illus. 76 pages. Pen & Wash. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95


2990876 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE VIKINGS: The Last Pagans or the First Europeans? By Jonathan Clements. Draws together the diverse accounts, Norse myths, and genetic evidence to separate fact from legend in describing the lives of the Scandinavian explorers. Includes biographies of the most famous Vikings, and traces their influence to the landbound to Baghdad. Illus. 273 pages. Robinson. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2987481 DEMOCRACY’S BEGINNING: The Athenian Story. By Thomas N. Mitchell. The first democracy, established in ancient Greece more than 2,500 years ago, is compared as the foundation for every democratic system of government instituted down the centuries. Tells the full and remarkable story of how this radical new political order was born. Photos. 350 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00

2996477 HADRAN’S WALL. By Adrian Goldsworthy. Sifting fact from legend while simultaneously situating the wall in the wider scene of Roman Britain, Goldsworthy describes the construction of the wall in the early 100s AD. A concise and authoritative history of one of the great architectural marvels of the ancient world. Illus. 170 pages. Basic. Pub. at $25.00


2992006 THE WICKED WIT OF SCOTLAND. By Rod Green. This funny and beautifully observed collection pulls together stories, quotes, quips, and anecdotes from Scottish history and politics from all over the world relating what they most admire about the country. 158 pages. Michael O’Mara. Pub. at $16.95

2992892 THE WICKED WIT OF IRELAND. By Myles Byrne. In this collection you’ll find a rich mix of traditional Irish humor alongside distinctly modern one-liners. There are traditional knockabout and topical curses, drinking tales and literary fueds as well as characters from the Irish mammy to the parish priest. 160 pages. Michael O’Mara. Pub. at $16.95

2988284 THE WICKED WIT OF ENGLAND. By Geoff Tibballs. The various aspects of the social awkwardness, the constant need to apologize, the stiff upper lip—are all celebrated in this collection of stories, anecdotes, quips and one-liners about the English, their lives, and their walks of life, 160 pages. Michael O’Mara. Pub. at $16.95

2990172 FALLEN ANGELS: Soldiers of Satan’s Realm. By Bernard J. Bamberg. Originally published in 1952, this work explores the history of the belief in fallen angels in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Bamberg examines the fall of Satan, the creation of Lilith, and many other stories and myths and superstitions and explores their development as part of religious tradition, art and philosophy. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

2998301 SUPERFOOD ENERGY BALLS & BITES. By Nicola Graimes. Written when energy balls and bites are a portable, fortifying snack which provide a boost of energy and nutrients in pocket size portions. Hearty treats include Lime & Mango Buzz Balls; Chai Date Bites; Chocolate Goji Bars; Honey-Spice Nut Clusters, and Wasabi-Roasted Edamame. Color photos. 144 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $14.95

2999501 APERITIVO: Drinks and Snacks for the Dolce Vita. By Kay Plunkett-Hogge. This delicious collection of recipes tells the story behind the food and the drinks that shape the aperitif hour in Italy. The author explores the key aperitivi and classic Italian cocktails, and serves up 80 appetizing dishes to go with them, from Tramezzini and Crostini to Frito Misto and Polpette. Color photos. 224 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

2998416 500 APPETIZERS: The Only Appetizer Compendium You’ll Ever Need. By Susannah Blake. Contains 500 delicious appetizers for every occasion, all of them clear and easy to follow. Try Peking Duck Wraps; Kiwi and Avocado Salsa; Slices from Peppery Pheasant; and Balsamic Slices. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3027117 GRAND THEMES: Emanuel Leutze, Washington Crossing the Delaware, and American History Painting. By Richard Zeh. Leutze was arguably the most prominent American history painter of his time, and in this informative volume, Wierich argues that Leutze can provide the key to understanding the focus of contemporary debates surrounding the nature of history painting and its future. Well illus. 219 pages. PaSUP. 6x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

2988220 RENAISSANCE ART: A Beginner’s Guide. By Tom Nichols. From Donatello’s David to Donatello’s Davor, Nichols takes us on a stimulating tour of the period’s most celebrated masterpieces, as well as equally important but less well known works, to offer a deeper understanding of the unique freedom and creativity of Renaissance art. Illus., some in color. 207 pages. Oneworld. 5x7”. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2985951 THE SPIRIT OF INDIAN PAINTING: Close Encounters with 101 Great Works 1600–1900. By B.N. Goswamy. A magnificent and lavishly illustrated volume that opens readers’ eyes to the wonders of Indian painting, and shows them new ways of seeing art. Combining deep scholarship with great storytelling, this is a resource of enduring value that will both educate and delight the reader. 570 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pbk. Pub. at $50.00

2993582 THE ART OF LOOKING: How to Read Modern and Contemporary Art. By Lance Espuldn. With patience, insight, and wit, Espuldn guides us through the last century of art and encourages us to learn to see art with new eyes. This study will open the eyes of readers who think that recent art is obscure, nonsensical, and irrelevant. Color photos. 278 pages. Basic. 5x8¾. Pbk. at $30.00

2990976 BEST DIPS, APPS, & SIDES. By Monica Sweeney. These over 30 creative and tasty supper supplements will steal the show and they offer something for everyone. Recipes include Spinach & Bacon Dip, Balsamic Brussels Sprouts; Cheese and Caramelized Onion Chicken Chili; Kebabs; and Savory Pinwheels. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
298612 THE KING'S ASSASSIN: The Secret Plot to Murder King James I. By Batie.IRM. presents a vividly detailed portrait of the sex, sleight of hand, and deception suffused with a heady aroma of intrigue, dismissal, and suspicion. 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2987694 LONDON'S CANALS. By Derek Pratt. This guide is for people who want to discover the canals of London on foot or by boat. There are about 60 miles of waterways in London that this guide describes: where they go, what they look like, and who would want to visit them. 16 pages of photos. 268 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

2986751 BOHEMIAN LONDON: From Pre-Raphaelites to Punk. By Nick Rennison. An complete history of Bohemian London, and a guide to its more colorful inhabitants. Rossetti and Swinburne, defining the morality of high Victorian English, Oscar Wilde and Aubrey Beardsley in the decadent 1890s, the Bloomsburyset and the Bright Young Things, and much more. Illus. 224 pages. Oldcastle. $6.95


2989984 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ANGLO-SAXONS. By Geoffrey Hindley. The story of the English people from the end of Roman Britain up to the Norman Conquest in 1066. Hindley argues that a distinct English identity developed during this crucial time, only to be stamped out by the arrival of the Normans. Illus. 404 pages. Robinson. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

2986532 SAVING BLETCHLEY PARK. By Sue Black with S. Colgan. The story of the campaign that saved Bletchley Park, helping to bring recognition to its heritage, secure its future and transform it into a world-class tourist attraction. A testament to the remarkable men and women who worked to make it a place worth visiting. Photos. 347 pages. Unbound. Pub. at $32.95 $7.95

2990873 17 CARNATIONS: The Royals, the Nazis, and the Biggest Cover-Up in History. By Bill Chastain. This is the alleged affair between Wallis Simpson and the German foreign minister to the discovery of top secret correspondence about the man doing it. The book is about the massaged history of British high command, this is a saga of intrigue, betrayal and deception suffused with a heady aroma of sex and suspicion. 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2986612 THE KING'S ASSASSIN: The Secret Plot to Murder King James I. By Batie.IRM. presents a vividly detailed portrait of the sex, sleight of hand, and deception suffused with a heady aroma of intrigue, dismissal, and suspicion. 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2993228 THE MAGICAL HISTORY OF BRITAIN. By Martin Wall. In this profoundly personal journey through British history, Wall traces the influence of Magic and Myth from the earliest times to the present day. In this fascinating and influential account, the author reveals the magical history of Britain and tells the story of our island story as an outworking of magical destiny. 16 pages of photos. 268 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $26.95

2990029 A HISTORY OF THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY. By Colin Maggs. Tells the story of the London & South Western Railway, the London Brighton & South Coast, the South Eastern Railway and the London, Chatham & Dover Railway in comprehensive detail. 56 pages of illus., some in color. 246 pages. Unbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

299090X ALMSHOUSES. By Anna Hallett. This is a unique history of almshouses in Great Britain. Some of them can trace their origins to the Middle Ages when religious institutions were among the first to offer shelter to elderly people. The daily life in an almshouse is given as well as a description of the variety of sizes and styles of almshouses buildings. Fully illus., most in color. 288 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

299258X THE NORMAN CONQUEST: William the Conqueror's Subjugation of England. By Teresa Cole. Nine and a half centuries later it is appropriate to look again at the course and outcomes of the Norman Conquest of England, the genocide committed centuries later it is appropriate to look again at the course and outcomes of the Norman Conquest of England, the genocide committed by the Normans in their attempt to conquer England. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Wild Things. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

2988360 THE BEAUTY OF DIRTY SKIN. By Whitney Bowie with K. Lobreg. In this guide the author presents the connection between a healthy gut and radiant, clear skin, with a program to maximize skin health and beauty. With simple explanations of the science, do it yourself practical skin care strategies, and a life changing three week plan. Photos. 311 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

298956X AN OCTOBER TO REMEMBER: 1968. The Tiger Woods World Series as Told by the Men Who Played in It. By Brenton Donley. Recalls one of baseball’s most celebrated championship series in the voices of the players themselves, a collected narrative from a bygone era of major league baseball as they reflect fifty years later. Illustrates in detail what it was like to be a 1968 Tiger, a 1968 Cardinal, and what it was like to beat the other. Photos. 276 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

2999964 A SEASON IN THE SUN: The Rise of Mickey Mantle. By R. Roberts & J. Smith. The authors recount the defining moment in Mantle’s stellar career: 1956, when he overcame a host of injuries and critics to become the most celebrated athlete of his time. An incisive and colorful portrait of an American icon and an essential read for baseball fans and anyone interested in the 1950s. Photos. 276 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

2990105 CRACK OF THE BAT: A History of Baseball on the Radio. By James. Readers are taken from the 1920s to the present, examining the role of baseball in the development of the radio industry and the complex co-evolution of their relationship. Walker focuses on the interaction between team owners, local and national media, and business interests. 20 pages of photos and 305 pages. UNeP. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95


2991572 HACK’S 191: Hack Wilson and His Incredible 1930 Season. By Bill Chastain. Hack Wilson’s record 191 RBIs for the Chicago Cubs in 1930 may well stand the test of time, and so may his hard-drinking lifestyle that it seems to epitomizes the most juvenile waste of the most productive offensive season in baseball history while exploring the life of one of baseball’s most fascinating, enigmatic, and neglected characters. Photos. 262 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

2993627 DAWN OF THE CODE WAR: America’s Battle Against Russia, China, and the Riber Cyber Threat. By John P. Carlin with G.M. Graff. The former Assistant Attorney General takes readers to the frontlines of a global fight as Department of Justice chase down hackers, online terrorists, recruiters, and spies. He reveals how today as our entire economy goes digital, the potential targets for our enemies multiply—the “Code War” is upon us. 464 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

3033538 TIME NO LONGER: Americans After the American Century. By Paddy Schiavo, in this provocative work, Smith's four essays demonstrate with deep historical insight why a fundamentally new perspective and self-image are essential if the United States is to find its place in the twenty-first century. He also offers hope for change through an embrace of authentic history. 231 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

2987929 QUAKELAND: On the Road to America’s Next Devastating Earthquake. By Kathryn Miles. The author descends into mines in the Northwest, discusses geologic engineering studies, uncovers the horrific risks of an earthquake in the Northeast, and interviews the seismologists, structural engineers, and emergency managers around the country who are addressing the possibilities of future devastating earthquakes. 357 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2990148 EMUS LOOSE IN EGNAR: Big Stories from Small Towns. By Judy Muller. An award-winning journalist takes the reader on a great adventure of real American newspapers—from an Indian reservation in Montana to the Alaska tundra to Martha’s Vineyard—and discovers that many weeks are not just surviving, but thriving. Photos. 246 pages. UNEP. Pap. $16.95 $4.95

2990939 THE FAT KITCHEN: How to Render, Cure & Cook with Lard, Tallow & Poultry Fat. By Andrea Chesman. Cooking and baking with animal fats imparts unparalleled flavor and delicate texture to everyday dishes. This complete guide to sourcing, rendering, and preparing food with lard, tallow, and suet, and creating dishes with these fats, will give every home cook the confidence to bring fat back into the kitchen. Includes over 100 delectable recipes. Color photos. 290 pages. Storey. Pap. $24.95 $7.95

3058789 SIMPLE MING ONE-POW MEALS. By Ms. Tsai & A. Boehm. Chef Ming Tsai believes there are four basic needs in everyday cooking: taste, healthfulness, simplicity and affordability, and in this collection of 80 recipes he tackles all four. They include delicious meals like Eggplant & Squash Soup with Noodles, Sweet Potato Ravioli with Brown Thai-Basil Butter, and Cranberry-Hoisin Chicken ‘n Rice. Color photos. 192 pages. Kyle Books. 9/10x11¼. Pap. $29.95 $7.95


2992361 NINETEENTH-CENTURY ART: Highlights from the Tanebaum Collection at the Art Gallery of Hamilton. By Alison McQueen. Exhibition catalog. This beautifully illustrated volume presents seventy-five of the key highlights by fourteen international artists. Features works by Leon Bonnat, Frank Brangwyn, James Tissot, Anders Zorn, and many others. Also includes an in-depth analysis of the social history of early 19th-century art. Included are twenty new essays. 224 pages. Prestel. 11x11½. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

3147827 LIVES OF THE HUDSON. By I. Berry & T. Lewis. Exhibition catalog. Explores the long histories of the Hudson River viewers into its greatest rivers. Along with important 19th-century paintings by Hudson River School artists, it also presents objects of material culture that highlight the recent art. 160 pages. D. Giles. 9/11x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

2987414 BLACK MAPS: American Landscape and the Apocalyptic Sublime. By David Maisel. Exhibition catalog. This is the first in-depth survey of the major aerial projects by Maisel, whose images of radically altered landscapes have transformed contemporary landscape photography. In more than one hundred photographs we are given a hallucinatory world view and a tragic metaphor. 200 pages. Steidl. 11½x11¼. Pub. at $85.00 $24.95

2992515 WATTEAU’S SOLDIERS: Scenes of Military Life in Eighteenth-Century France. By Aaron Wile. Exhibition catalog. The complete catalog of all Watteau works related to military subjects, as well as an extended essay by curator Aaron Wile that explores the relationship between Watteau’s work and the artist’s own inner experience of war. Well illus., most in color. 112 pages. D. Giles. 8½x10. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

2987732 MARIOSL: Sculptures and Works on Paper. By Marina Pacini. Exhibition catalog. The Paris born, Venezuelan artist Marisol, burst onto the 1960s New York art scene with large figural sculptures in a wild amalgam of mixed media. Her work is inspired by sources as diverse as pre-Columbian art, folk art, Cubism, and Surrealism. Well illus. in color. 191 pages. Yale. 9/11x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

2991241 1812: A Nation Emerges. By S. Hart & R.L. Penman. Exhibition catalog. With fresh insights and analysis and political critique, helps us to see 200th anniversary of the conflict, this exhibition explored how the United States was transformed and unified by the individual. This exhibition is divided, both politically and socially. This is a timely and important guide to how American history is made, and how historians, art historians, and others. Includes four essay by outstanding scholars interpreting the sculptures in a variety of contexts. 200 pages. D. Giles. 8½x10. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95

2987740 MAURICE PRENDERGAST: By the Sea. By Joachim Homann. Exhibition catalog. The seaside watercolors, paintings, monotypes, and sketches of Maurice Prendergast, before he made his way to New York, present us with a world of sunlight and sailboats. This sumptuously illustrated volume traces the artist’s experiments with different media and highlights the innovative techniques that established his reputation as an early modernist. 175 pages. Prestel. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95

2997495 SHINTO: Discovery of the Divine in Japanese Art. By Simeon Iliffe & other exhibition catalog. Conveying the impressive range and beauty of art associated with the tradition of kami veneration in Japan, this collection presents works in various media: calligraphy, painting, sculpture, costume, and decorative arts assembled from religious institutions and museums in Japan and the United States. Well illus., in color. 292 pages. Yale. 12x10¾. Pub. at $75.00 $59.95

2999085 N.C. WYETH: New Perspectives. By J. May & C.B. Podmassky. Exhibition catalog. Revised and updated for the twenty-first century for his iconic illustrations that brought new characterizations to classic stories, Wyeth vigorously pursued parallel interests in painting and printmaking. Prints, photographs, portraits, still lifes, and advertising images. This is a carefully assessed picture of Wyeth’s life and work. 216 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Pap. $45.00 $34.95

2999544 THE GIVERS: Wealth, Power, and Philanthropy in a New Gilded Age. By David Callahan. Charts the rise of a hidden world of elite philanthropy and influence. Based on extensive research and interviews with foundations and policy experts, this is not a brief for or against the Givers, but a fascinating investigation of a power shift in American society that has all of us asking: can we do better. Their methods may be extreme, but we should be asking ourselves: what can we do, and what do we want from our society? 248 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

2988489 ADDICTED TO OUTRAGE: How Thinking Like a Recovering Addict Can Heal the Country. By Glenn Beck. America is addicted to outrage. We’re at the height of a twenty-year bender, and we need an intervention. Addresses how America has become more and more irrational and divided, both politically and socially. This is a timely and important guide to how Americans, right and left, can overcome this addiction before it’s too late. 379 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

2998507 THE COUNTERREVOLUTION: How Our Government Went to War Against Its Own Citizens. By Bernard E. Harcourt. A shocking and disturbing account of the rise of counterinsurgency and its migration from the battlefield to our own backyards. An incisive work of historical analysis that originated in the wake of 9/11, helps us see it more clearly so that we will be able to resist it effectively. 318 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

3149989 RADICALS CHASING UTOPIA: Inside the Rogue Movements Trying to Change the World. By Nate Berg. Takes readers inside the strange and exciting worlds of the innovators, disrupters, idealists and extremists who think something’s wrong with the way the world works and believe we can do better. Their methods may be extreme, but these groups are challenging what is possible and provoking the world to come. 392 pages. Nation Books. Pap. Pub. at $18.99 $3.96
NEW NON-FICTION

2988475 FINE COOKING PIES & CRISPS: Over 100 Sweet and Savory No-Fail Recipes. Ed. by Carolyn Mandarano et al. Collection of recipes from classic fruit pies to mile-high merengues, holiday crowd-pleasers, individual tarts, and hand-held tarts. Try Blackberry Grunt, Apple-Cranberry Crisp, Double Ginger Pumpkin Tart or Triple Chocolate Ice Cream Pie. Color photos. 201 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

2996847 PERFECTLY CREAMY FROZEN YOGURT: 55 Amazingly Simple Recipes for Pies, Cakes & Other Frozen Desserts. By Nicole Weston. Break out your ice cream maker and discover how easy it is to create smooth, tangy, delicious frozen yogurt at home. With just a few common ingredients, you can transform Greek style yogurt into delectable desserts. Additional recipes for frozen yogurt cookie sandwiches, pies, cakes, and more make this collection even sweeter. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

298654X IN PURSUIT OF MEMORY: The Fight Against Alzheimer's. By Joseph Jebelli. Neuroscientist Jebelli has written a very human history of a frightening disease. This scientific account shows how the author feels so hopeful about a cure, but also why our best defense in the meantime is to understand the disease. A moving, eye-opening guide written in the form of a letter to the children of us faces now. 302 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2993597 THE CANCER REVOLUTION: A Groundbreaking Program to Reverse and Prevent Cancer. By Leigh Erin Connolly. At the Cancer Center for Healing, Connolly offers her fully integrative approach of both treatment and preventing cancer. Now, with this 7-day detox and 14-day healing program, she provides the tools to prevent and treat cancer. 328 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

2988562 BIPOLAR DISORDER, REVISED: The Ultimate Guide. By S. Owen & A. Saunders. A comprehensive and compassionate guide that draws on the latest research, a broad range of expert opinions and real-life vignettes to meet personal experiences from people with bipolar. With useful resources, this is a reference you can refer to again and again. 295 pages. Oneworld. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

2991861 CRONIN'S AND COLOITIS FIX. 10 Week Plan for Reversing IBD Symptoms and Getting Rid of Fatigue. By Inna Lukyanovsky. For the chronic patient looking for more than just the traditional approach to managing and eliminating Cronin's or colitis symptoms. The author reveals the answers she has discovered as a fully in-remission Cronin's patient herself, and how she has helped her clients with a holistic approach to healing.

2893281 DIGESTIVE INTELLIGENCE: A Holistic View of Your Second Brain. By Irina Matveikova. Explores the link between “the brain in our skull and its brother down there in our gut—the connection between emotions and digestion, the way our digestive system influences our mood and character, and offers practical explanations and advice on how to resolve common digestive issues. This is a must-read for anyone wanting a more holistic emphasis to their IBD treatment.

2991462 THE DISNEY SONG ENCYCLOPEDIA. By T.S. Hirschak & M.A. Robinson. The first of its kind, this updated volume of annotated entries succinctly describes more than 500 songs from every decade and any Disney-filmed-to-date by Disney in its films, TV programs, home videos, stage musicals, and more. Illus. 375 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95


2985276 BACK FROM TOBRUK. By Crosswell Bowen. In 1941, Bowen joined American Field Service volunteer ambulance drivers and served alongside the British Eighth Army during WWII. As the war continued to escalate, he would have his mental, emotional, and physical well-being tested beyond what he ever imagined. Here is his remarkable account. 16 pages of photos. 221 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

3001334 UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER: A Memoir of the Last Days of the Third Reich and the Donitz Administration. By Walter Ludste-Neunia. Presents the first English translation of a crucial memoir of the dying days of the Third Reich. In his eyewitness account, officer Walter Ludste-Neunia details his encounters with the cabinet created after Hitler’s suicide; the vitriolic infighting amongst the candidates for Germany’s new leadership; his experience of Operation “Blackout”; and more. 189 Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

2897716 DISNEY PIXAR THE GOOD DINOSAUR: The Essential Guide. By Steve Bynghall. Meet young dinosaur Arlo and his human friend, Spot! Discover what it takes to face your fears and make your mark and find out how to survive in the wild. Meet all kinds of incredible creatures, from T. rexes to Pterodactyls, and discover all the wonders of nature. Ages 5-8. Illus. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x10%.Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

2984347 THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DESK D ICTIONARY, FIFTH EDITION. Ed. by Peter Chipman et al. Features clear, precise definitions, expert usage guide, updated biographical and geographical entries, and is fully up to date, with twenty new entries for terms such as copernicism, kameez, puggle, quinoa, and scrapbook. Illus. 951 pages. HMH. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

301486X DISCO FANS FACTS AND FIGURES: The Theropods and Other Dinosauriformes. By R. Molina-Perez & A. Lararrieta. A stunningly illustrated volume of records for these marvelous creatures, such as the biggest, the smallest, and the fastest theropods. This one book contains the wonders of nature. For kids aged 8-12. Includes a record of dinosaurs and a transcript of the original story. Illus., some color. Candlewick. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

3079368 LIVING ON FLOOD PLAINS AND WETLANDS: A Homeowner's Handbook. By Maureen Gilmer. This all-purpose guide will take you through the range of options you have to protect your property if you live on a flood plain or wetland. This updated edition includes new information about flood plain laws and insurance as well as changes in government agency titles or duties. Illus. in color. 204 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $21.15 $16.95

2997711 THE COMPLE TEE IDIOT'S GUIDE TO DREAM DICTIONARY. By E. Adamsson & G. Williamson. This one-volume resource includes more than 1,500 interpretations for the things that happen in your dreams. Offers exercises and guidance exercises to help you interpret your dreams, and describes how to recognize dream patterns that shed light on your personality traits as well as on future events. 369 pages. Alpha. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2995395 A CRIME IN THE FAMILY. By Sacha Battersby. A memoir of confronting the family’s past, the questions he raised, the answers he found that took him through the dark past of Nazi Germany to the gulags of Siberia, the bleak streets of Cold War Berlin, and the dark past of Argentina. 215 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3033856 MY FATHER JOACHIM VAN RIBBENTROP: Hitler's Foreign Minister, Experiences and Memories. By Rudolf von Ribbentrop. While the author briefly covers his personal experiences including his war service with the SS, it is the insight this work provides into top level decision-making at the heart of the Third Reich that will appeal to students of WWII and those who want to understand the dark past of Nazi Germany to the gulags of Siberia, the bleak streets of Cold War Berlin, and the dark past of Argentina. 215 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95
NEW NON-FICTION

299221 THE DIALOGUES OF SOCRATES. By Plato. Providing a complete portrait of the enigmatic philosopher, this collection includes six fascinating dialogues: Charides, Symposium, Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, and Phaedo. Thoughtful dialogues provide an emotional insight into the life of one of the greatest classical philosophers. 268 pages. Arcurus. Paperback. $4.95

2996555 THE FLOWER-POWERED GARDEN: Supercharge Your Borders With Bold, Beautiful Plant Combinations. By Andy Vennon. For a garden bursting with color, use the author’s tips on re-imagining beds and borders; his expert advice on plant planning and fifty dazzling color themes; and a floraphedia of marvelous plants in stunning color photographs. Timber. 9x12. Paperback. $37.95


2997010 STEPHANIE TOULRES’S ESSENTIAL OILS: A Beginner’s Guide. This friendly guide introduces you to the 25 most versatile essential oils, teaching you how to use highly concentrated plant extracts safety and effectively. Enhance your well being with 100 simple recipes that restore your body, mind, and invigorate your mind. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Storey. Paperback. $16.95

★ 2983443 HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE FOR MENTAL HEALTH. By Trevor Smith. A guide to remedies offering highly sensitive and expert advice on alleviating mental and emotional distress. These recommended homeopathic treatments will help you get your thinking process and lead to greater self-awareness and a feeling of well-being. 208 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. $15.95

★ 2983478 MAGNETIC THERAPY: The Generative and Effective Way to Balance Systems. By G.S. Biria & C. Hemlin. By subtly altering our magnetic energy fields with the many techniques found here, we can restore proper balance of energy systems and symptoms of hypertension, asthma, toothaches; and more. Illus. 146 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. $12.95

★ 2983214 ALOE VERA: Nature’s Remarkable Medicine. By Robert Hobday. The light and heat from the sun are necessary to sustain life and health and well being, for vitality and happiness. This book will explain how to use Aloe vera to create a balanced view of the virtues of the plant, discussing its biological properties and power to heal the human body, together with practical advice on growing and using Aloe vera at home. 119 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. $12.95

★ 2983419 THE HEALING SUN: Sunlight and Health in the 21st Century. By Richard Hobday. The light and heat from the sun are necessary to sustain life and health and well being, for vitality and happiness. This book will explain how to use Aloe vera to create a balanced view of the virtues of the plant, discussing its biological properties and power to heal the human body, together with practical advice on growing and using Aloe vera at home. 119 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. $12.95

★ 299057 CANNABIS AND CBD FOR HEALTH & WELLNESS. By A. Sherman & J. Chin. A comprehensive, easy-to-use guide to safely utilizing cannabis (both CBD and THC) to relieve chronic and acute health issues such as pain management, depression, anxiety, grief, stress, and more. This is the only guide you need to start using cannabis for better health. Color photos. 167 pages. Ten Speed. Paperback. $12.95

2991659 THE HOMESTEAD BUILDER, SECOND EDITION: Practical Hints for Handy-Men. By C.P. Dwyer. Originally published in 1872 as The Immigrant Builder. Fascinating historical record filled with advice on the best ways to plan and construct dwellings in any location, such as log cabins, slab houses, and farm houses, together with information on building outdoor ovens, cellars, fence posts, and furniture. Illus. in color. 357 pages. Lyons. Paperback. $12.95

★ 2984042 RENOVATION, 5TH EDITION REVISED. By M. Litchfield & C. McCabe. You can improve memory and sharp. You’ll finally understand in simple terms why protein is essential, how much you should get, and where to find the best possible sources of it. 273 pages. Capo. Paperback. $17.95

2988522 THE FOOD THERAPIST. By Shrira Lenchewski. The author offers easy to follow recipes aimed at rebalancing our hormones and conquering our cravings without dietary restriction. This title is a refreshing resource that helps us finally uncomplicate our relationship with food and our bodies. We can then focus our efforts on making thoughtful and healthy choices. 238 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. $21.99

3147789 FEED YOUR BRAIN: 7 Steps to a Lighter, Brighter You! By Deila McCabe. You can improve memory and focus, reduce stress and anxiety, and think more clearly by enjoying a diet rich in the right nutrients. This unique seven-step plan will help you modify your eating habits quickly and permanently. In simple language he presents the science, and Part Two provides delicious, simple recipes to form the basis of your new diet. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Exist. Paperback. $29.99

★ 2983257 THE ASIAN DIET: Simple Secrets for Eating Right, Losing Weight & Feeling Great. By Jason W. Bussell. The insights outlined in this guide will show you how the food you eat on a day to day basis has an effect on your body’s metabolism. Food, and that quality and duration of your life—and that ultimately all foods are good in the right proportion. 128 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. $11.95
NEW NON-FICTION

- **299182** THE FOOD BIBLE: The Ultimate Reference Book for Food and Your Health. By Judith Wills. This completely revised edition contains the most up-to-date research and information from the world’s top authorities on every aspect of food and diet, making it an indispensable reference. Wills guides you through the minefield of contradictory dietary advice with clear information on all the nutrients, what to eat, and how to keep your weight under control. Illus. 388 pages. White Owl. Pub. at $29.95.

- **298854** DANGEROUS GAMES: Faces, Incidents and Casualties of the Cold War. By J.E. Wise Jr. & S. Baron. The authors call attention to the political and military volatility of the Cold War period by uncovering and relating unknown or long-forgotten incidents of the period. Through these incidents they present a history that brings the intensity of the so-called Cold War to life. Illus. 241 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $19.95.

- **298482** ABOVE & BEYOND: John F. Kennedy and America’s Most Dangerous Cold War Spy Mission. By C. Sherman & M.J. Tougas. The ultimate, gripping account of the lives of John F. Kennedy and pilots Chuck Maultsby and Rudy Anderson, brought together on a day that changed history. During the two weeks of the Cold War’s terrifying peak, two thinly disguised, superhuman: the strategic wisdom of JFK and the U-2 aerial spy program as presented a history that brings the intensity of the period. Through these incidents they present a history that brings the intensity of the so-called Cold War to life. Illus. 282 pages. Storey. Pub. at $12.95.


- **2983370** GROW YOUR OWN HRT: Sprout Hormone-Rich Greens in Only Two Minutes a Day. By Sally J. Duffell. Say no to expensive supplements or synthetic hormones, and try growing your own sprouted foods at home. The foods are the easiest to digest. Duffell shows you how to grow them, how to self-digest, and how much and which sprouts to grow for which symptoms. 218 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.


- **2980646** REMINISCE PICTURES FROM THE PAST. This volume is filled with more than 500 personal photographs, from vintage black and white portraits to colorful snapshots. You’ll find chapters featuring stories of Polaroid, the company, traditions, the day, fads and fashions, and more. With every eye catching, comical and thought provoking shot comes the real life story behind it. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼ x 11. $6.95.


- **299528X** RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL: The True Story of the ATF’s Infiltration of the Hells Angels. By Kerrie Droban. With unprecedented access to confidential information, the author takes us on a perilous ride with the ATF as they infiltrate the infamous Hells Angels in a sting which was code-named Operation Big Tuna. Does Dr. Ali al-Wardi that highlight Iraq’s social, economic, and political obsessions in our age of terrorism, economic downturn, and the interplay between medieval and modern morality and the changes in social conditions and attitudes, a wide range of cases are included—some terrible, some amusing, and some forms of ancient law-breaking that remain common. 338 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00.

- **2988533** THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN AMERICA: Timothy Leary, Richard Nixon and the Hunt for the Fugitive King of LSD. By B. Minutaglio & S.L. Davis. Based on freshly uncovered primary sources and new firsthand interviews, this is an American thriller that takes readers inside a panoply of the progress of a life in exile. Spanning 26 months, President Nixon’s careening, global manhunt for Dr. Timothy Leary culminates in one of the trippiest journeys through the American counter-culture. Photo-illuminated. Illus. over 300 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

- **2985500** PAST CRIMES: Archaeological & Historical Evidence for Ancient Misdeeds. By Julie Willman. From the murder of a Neanderthal man to bank fraud in the 19th century, via ancient laws about religion and morality and the changes in social conditions and attitudes, a wide range of cases are included—some terrible, some amusing, and some forms of ancient law-breaking that remain common. 338 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.


- **34120X** TWENTIETH CENTURY DESIGN. By Tony Seddon. A decade by decade analysis of the roots of key graphic trends and exploring how successive generations of designers were influenced by their predecessors. Includes thirty individual profiles of key graphic designers including Lucian Bernhard, Alexander Rodchenko, Alvin Lustig among others. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Owlkids. 8¾ x 11¼. Pub. at $9.95.

- **2998365** MEDIEVAL MERCENARIES: The Business of War. By William Urban. This book focuses on the history of warfare from 1200 to 1600, in which military commanders and strategists began to map the wars in which they were involved and later, to use maps provided by the guide to the history of war. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Conan. 11¼ x 11¼. Pub. at $30.00.
2986647 LADY LIBERTY. By L. Lebart & S. Stiou. This book follows the construction of the Statue of Liberty, including its publicity and fundraising efforts on both sides of the Atlantic, tracing the exhibitions of the Statue's head and arm at the Paris Exposition, in Philadelphia and at fundraising events. Full illus., some color. 168 pages. Firefly. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95


3143333 BLADE RUNNERS, DEER HUNTERS, AND BLOWING THE BLOODY DOORS OFF. My Life in Cult Movies. By Mitchell Deely. With M. Field. This memoir from British film producer Deely is rich with the star-studded backstories of world’s most famous films. Hundreds of rare photos take readers on a tour through the history of Hollywood’s first, most famous, and most mysterious motion picture studio. 310 pages. Taylor. 11¼x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

2987783 NEUROSCIENCE and THE BODY: A New Science That Will Revolutionize the Way We Keep Our Brains Healthy and Young. By Michel Schwartz with A. London. The author describes her research journey, her experiments, and the triumphs and setbacks that led to the discovery of connections between immune system and brain, and explains the significance of the findings for future treatments of brain disorders and aging. 258 pages. Yale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95 $9.95

★ 2984164 CONSCIOUS: A Brief Guide to the Fundamental Mystery of the Mind. By Annaka Harris. The author guides us through the evolving definitions, philosophies, and scientific findings that probe our limited understanding of consciousness. As we try to understand consciousness, we must grapple with how to define it and, in the age of artificial intelligence, who or what may possess it. 130 pages. Harper. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

★ 3039691 THE GENIUS WITHIN: Unlocking Your Brain’s Potential. By David Adam. What if you have more intelligence than what’s inside your head? Here Adam explores the groundbreaking neuroscience of cognitive enhancement that is changing the way the brain works to help you think better, sharper, more focused and more intelligent. 326 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 2987279 YOUR HEALTH DESTINY: How to Unlock Your Natural Ability to Overcome Disease, Manage Stress, and Live Longer. By Eva Selhub. From a board-certified internist and lecturer in medicine at Harvard Medical School comes a scientifically proven mind-body system you need to prevent disease, bounce back from illness, and manage life’s ups and downs—all while achieving a greater sense of well-being. 245 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95

2993732 THE WHOLE BRAIN: The Microbiome Solution to Heal Depression, Anxiety, and Mental Fog Without Prescription Drugs. By Raphael Kellman. Illustrates you to the complete system that affects your mental health, not just your brain, and how gut microbe imbalance could be exacerbating depression. This powerful four-week plan advises you exactly what to eat and which supplements and probiotics to take so that your brain functions better without medication. 310 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

★ 2993678 SLEEP: The Myth of 8 Hours, the Power of Naps, and the New Plan to Recharge Your Body & Mind. By Nick Littlehales. How to map your unique sleep cycle, get your sleep back, and recover, and cope with the demands of this fast-paced, tech-driven world. Read this study and rest your way to a more confident, successful, and happier you. 177 pages. Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

2990907 THE BIGGEST MEDICINE IS YOU: A Doctor’s Advice on the Body’s Natural Healing Powers. By Frederic Saldmann. Shows you how small basic changes, from eating chocolate in the morning to sleeping well at night, can improve your health, prevent against disease, and help you lead a healthier life. How will psychostimulation will boost your immune system? How much of a difference can chocolate make for delicious eating and terrific holiday gifts as well. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2998440 COUNTRY LIVING DESIGN COMBINATIONS: Decorating Solutions for Every Room. By Kate Butcher. Create color schemes for every room that are guaranteed to look great together. Lavish color photos of rooms decorated in irresistible shades are supplemented by sources of inspiration and practical tips for putting the ideas into practice. 310 pages. Textpresso. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

★ 2998963 THE CLOUDS Unlikely Horseman and the Unwanted Colt Who Conquered the Sport of Kings. By L. Carroll & D. Rosner. Under the tutelage of Howard Johnson, a rough riding and no-nonsense training and would become history’s biggest bargain. This fascinating volume vividly captures the aspirations of every underdog striving for their own personal American Dream. Photos. 310 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

2998874 DENYING THE HOLOCAUST: The Growing Assault on Truth and Memory. By Deborah E. Lipstadt. Exposes the political agendas, methods, marketing, and motivation and pervasive contempt for truth of the lunatic fringe who claim that the death of 6 million Jews in Nazi concentration camps was a hoax. SHOAH. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

299366X SHOAH: The Complete Text of the Acclaimed Holocaust Film. By Claude Lanzmann. The complete text of the documentary on Nazi occupied Europe, the camps that was internationally hailed as a masterpiece upon its release in 1985. Presenting in an accessible and vivid format the testimony of survivors, historians, and scholars, this unparalleled oral history of the Holocaust. 185 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95

299695X SUZANNE’S CHILDREN: A Daring Rescue in Nazi Paris. By Anne Nelson. The stirring story of the audacious rescue of hundreds of Jewish children from deportation from Nazi Paris to Auschwitz. This powerful tale of heroism and sacrifice offers a rare and overlooked account of the Jewish Resistance efforts, the survival of all of the brave people who undertook this perilous mission. 186 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2995492 THE JOURNAL OF HELENE BERR. Both an intensely moving, intimate document of the Nazi camps and an unraveling of the untold story of the Holocaust. 16 pages of photos. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2997660 THE ENGLISH ROCOCO GARDEN. By Michael Symes. Eccentric, captivating profiles of some of the adjectives that describe an intriguing branch of the eighteenth century English garden. This title gives the history of the rococo garden movement in Britain and its Europe. Other styles of that period, the use of flowers, rocks and shells, and principles designers are also featured. Well illus., many in color. 80 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.96
2995719 FAMILY HOME STEADING: The Ultimate Guide to Self-Sufficiency for the Whole Family. By Teri Page. Filled with practical advice and hands-on projects for the self-sufficient family, and perfect for anyone wanting to involve their kids in helping out. With the comprehensive guide you’ll learn to forage for wild foods, craft beeswax candles, make yogurt, raise chickens; tie basic knots; and much more. Well illus. in color. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2991500 EQUINE ANGELS: Stories of Love, Love and Loss. By Frank Weller. Tells the surprising and moving stories of horses and foals saved from slaughter, and how the animals have changed the lives of the human families that have adopted them. Fully illus. in color. 182 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

2996728 LEAD WITH YOUR HEART: Lessons from a Life with Horses. By Elizabeth Harlow. We all wish we could work with our horses in a more sensitive way. But doing so can be a transformative experience. Their soft eyes, wild spirit, and shy honesty offer a glimpse of how entirely different the horse’s mind is from our own. Hamilton, a neurosurgeon and a pioneer in equine-assisted therapy, details in 112 short essays what horses have taught him about forgiveness, trust, leadership, courage, and love. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Stompy. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

3049004 HORSE RULES: Virtues of the Equine Character. The beautiful photography and inspirational text featured in this small volume remind us of the many admirable virtues of equines and, as importantly, of vital lessons that come from spending time with them. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

3049006 HEARTBEAT FOR HORSES. By L. Chester & D. Demari. A beautiful collection of writing and photographs celebrating the quiet bond that develops between humans and horses. Sure to inspire young riders and to touch the hearts of horse lovers everywhere, anyone who is passionate about horses will appreciate this wonderful collection. Willow Creek. Paperbound. 9x10½. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

3049108 IF I HAD A HORSE: How Different Life Would Be. By Melissa Sovey-Nelson, photos by M.J. Cartwright. With visions on how the horse experience migrates into the way we think of ourselves and of others, and translates into everyday life, this stunning volume captures the profound realizations that come from being with a horse. Includes a DVD featuring equine motions in motion, in numerous locations and situations. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95


2997871 WINDMILLS. By Martin Watts. Provides information on the history, protection and maintenance of British windmills, whose continued survival allows a fascinating insight into the history of wind power and the development of engineering, the processing of grain as well as other essential products. Well illus., most in color. 64 pages. Shire. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


2987866 THE LATE MEDIEVAL ENGLISH CHURCH: Vitality and Vulnerability Before the Break with Rome. By G.W. Bernard. The late medieval English church is invariably viewed through the lens of the Reformation that transformed it. But in this bold and provocative account, the author explores it on its own terms, revealing a church with a vibrant faith and great energy, but also with weaknesses that reforming bishops worked to overcome. Illus. 304 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

2992526 GRAB THEIR BELTS TO FIGHT THEM: The Viet Cong’s Big-Unit War Against the U.S., 1965-1966. By Warren Wilkins. Details the formation, development, and participation of the Viet Cong in the opening stanza of the Communist war against the Americans, and how the ultimate failure of that war profoundly influenced the decision to launch the Tet Offensive. Maps & Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.95 $5.95

2998394 WALKER BULLDOG VS T-54: Duel 94. By Chris McNab. Two tanks took prominence in the later years of the conflict. For the North Vietnamese, the Soviet supplied T-54 main battle tank became the core of their armored power; on the South Vietnamese side, it was the U.S. M41 Walker Bulldog. This account examines these tanks, and how their differing designs affected their performance in combat. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

2991377 TARGETED TRACKS: The Cumberland Valley Railroad in the Civil War, 1861-1865. By S.L. Mingus, Sr. & C.H. Wingert. The Cumberland Valley Railroad played an important strategic role by participation of the Viet Cong in the opening stanza of the Communist war against the Americans, and how the ultimate failure of that war profoundly influenced the decision to launch the Tet Offensive. Maps & Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.95 $5.95


2993275 THE GERMAN WAR: A Nation at War, 1939-1946. By Nicholas Stargardt. In this engrossing study, Stargardt draws on a wealth of firsthand testimony including personal diaries, court records, and official memoirs, and uses them to explore how the German people experienced the Second World War, 24 pages of photos. 704 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

2998778 THE DEATH OF HITLER: The Final Word. By J-C. Briand & L. Farshina. Hitler committed suicide in his bunker as the Red Army closed in on Berlin. But the truth about what the Russian secret services found was hidden from history when, three months later, Stalin declared that Hitler was still alive. The rumors that spread like wildfire have not been put to rest—until now. Photos. 329 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95


2994490 1941: The Year Germany Lost the War. By Andrew Nagorski. Examines the key events of 1941 and reinterpreting Hitler’s thought and examining Hitler’s convoluted logic, Nagorski’s fast-paced chronicle illuminates this pivotal year as never before. It was the year that doomed Nazi Germany to defeat. As the author powerfully demonstrates, 1941 was also the year that defined our world. 16 photos of pages. 381 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

3009951 STAR TREK–THE KLINGON EMPIRE: Hidden Universe Travel Guides. By Dayton O. Woods. A kind traveler’s guide will give you all the information you need to plan, enjoy, and survive your trip to the very heart of Klingon territory. Includes an overview of the Klingon culture, tips on what to wear, and a glossary of important phrases. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Insight Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


2998262 THE CONSCIOUSNESS INSTINCT: Unraveling the Mystery of How the Brain Makes the Mind. By Michael S. Gazzaniga. The author gives a view of what science has revealed about the brain, and how it has changed our understanding of how the brain makes the mind. The primary source for neuroscientists everywhere, the authors bring this story to life in an engaging narrative. Illus. 256 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95


2988763 HEXES FOR THE MODERN AGE: By Dai Brains. This handy guide with a historical context is perfect for anyone who wants some subtle modern-day revenge. 150 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

3149196 THERE, I FIXED IT! No, You Didn’t. By Cheezburger. In this collection of the site’s best and biggest pictures over two hundred user-generated images of hilarious DIY disasters, jury-rigs, and kludges from the world’s funniest Web site. 212 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95

2992027 THE ULTIMATE EXCUSES HANDBOOK: Know How to Say No. By L. Harry & J. Spalding. This little reference handbook gives you the perfect excuse to get you off the hook every time. Whether you’re at home, on the job, or in the courtroom, this handbook has everything you need to shirk responsibility and shift the blame when it counts! 128 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95
NEW NON-FICTION

2991519 ESSENTIAL FIGURES IN THE BIBLE. By Ronald L. Eisenberg. Catalogs and explains the importance of the more than 1,250 figures who are most vital to an understanding of the Hebrew Bible and its teachings. Dr. Eisenberg provides summaries of the narratives relevant to each, plus illuminating quotations from the Bible and supplementary material from rabbinic literature when appropriate. 229 pages. Jason Aronson. Pub. at $44.00 $7.95

2998523 THE AURA OF TORAH: A Kabbalistic-Hasidic Commentary to the Weekly Readings. By Rabbi Levy. Although there is a wide variety of interpretations of Torah passages, commentaries, and midrash rooted in the mystical side of Jewish tradition, translated by Rabbi Levy, with original Hebrew and Arabic texts included. 373 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

2990199 THE GODS ARE BROKEN! The Hidden Legacy of Abraham. By Jeffrey K. Saks. Offering a radical view of Jewish existence, this work reveals how Abraham as the “primal trauma” of Jewish history, one critical to the development of a certain Jewish comfort with rebelliousness and the idea that, happening in every generation, has been the deconstruction of the Hebraic traditions. 157 pages. JPS. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

2998335 THE KENNEDY HEIRS: John, Caroline, and the New Generation–A Legacy of Tragedy and Triumph. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. The author draws back the curtain on the next generation of America’s most famous family, casting a light on the unique burdens the Kennedy children inherited. Based on firsthand interviews and cultivated over twenty years of research, this is an epic drama of ambition, scandal, pride, and power. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 606 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

2984741 FAIRY KNITTING: Tales of Love and Magic. By Alice & Lisa Hoffman. Featuring fourteen original fairy tales, this is an entrancing collection of stories of love and loss, trust and perseverance. Readers will be swept away by these yarns to create airy, delicate designs. But also discover how these yarns work best in lace designs and provides tips and tricks for reading and executing lace patterns. Includes 20 projects from hats to shawls and more. Fully illus. in color. 122 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

299581 KING OF SPIES: The Dark Reign of America’s Spymaster in Korea. By Blaine Harden. The thrilling true story of the most powerful American spy you’ve never heard of, whose role at the center of history has been obscured by the story of the North Korean regime–essential to understanding the most intractable foreign policy of our time. 16 pages of photos. Paperback. 260 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

2996287 F-80 SHOOTING STAR UNITS OF THE KOREAN WAR: Combat Units of the Korean War 128. By Warren Thompson. Although serving pre-war as the USAF’s first successful jet fighter interceptor, the F-80 actually made a name for itself in combat as a fighter-bomber in the Korean War, remaining in the frontline through the end of the war. This title is full of first hand combat accounts and rare color photos taken by the veterans themselves. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

2996049 THE HISTORY OF LANDSCAPE DESIGN IN 100 GARDENS. By Linda A. Chisholm. The author guides you through 100 notable gardens as she tells the story of how landscape design reflects and shapes culture. From the medieval splendor of Alhambra to New York’s High Line, the connection between design and politics, art, and literature is explored, as well as the impact of some of history’s most influential figures in those gardens. Well illus. in color. 535 pages. Timber. 8½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00 $17.95

307000X ADVENTURES IN CRYPTOZOOLOGY, VOLUME 1. By Richard Freeman. The science and history of cryptozooLOGY has led to the unearthing of creatures that were once thought to be mythological, but that have since been proven to exist. Freeman has journeyed across the world to add to these discoveries and presents them here. 249 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

298905X I CAN’T BELIEVE IT! The Most Amazing Facts About Our Incredible World. Ed. by Vicky Richards. Find out about the biggest star in the universe, how much paper it takes to print the world’s most famous book, how far you can see from outer space, and much more. Ages 10–12. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

2988630 STEM STARTERS FOR KIDS SCIENCE ACTIVITY BOOK. By Jenny Jacoby, illus. by V. Barker. From the power of magnetism to the energy that fuels our world, little scientists will love the beautifully illustrated activity projects found within these pages. Answers provided. Ages 6–10. 32 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. $5.95

2988629 STEM STARTERS FOR KIDS PHYSICS ACTIVITY BOOK. By Jenny Jacoby, illus. by V. Barker. Introduces children to the world around them with marvelousazes, puzzles, and more! Be guided and inspired with engaging activities and doing the beautifully illustrated activities on each page. Answers provided. Ages 6–10. 32 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. $5.95

2988631 STEM STARTERS FOR KIDS MATH ACTIVITY BOOK. By Catherine Bruzzone, illus. by V. Barker. Technology is science in action. Little learners can discover more about it by reading the simple explanations and doing the beautifully illustrated activities on each page. Answers provided. Ages 6–10. 32 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. $5.95

2988624 STEM STARTERS FOR KIDS GEOLOGY ACTIVITY BOOK. By Jenny Jacoby, illus. by V. Barker. Curious geologists can discover all about the earth beneath our feet by reading the simple explanations and doing the beautifully illustrated activities on each page. Answers provided. Ages 6–10. 32 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. $5.95

2988627 STEM STARTERS FOR KIDS ART ACTIVITY BOOK. By Jenny Jacoby, illus. by V. Barker. Through a wonderful assortment of puzzles, quizzes, and other engaging activities, this volume will introduce children to the beautiful world of art and may even inspire them to contribute a masterpiece or two of their own. Answers provided. Ages 6–10. 32 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. $5.95

2988626 STEM STARTERS FOR KIDS MATH ACTIVITY BOOK. By Jenny Jacoby, illus. by V. Barker. From the power of magnetism to the energy that fuels our world, little scientists will love the beautifully illustrated activity projects found within these pages. Answers provided. Ages 6–10. 32 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. $5.95
**2987724 A MAN CALLED HARRIS: The Life of Richard Harris**  
By M. Sheridan & A. Galvin. Richard Harris was a star who possessed charisma on the screen. But off screen he was troubled and addicted to every pleasure that life could offer. Delve into this magnificently illustrated biography and enjoy an insight into the life of the man who took the glittering peak of New York City nightlife, offering candid portraits of stars and statesmen written by Leonard Lyons for his syndicated newspaper column, A Day in the Life of a Star. Illustrated with snapshots and glamour shots, it opens a unique window into the lives of iconic figures. 480 pages. Abbveille. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**2989444 ONE LUCKY BASTARD: Tales from Tinseltown**  
By Roger Moore with G. Owen. This is a collection of tales written by two good friends from Moore’s stellar career following the lull in the movie business, from Hollywood to Pinewood. Features outrageous tales of the legendary actor and his beloved wife. The stories are told to him by a host of stars and filmmakers including Sean Connery, Frank Sinatra, Tony Curtis, and others. Well illus., some in color. 272 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

**2996999 MEGHAN: A Hollywood Princess**  
By Andrew Morton. Drawing on exclusive interviews with her family members and closest friends, Morton introduces us to the real Meghan as he reflects on the impact that she already had on the rigid traditions of the House of Windsor, as well as what the future might hold. 32 pages of photos, some color. 253 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

**2995751 HANK & JIM: The Fifty-Year Friendship of Henry Fonda and James Stewart**  
By Scott Eyman. Henry Fonda and James Stewart were two of the brightest stars of Hollywood’s golden age, but before that, they were friends and roommates as struggling stage actors in New York. Much more than a Hollywood story, this is a fascinating portrait of an extraordinary friendship. 16 pages of photos. 276 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

**2991992 AND GOD CREATED RICHARD: The Life of Richard Burton**  
By Tom Rubythor. This is the story of Richard Burton, a sweeping and fascinating biography that is also a fascinating look at a story more exciting than any novel about the most charismatic actor that ever walked the stage. From the coal mines of South Wales to the height of Hollywood’s golden age, this biography reflects the entire life of one of the greatest Anglo-Americans of our time. 64 pages of photos, some color. 812 pages. Myrtle. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**299058X KATHARINE HEPBURN: A Remarkable Woman**  
By Anne Edwards. The author of this fascinating and moving biography explores Hepburn’s life in this sympathetic yet clear-eyed portrait of her exceptional life and loves. Here is the story of a determined and invincible woman who strived to be the best in everything she did. This biography reflects the entire life of one of the greatest Anglo-Americans of our time. 46 pages of photos, some color. 812 pages. Myrtle. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**2994577 BRUCE LEE: A Life**  
By Matthew Polly. Explores Lee’s boyhood as a child star in Hong Kong cinema, the troubled teenage years that got him sent away to America, his beginnings as a martial arts teacher, his struggles as an Asian American actor in Hollywood, his development of martial-arts-based movie stunts and characters, duties as a father and husband; and his shocking death. 16 pages of photos, some color. 640 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**2999609 WE WENT TO EUROPE: 1933-1956 by Chim**  
By Cynthia Young. Exhibition catalog. A long overdue re-evaluation of Chim’s career, made possible by his birthday celebrations. Chim discovered negatives from the so-called Mexican Suitcase and newly cataloged vintage prints. This stunning volume is an invitation to rediscover Chim twenty-first century. Fully illus., color. 304 pages, 9½x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $19.95

**299027X INFORMAL BEAUTY: The Photographs of Paul Nash**  
By Simon Grant. Capturing everything from ancient trees to starting stones to unexpected still lifes and weeds flowing in a stream, Nash was convinced that the camera could reveal aspects of the world that painting could only image. This is the first comprehensive exploration of his life and work. 263 pages, teas. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**3027082 DENNIS STOCK: Time Is On Your Side**  
This stunning exhibition highlights the work of the celebrated photographer, Dennis Stock, whose work chronicled the 1940s and 1950s. Fully illus. 168 pages. Prestel. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

**2987449 BRAZIL**  
By Olaf Heine. The renowned photographer, Olaf Heine, has captured the soul of Brazil. Presenting the land of Carnival and Copacabana in black and white, he not only portrays the country’s cultural life, but also uncovers aspects of the world that painting could only image. This is the first comprehensive exploration of Brazil. 263 pages, teas. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**2987209 A MAN CALLED HARRIS**  
By David Walls. Presents a stunning collection highlighting the work of one of Hollywood’s greatest stars. From his beginnings as a martial arts teacher; his struggles for woman’s equality and the golden age of Hollywood, to commanding the screen in front of fans, to addressing a very different audience from the pulpit of his own church, McDonough unravels one of the great mysteries in popular music. Accepts the challenge to move forward, Palestine must redefine itself as a modern nation and redefine the term of disengagement, while working toward a peace process. This is the first comprehensive exploration of the life and work of Maria Callas, which traces the length and breadth of her operatic career, from her early life to her final illness and eventual decline. 320 pages, roads. Passing Press. Pub. at $17.95 $24.95

**3029549 CURED: The Tale of Two Imaginary Boys**  
By Jalil Kharrasi. Intensely lyrical and evocative, gripping and unforgettable, this book is the story of a singular band whose legacy endures many decades hence, told from the point of view of a participant and eyewitness who was there in the beginning. 207 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

**3029581 SOUL SURVIVOR: A Biography of Al Green**  
By Jimmy McDonough. Green was a joyous vengeer to reveal the tortured and solitary individual beneath. From his childhood in Arkansas, to commanding the stage of the world’s greatest venues, to addressing a very different audience from the pulpit of his own church, McDonough unravels one of the great mysteries in popular music. 16 pages of photos. 405 pages, 8½x11. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**2994253 GOOD JUJU: Mojos, Rites & Practices for the Magical Soul**  
By Najah Lightfoot. Learn to better express your spirituality and build up your magical practice with this guide that covers spells, rituals, and healing resources. Helps you lay a foundation for daily ritual work. The author guides you in keeping your mind, body, and spirit strong as you discover your magical work and align with your higher power. 158 pages. Omnibus. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**2994291 MAGICAL PLACES: An Enchanted Journey Through Mystical Sites, Haunted Houses, and Fairytale Forests**  
By Jim De Car, Edit by Cynthia Young. This enchanting collection uncovers the sacred rituals, magical rites, and witchy back stories of some of the world’s most wondrous filled places. Filled with spells and ceremonies inspired by ancient legends and supernatural phenomena, this captivating guide brings the energy of far off locales into your everyday life. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**298315X OUTSIDE THE JUKEBOX: How I Turned My Vintage Music Obsession into My Dream Gig**  
By Scott Bradlee. Postmodern Jukebox, the rotating supergroup that covers pop songs, gives a genuine sense of the enlightening resource helps you lay a foundation for daily ritual work. The author guides you in keeping your mind, body, and spirit strong as you discover your magical work and align with your higher power. 158 pages. Omnibus. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**302876X PUBLIC ENEMY: Inside the Legacy of Chuck D andlerie**  
By Tim Grierson. Provides a comprehensive overview of the twists and turns that have visited frontman Chuck D and his loyal sidekick Flavor Flav. Grierson makes the case for the genre-defining rear in popular culture, while also arguing that they remain as vital and important as ever. 16 pages of photos, some color. 336 pages. Omnibus. Pub. at $17.95 $4.96

289782 WITH THE BARE HAINS: A Fierce German 79th Division and the Battle for Montfaucon. By Gene Faxon. Two million U.S. soldiers in 1917 were deployed to France, including the raw recruits of the 79th Division. Faxon’s ground-breaking narrative tells the full story of these men and their commanders from the 1917 draft through to the end of the war, revealing its mistakes, triumphs, and how the lessons it learned ultimately helped it defeat the WWII foes. 32 pages of photos. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95

289956 ARMY OF EMPIRE: The Untold Story of the Indian Army in World War I. By George Morton-Jack. A brilliantly original retelling of the First World War, revealing the heart of the global events. Morton-Jack retraces the Indian soldiers’ footsteps across the continents, vividly recounting their dangerous missions as well as their reactions they received. 582 pages. Basic. $7.95

289213 DEVIL DOGS: Fighting Marines of World War I. By George B. Clark. Bolted with information from official documents as well as published and unpublished memoirs, letters, and interviews, these men and their commanders from the 1917 draft through to the end of the war, revealing its mistakes, triumphs, and how the lessons it learned ultimately helped it defeat the WWII foes. 32 pages of photos. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95

289983 NEVER IN FINDER COMPANY: The Men of the Great War’s Lost Battalion. By Edward G. Lengel. It was one of the most heroic events in American military history. Here is the inspiring story of World War I’s “Lost Battalion” and the men who survived the ordeal, triumphed in battle, and fought the demons that dogged their journey and compelling, deeply moving and 358 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $30.00. $6.95

300379 WARRIORS OF THE 106TH: The Last Infantry Division of World War II. By Martin King et al. The 106th Infantry Division were fresh off the battlefield and on the pathway of the 5th German Army when the Battle of the Bulge began. This volume covers the history of the division, along with the soldiers’ individual stories of heroism, courage, and determination. 16 pages of photos. 287 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

289947 ALEXANDER VON Humboldt: Botanical Illustrations. During his travels from 1799-1804, Humboldt collected more than 60,000 plants, many of which were hitherto unknown in Europe. He entrusted the best illustrators and copper engravers of his time with the task of portraying their diversity and beauty in an artistic manner. This poster volume assembles a selection of these impressive studies. Prestel. 10¾x13¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95

290945 HANNIBAL’S OATH: The Life and Wars of Rome’s Greatest Enemy. By John Prevas. An epic account of a monumental and tragic figure. The story of an ancient leader who overcame the elements of geography and time to win every battle he fought in Italy against the Romans only to lose the war in the end. 16 pages of photos. 287 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.80. $9.95

289879 THE CHOSEN FEW. By Gregg Zorya. Delivers the never before told story of one of the most decorated units in the war in Afghanistan—The company of U.S. paratroopers who called themselves the “Choosen Few”—and its 15-month ordeal that culminated in the 2008 Battle of Wanat, the war’s deadliest. 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00. $5.95

2899332 HANNIBAL’S OATH: The Life and Wars of Rome’s Greatest Enemy. By John Prevas. An epic account of a monumental and tragic figure. The story of an ancient leader who overcame the elements of geography and time to win every battle he fought in Italy against the Romans only to lose the war in the end. 16 pages of photos. 287 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.80. $9.95

2899083 GEORGE WASHINGTON: Military Genius. By Dave R. Palmer. Offers a stirring and provocative military history of the Revolutionary war and George Washington’s leading place in it. Washington’s strategy was soiled to his aim and changed with the circumstances, and through it all, he practiced the way of the fox. 254 pages. Regency. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $5.95

2898631 WOODSTOCK: An Inside Look at the Movie That Shook Up the World and Defined Generation X. By Sale Bell, photogr aphed by H. Diltz et al. A unique collection of remembrances and perceptions from the filmmakers who created, and frontmen and producers who appeared in, the iconic film. Woodstock. Well Illus., some color. Paperbound. 10x10¼. Pub. at $4.00. $29.95

2900559 HOMEMY DON’T PLAY THAT! The Story of In Living Color and the Black Comedy Revolution. By David Peisner. Few television shows have revolutionized comedy as profoundly or have had such an enormous and continued impact on our culture as In Living Color. Through exclusive interviews with the show’s creators and network executives, this entertaining chronicle follows the show’s friendships and feuds, tragedies and triumphs, unveiling a vitally important story of television history. 366 pages. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

299920 THE BLACKLIST: Elizabeth Keen’s Dossier. By T. Bennett & P. Tarkan. A beautifully illustrated leather-bound collector’s volume is Elizabeth Keen’s detailed account of the world of The Blacklist. It contains a trove of original documentation, including storyboards, favorite episodes and characters; and much more. 321 pages. Dell Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

299901 GUTS: The Anatomy of The Walking Dead. By Paul Vigna. The ultimate fan’s comprehensive guide to the hit TV show, celebrating its popularity, cultural resonance, and gritty rehashing of the zombie genre. Vigna’s entertaining and particular brand of storytelling; favorite episodes and characters; and much more. 321 pages. Dell Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

2999730 BLACK SABBATH: Symptom of the Universe. By Mick Wall. An explosive story of success, failure, and bad behavior, the chronicle of heavy metal’s roots takes us from the dreary seaside provincial town of West London to the plush mansion in Buckinghamshire where Osbourne lives today. Stuffed cover to cover with voices of the band, detailed stories of their triumphs and tragedies, this is the definitive biography of Black Sabbath. 24 pages of photos, some color. 379 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $21.95

2999088 wasn’t that a time? the weavers, the blacklist, and the battle for the soul of america. By Jesse Jarnow. Using journals and letters, unreleased recordings, once-secret government documents, and archival research, Jarnow uncovers the hopes, pressures, beats of the four distinct personalities at the heart of the Weavers. In an era defined by a sharp political divide, the Weavers became a direct influence on a generation of musicians and listeners. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00. $8.96
NEW NON FICTION

2986639 THE KUNDALINI YOGA EXPERIENCE: Bringing Body, Mind, and Spirit Together By U.S. Kounsala & D. O. Keetle. Offers a system of physical poses, breathing techniques, and focused meditations that, when practiced together, will improve the health of the body, mind, and spirit, and emerge as a more balanced, vital system. Well illustrated. 292 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $21.95

2990312 SHAMBHALA: The Sacred Path of the Warrior By Chogyam Trungpa. This timeless classic presents a vision of basic human wisdom that synchronizes the mind and body—what Trungpa called the sacred path of the Buddhist practitioner. It describes the discipline, embodiment, and environmental context, showing how outside forces are closing in on them and threatening to change forever their ways of life. 16 pages of color photos. 259 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

2989278 THE RAINFROST SURVIVORS: Adventures Among Today’s Stone Age Jungle Tribes. By Paul Raffaele. Details the daily lives of the relatively unknown peoples of the Rainforest and their unique and environmental context, showing how outside forces are closing in on them and threatening to change forever their ways of life. 16 pages of color photos. 200 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $12.95

2994550 TIBETAN YOGA: Principles and Practices. By Ian A. Baker. Richly illustrated with contemporary ethnographic photography of Tibetan yoga practitioners and rare works of Himalayan art, and images of yogic practices, traditional medical treatments, this groundbreaking volume reveals Tibetan yoga’s ultimate expression of the interconnectedness of all existence. 292 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

2994845 A HIGHER LOYALTY: Truth, Lies, and Leadership. By James Comey. In this highly anticipated work, Comey writes for the first time about his role in the historic 2016 election and its aftermath. As leader of the 2016 presidential campaign war from the first time Comey had been put to the test. A portrait of great leadership, misguided leadership, and the political and human behavior. The account will change how you think about beauty and attraction in the animal world and beyond. 259 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

2992620 ORIGAMI ANIMAL FRIENDS: Fold 35 of Your Favorite Cats, Dogs, Rabbits, and More. By Marci Ont. Offers a new approach to traditional origami projects, that with just a few pieces of paper allow you to create all your favorite pets, including cute cats, dogs, rabbits, and more, along with a few Critters and Bugs that can be folded in even less time. Includes 50 sheets of specially designed origami paper to get you started along with step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 9x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2993431 THE HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL GUIDE TO YOGA. By M. Wei & D. Brandt. Features a complete, science-based eight-week program, you’ll learn about the countless benefits of this proven practice, including increased flexibility and balance; greater muscle and bone strength; improved sleep; strengthened immune system; and more. Illus. 318 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

2993966 A LITTLE BIT OF YOGA. By Meagan Stevenson. Introduces the history of yoga, provides an overview of ten different forms of the practice, defines the philosophic principles behind the Eight Imbarks on a unique journey to discover some of the basic postures, 120 pages. Sterling Ethos. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


2994733 EVOLUTIONS: Fifteen Myths That Explain Our World. By Goren Harman. Based on a new scientific thinking on the birth of the universe and the solar system, the journey from a single cell all the way to our human minds. Reawakening our understanding of evolution and inspiring the authors and us to re-examine our own spiritual, political, and environmental context, showing how outside forces are closing in on them and threatening to change forever their ways of life. 16 pages of color photos. 242 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

2986493 THE HUMAN INSTINCT: How We Evolved to Have Reason, Compassion, Free Will, and a Stereotypical Human Nature. By Kenneth R. Miller. Detailing our biological trajectory, Miller shows how we became the only species that could produce Modern humans; and how he sees himself. Equal parts natural science and philosophy, Miller offers a moving and powerful celebration of what it means to be human. 294 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

3016628 A TASTE FOR THE BEET: The Evolution ofAttraction by Michael J. Ryan. The author tells the remarkable story of how he and other scientists have taken up where Darwin left off, transforming our understanding of sexual selection and shedding new light on human behavior. The account will change how you think about beauty and attraction in the animal world and beyond. 301 pages. Potomac. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

2980727 THE MAGIC TEN AND BEYOND. By Sharon Gannon. From the co-founder of the yoga method that launched yoga into the mega-popular phase in human evolutionary history. (The Jivamukti method). Here is a simple guide to develop your own individualized daily spiritual practice for greater peace and well-being. Illus. 98 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

3012755 FUTURE HUMANS: Inside the Science of Our Continuing Evolution. By Scott Solomon. A detailed, accessible review of the latest research on human evolution in modern times that draws on fields from genomics to medicine and the study of our microbiome. With surprising insights suggest that we are entering a new phase in human evolutionary history. 225 pages. Yale. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

2995094 RIVER OUT OF EDEN: A Darwinian View of Life. By Richard Dawkins. Explores the human genome, and the river of genes that are meeting, competing, uniting, and sometimes separating to form new species. Offers new answers to questions such as who, our universal ancestor was and why the sex ratio is fifty-fifty. Illus. 172 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


2995721 LAUNCHING LBJ: How a Kentucky Tea Party Helped Define Johnson’s Presidency. By Helen O’Donnell. Kenneth P. O’Donnell, JFK’s chief of staff, was a prolific diarist and note-taker. In this provocative volume his daughter Helen, a respected historian, and journalist, takes her father’s journals and fills in the gaps to create an unprecedented inside look at the early days of President Lyndon Johnson’s administration. Photos. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
JRT breed. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

101 US E S F O R A Y O R K I E. Marvel at this collection of 101 colorful photos of these energetic dogs performing daily tasks including diving, security alarm, food critic, dishwasher, moist towelette, and many more. Willow Creek Pub. at $14.95

305784 PUG PRINCIPLES: Celebrating the Canine Credo. A delightful ‘learn by example’ guide for us human-folk using thoughtful and inspiring quotes and dazzling Pug photographs. By following the Pug Principles, you’ll be able to enjoy life’s simple pleasures to the fullest. Willow Creek Pub. at $14.95

305361 MEWSINGS: Exploring the Feline Mystique. By Fiona Green. In this delightful volume, Green shares her large portfolio of beautiful cat portraits and her years of cat observations. If you have a fascination for the complex and curious cat, you will be inspired by this collection of photos and tidbits about the lives of these pretty little Yorkie Terrier heads? A lot more than most of us imagine! This adorable compilation of some of the world’s most private Yorkie files, alongside beautiful color photos, will enlighten and entertain the yorkophile in you. Willow Creek Pub. at $14.95

299180 DOGS UNLEASHED: Adventures with Best Friends. By Orvis. These beautiful photographs portray the spirit, adventure, and the single indelible bond that has tethered humans and dogs for thousands of years. With these captivating images, this volume conveys there is no journey taken alone that is as satisfying as the same path in a company of a dog. 166 pages. Lyons. 10x8½. Pub. at $19.95

299567 SHEER FILTH! Bizarre Cinema, Weird Literature, Strange Music, Extreme Art. By David Flint. Published from 1967-1980, this British fanzine offered a heady mix of shocking film and book reviews, wild music coverage, weird cartoons, incisive features and fascinating interviews with icons of cult cinema and adult entertainment. This first volume gathers almost all the content from its 9 issues. Well illus. 240 pages. Fab Press. Pub. at $24.95

298499 THE CHICKENSIT SHOT: Why the Justice Department Fails to Prosecute Executives. By Jesse Eisinger. Expose of the most important scandals of our time, showing how our Justice Department has come to avoid, bungle, and mismanage the fight to bring CEOs, pharmaceutical companies, tech giants, manufacturers, and more, to justice. 377 pages. S&S. Pub. at $18.00

298796 RUSSIAN ROULETTE: The Inside Story of Putin’s War on America and the Election of Donald Trump. By M. Isikoff & D. Livingston? DeVito follows the exciting story of how these two фектinating men and does academic sleuthing behind one of the biggest controversies in American letters. Illus. 192 pages. Cider Mill Pub. at $16.95

298671X MAD, BAD, DANGEROUS to KNOW: The Fathers of Wilde, Yeats and Joyce. By Conn Tobin. Illuminates not only the complex relationships between these three of the greatest writers in the English language and their fathers but also illustrates the fascinating ways these men influenced one another. Through these complex relationships, Tobin recounts the birth of modern Irish cultural identity, and the contributions of these masterful authors. 253 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

2989387 BLITZ: By Barry Blitz. Blitz’s cartoons have been lampooning American politics and culture for decades. This lavish full-color collection showcases more than a quarter-century of his work: his wry New Yorker covers, from the Obama fist bump heard round the world, to the myriad misadventures of Donald Trump and much more. 175 pages. Riverhead. 8½x11½. Pub. at $40.00

298665X PHONY LOSER! The Donald Trump Mix ‘n’ Match Insult Generator. By Caitlin Peterson. No one has more experience defending himself than Donald J. Trump, so it’s no surprise that he’s the uncontested Commander in Chief of laughing words. This gift book’s best zingers are now available in one tremendous collection of insults for all to enjoy. Castle Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99


2999145 LITERARY WITCHES. By Tasca Kilataska. In this celebration of the witchiest women writers, the authors honor the witchy qualities of well-known and obscure authors alike including Virginia Woolf, Mirabai, Toni Morrison, Emily Dickinson, and many more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Seal. Pub. at $20.00

2986558 INVENTING SANTA CLAUS. By Carlo DeVito. For more than a century a literary battle has been waged over the origins and authorship of America’s most famous and often quoted literary gem. Was it written by Moore, or by Livingston? DeVito follows the exciting story of how these two фектinating men and does academic sleuthing behind one of the biggest controversies in American letters. Illus. 192 pages. Cider Mill Pub. at $16.95

298671X MAD, BAD, DANGEROUS to KNOW: The Fathers of Wilde, Yeats and Joyce. By Conn Tobin. Illuminates not only the complex relationships between these three of the greatest writers in the English language and their fathers but also illustrates the fascinating ways these men influenced one another. Through these complex relationships, Tobin recounts the birth of modern Irish cultural identity, and the contributions of these masterful authors. 253 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

298665X PHONY LOSER! The Donald Trump Mix ‘n’ Match Insult Generator. By Caitlin Peterson. No one has more experience defending himself than Donald J. Trump, so it’s no surprise that he’s the uncontested Commander in Chief of laughing words. This gift book’s best zingers are now available in one tremendous collection of insults for all to enjoy. Castle Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99


2999145 LITERARY WITCHES. By Tasca Kilataska. In this celebration of the witchiest women writers, the authors honor the witchy qualities of well-known and obscure authors alike including Virginia Woolf, Mirabai, Toni Morrison, Emily Dickinson, and many more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Seal. Pub. at $20.00

298665X PHONY LOSER! The Donald Trump Mix ‘n’ Match Insult Generator. By Caitlin Peterson. No one has more experience defending himself than Donald J. Trump, so it’s no surprise that he’s the uncontested Commander in Chief of laughing words. This gift book’s best zingers are now available in one tremendous collection of insults for all to enjoy. Castle Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99
2998336 AL FRANKEN, GIANT OF THE SENATE. In this candid personal memoir, the humorist and former Senate takes his army of loyal fans along with him to the campaign trail, inside the halls of Congress, and behind the scenes of some of the most dramatic and hilarious moments of his new career in politics. Now readers can decide if Al Franken is truly the Giant of the Senate. 16 pages of color photos. HarperCollins. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

2999013 THE GREAT GASPAG: An A-to-Z Study Guide to Surviving Trump World. By Joy Behar. Behar's satirical and biting look at the Trump administration is both hilarious and devastating. She offers an A to Z look at the most over-the-top moments of the Trump era, providing a side-eye view of the world's current political climate. Photos. 349 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

★ 2994267 THE CONSERVATIVE SENSIBILITY. By George F. Will. The author has attempted to discern the principals of the Western political tradition and apply them to America's civic life. Today, the stakes could hardly be higher. Vital questions about the nature of man, of rights, of equality, of majority rule are bubbling just beneath the surface of America. 600 pages. Hachette. $26.95

2995611 TOUSSAINT LOUVERTURE: A Revolutionary Life. By Philippe Girard. Toussaint Louverture's life was one of struggle and triumph. This biography tells the story of this man's rise to power, his revolutionary leadership, and his legacy. Photos. 320 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

2992708 THE SWAMP FOX: Francis Marion Saved the American Revolution. By John Oller. Like the Robin Hood of legend, Francis Marion, the “Swamp Fox,” and his men attacked from secret hideaways before melting back into the forest or swamp, confounding the British. Marion’s exploits were heroic, as he and his band of militia freedom fighters kept hopes alive and helped win the American Revolution. Photos. 308 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3027066 THE CONTENDER: Richard Nixon, the Congress Years, 1946-1952. By Irwin F. Gellman. The first edition of a projected five-volume examination of this complex man's career, this study offers a wide ranging, accessible account of Nixon's ideas and their development, from the nineteen century through the Russian Revolution to the present day. 776 pages. Nation. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

★ 2995484 JOHN QUINCY ADAMS: Militant Spirit. By James Traub. The story of a brilliant, fiery, and unyielding man whose life exemplified admirable political courage. In this study, Traub draws on Adams’s diary, letters, and writings to evoke his numerous achievements—and controversies—of 620 pages. Basic. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

2999846 JEFFERSON’S TREASURE: How Albert Gallatin Saved the New Nation from Debt. By Gregory May. A long overdue biography that takes a penetrating look at Gallatin’s rise to power, his tumultuous years at the Treasury, and his essential role in an American fiscal policy, demonstrating that Gallatin, not Hamilton, was the nation’s true financial pages. Regency. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

2995506 THE LAST 100 DAYS: FDR at War. By Jean蓝. During the first hundred days of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s presidency, the United States was at war. What was the last hundred days that very well rival them in drama and consequence? Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95


2990113 EAMON DE VALERA: A Will to Power. By Ron Fanning. In this compelling biography an eminent historian illuminates why Eamon De Valera was both such an iconic and such a divisive figure, reconciling De Valera’s failures with his subsequent achievements as the statesman who single-handedly rewrote Ireland’s constitutional relationship with Britain. Faber & Faber. Paperback. $4.95

2985209 ABBIE STUART: The Uncrowned Queen. By Jill Armilgo. To revitalize Abigail’s tale, Armitage focuses on her lineage, her life and her legacy. Through her story we discover a well-born, well-educated woman desperate to control her own fate, but who is ultimately powerless against those in such a commanding position. 16 pages of illus. and map. 263 pages. Basic. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

★ 299433X THE UNEXPECTED PRESIDENT: The Life and Times of Chester A. Arthur. By Scott S. Greenberger. This biography tells the dramatic untold story of a virtually forgotten American president, Chester A. Arthur, a businessman who was the highest office in the land only to rediscover his better self when his nation needed him. Photos. 16 pages of photos. 304 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

★ 2992833 JOHN MORTON: Adversary of King III, Power Behind the Throne. By Robert K. Massie. From a life so filled with great events and extraordinary personalities, fabulous splash and barbaric cruelty, in this fascinating biography of Catherine the Great. Massie’s compelling narrative, based on impeccable scholarship and illuminated by an almost cinematic eye for detail. Illus., some color. 625 pages. Head of Zeus. $19.95

2999225 HENRY III: The Son of Magna Carta. By Matthew Lewis. Henry III became King at the age of 10 within days of his ninth birthday. He was handed a monarchy in peril, a crown that was cracked and tarnished. From the ashes of Magna Carta, a new England was forged. It would spell over half a century of highs and lows, in a country crying out for stability. 16 pages of color photos. 288 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95

★ 3048484 EMPEROR: A New Life of Charlemagne. By Geoffrey Parker. Follows Charles’s extraordinary rise: from his early years as the young heir to a modest part of the Low Countries, to the period during which he reigned victorious as Holy Roman Emperor, to his last years before retirement. Parker uncovers what lay behind the crucial decisions that created and preserved the world’s first and most enduring transatlantic empire. 32 pages of color illus. 737 pages. Yale. Pub. at $53.00 $27.95

2999654 CHURCHILL'S MANEGE: Winston Churchill and the Animal Kingdom. By Piers Brendon. The author looks deep into how animals played an important part of Churchill’s everyday life. This volume looks at the other side of this great man, showcasing his wit, wisdom, and wayward genius from a different perspective and vehicle new and fascinating light on his love of the animal kingdom. Photos. 320 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

2984854 REFLECTIONS OF MAINE. By Greg Currier. From a bold image of Pemaquid Point Light perfectly mirrored in a tide pool, to bright jazzy skewed reflections in the windows of the Monhegan Museum, this collection of beautiful photos proves Currier can find something fabulously different in 56 pages. Down East. $12.95

2985594 RAILS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA. A Pictorial Journey Across the USA. By David Cable. A photographic tour of railroads across the U.S. of every size, shape, and size. In addition to the big companies there are numerous short line and industrial concerns illuminated in this volume. 204 pages. Pen & Sword. 10x7½. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

★ 3039196 BACK ROADS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. By David Skernick. Join Skernick as he explores the back roads of Southern California—the Sierras, Death Valley, giant redwoods at Sequoia National Park, vast deserts, central valleys, and the Pacific coastline. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. Pub. at $27.95 $25.95

★ 3036877 BACK ROADS OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. By David Skernick. Explore the back roads of Northern California with these gloriously beautiful photographs—Shasta Trifid, Giant Redwoods, Lassen National Park, Yosemite. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. Pub. at $25.95 $25.95

2990091 WHERE DID YOU GET THIS NUMBER? A Pollster’s Guide to Making Sense of the World. By Anthony Salvatore. Salvatore engages you on an engaging, fast-paced tour inside the world of polling and answers some of its biggest mysteries. An essential resource for anyone who wants to understand the way anyone interested in understanding how we measure people’s opinions and decisions. He also provides a useful guide to how you should watch elections to come. 244 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

NEW NON FICTION

$3.95

290557 GOOD ADVICE FROM BAD PEOPLE. By Zac Bissinnette. The author has gathered more than seventy-five jaw-dropping gems from advice givers who felt they were doing their best, only to find that their words of wisdom will keep you smiling while you glean all the wisdom you need to build the life you want. If only you can follow it better than people who have yielded to bad advice. Little, Brown. Pap. at $15.00. 

Paperbound. Pap. at $10.95. 

2905190 TEXAS GULAG: The Chain Gang Years 1875-1925. By Gary Brown. For fifty years prison inmates in Texas were leased out to railroads, coal mines, farm plantations, and sawmills with terrible incidences of brutality, cruelty, injury, and death. Writing about their experiences, this volume collects some of their stories, dating back to the 1870s. Photos. 284 pages. Worth. 

$4.95

2907066 TRUTH: HOW THE MANY SIDES TO EVERY STORY SHAPE OUR REALITY. By Hector Macdonald. When we communicate, we naturally select the truths that are most helpful to our agenda. Macdonald explores how truth is used and abused in politics, business, the media, and everyday life. He shows how a clearer understanding of truth’s many faces renders us better able to navigate our world, and more influential within it. 346 pages. Little, Brown. Pap. at $28.00. 

$6.95

3061434 THE TAO OF PSYCHOLOGY, 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Jean Shinoda Bolen. By relaying the concepts of Tao and synchronicity, the author reveals the ancient insights between psychology and mysticism, right brain and left, and the internal and external world. This work provides the key for each individual to interpret the Tao in his or her own life and gives fresh insight to transform our existence. 112 pages. Harper. Pap. at $13.99. 

$4.95

2999358 THE PSYCHOLOGY BOOK: BIG IDEAS SIMPLY EXPLAINED. By Catherine Collin et al. Written in plain English this condensed, short, pithy explanations that cut through the jargon, step by step diagrams that untangle knotty theories, and memorable quotes and witty illustrations that play with our perceptions and beliefs. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pap. at $17.95. 

$7.95

2991055 CHASING LEWIS & CLARK ACROSS AMERICA: A 21ST CENTURY AVIATION ADVENTURE. By Randy Lawrence & M. Walker. Through stunning photographs that span from the muddy Missouri River to the tumultuous Pacific Ocean, the adventure comes to life, revealing America’s soul with breathtaking scenes of tumultuous rivers and their peaceful valley, high plains blossoming bright with yellow canola, and a perennial pasture of snow-capped mountains. 168 pages. Windchime Media. Pap. at $15.00. 

$7.95


$5.95

2991217 FAST TO THE TABLE FREEZER COOKBOOK. By Becky Rosenhal. With this collection of recipes that include make-ahead and freeze meals and dishes that use frozen ingredients, you can make your freezer work for you. Try Smoky corn and Bacon Chowder; Chicken Dressing Casserole; Beef Melt; or Brown Sugar Peach Pie. This is freezer cooking at its best! Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman. Pap. at $27.95. 

$6.95

2999218 THE ULTIMATE 30 MINUTES OR LESS COOKBOOK. By Mr. Food Test Kitchen. Trifles that are done in thirty minutes or less including everything from prep to plate. They include Stickey Sesame Chicken Thighs; Grandma's Classic Liver and Onions; and 7-Layer Raspberry Torte. Well illus. in color. 280 pages. Cogn. Pap. at $23.95. 

$7.95

2996361 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT INSTANT POT COOKBOOK. By Hope Comerford. In these bright pages with full-color photographs, you’ll find recipes for a wide variety of delicious foods, such as cinnamon rolls, pulled pork, potato bacon soup, tender and tasty ribs, and a delicious apple pie. It’s sure to offer everything you need to get started with your Instant Pot or take your cooking to the next level. 228 pages. Good Books. Pap. at $19.99. 

$4.95

2994615 THE “I LOVE MY AIR FRYER” GLUTEN-FREE RECIPE BOOK. By Michelle Fagone. A must-have for air fryer owners who adhere to a gluten-free diet and want fast, healthy and delicious meals. Caution: This book may cause drooling! Discover 175 gluten-free recipes that include Sage Sausage Patties; Southern Breaded Drumsticks; Sea Scallop and Sausage Cakes with Orange Cream. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. 

$12.95

2994941 QUILT TRADITIONS. By Devon Lavigne. The twelve projects included here are repeat-block quilts, inspired by heartwarming stories you can explore. With the step by step information provided, you’ll move beyond standard blocks with strip sets, templates, set-in seams, curves, paper piecing, and appliqué. 60 full-color pages. Kansas City Star. Pap. at $27.95. 

$4.95

2991527 FINDERS KEEPERS QUILTS. By Edie McGinnis with S. Knapp. These projects are based on a collection of 19th century Amish blocks from Davis County, Iowa, in pristine condition, providing the inspiration for these eight updated versions included here. Includes clear, concise instructions that will appeal to quilters of all skill levels. 64 pages. Kansas City Star. Pap. at $27.95. 

$4.95

2998683 QUILT WITH TULA & ANGELA. By T. Pink & A. Walters. Known for her cool, quirky, and fun designs, Angela Huffman is an industry icon. With this book she pairs her talents with those of Tula Pink to create a unique quilt set. The book includes eleven projects that range from simple to more complex. 192 pages. Fons & Porter. Pap. at $26.95. 

$6.95

2996693 JELLY ROLL QUILTS. By Pam & Nicky Lintott. Immersed yourself in the sumptuous world of Jelly Rolls with 17 exciting quilt projects. Tum Jelly Rolls into fabulous quilts, each of which can be made from just one roll. Complete with step by step instructions and diagrams and unique advice on making the most of this fresh approach to fabric. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. David & Charles. Pap. at $24.99. 

$6.95


$4.95

2991077 SIMPLE BLESSINGS IN PATCHWORK. By J. Shults & V. Olsen. Learn the piecing and applique skills that will make your quilt an heirloom with these thirteen delightful projects—from bed quilts to wall hangings, and table toppers. Bring a vintage, homey vibe to your life with these inspiring patterns and motifs. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. Pap. at $21.95. 

$4.95

2991411 CONSTANTINOPLE QUILTS. By Tamsin Harvey. With beautiful photographs of real-life examples of the intricate tile inspiration, large and small projects suited to quilters of all skill levels; and eight possible applique projects with pull-out patterns, this is a great inspiration for your next quilt. 80 pages. C&T. Pap. at $11.99. 

$4.95

299495X THE QUILTMAKER’S BUTTERFLY FOREST. By Felicia T. Breone. Features twelve full-size butterfly patterns and 6 weed patterns that stitch up fast using raw-edge applique techniques. Eight of these projects, from large quilts to pillows and place mats, for you to try your hand at. Includes pull-out templates and step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. C&T. Pap. at $16.99. 

$4.95

2991799 LIGHTHOUSE DESIGNS FOR QUILTERS. By Patricia A. Aho. Presents patchwork and applique designs based on 12 historic Maine lighthouses. Offers charming quilting patterns in nautical themes, including shells, boats, stars, and anchors. Includes templates and complete directions. Fully illus., many in color. 114 pages. Down East. Pap. at $18.95. 

$4.95

2995115 SIMPLY STUNNING SEAMLESS QUILT DESIGNS. 14 Easy Projects to Fuse. By Anna Faustino. Includes 14 projects using easy to cut Outline Designs, and easy to piece. Faustino gives expert advice on finishing raw edges and adding embellishment, cutting tips, plus everything you need to do your own quilt projects in style. Fully illus. 96 pages. C&T. Pap. at $27.95. 

$4.95

2991683 IN THE PINES: A Forest of Paper-Pieced Quilts. By Carolyn Cullinan McCormick. Taking twelve classic tree patterns, McCormick has turned them into one-of-a-kind paper-pieced blocks. Each pattern has the potential to make a striking quilt, or combine them all into one sampler. Includes step by step diagrams and inspirational photos. 296 pages. Kansas City Star. Pap. at $29.95. 

$4.95

2999977 PRESIDENTIAL WIT & WISDOM: More Than 250 Classic Quotes from America’s Greatest Leaders. By Ed. by Charlotte Lee Gross. Contains hundreds of rousing classic quotes and witty quips; humorous biographical tidbits and anecdotes, and must-read interviews that capture the personalities of America’s greatest leaders, from the founding Fathers to today’s most inspiring political minds. Well illus., some in color. 191 pages. Cider Mill. Pap. at $14.95. 

$4.95

NEW NON-FICTION
3049116 THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF SAYINGS. By Ella Frances Sanders. From the hilarious and romantic to the philosophical and literary, the idioms, proverbs, and adages collected here reveal the remarkable diversity, humor, and poignancy of the world’s languages and cultures. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

★ 2986245 THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLK. By W.E.B. Du Bois. A work of world literature. African American history, and sociology by Du Bois, this work is a monumental collection of essays that examines race and racism in America during the early 1900s and earlier. 178 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. $4.95

★ 2987494 THE CONTINUOUS RAILROAD IN UTAH. By Kathy Kirkpatrick. This fascinating history includes descriptions and photos of the living conditions, types of work, locations of railroad stations, and interactions with the local populations of the various ethnic and religious groups who arrived in Utah from 1869-1940. 96 pages. Arcadia. Paperback. $23.99 $19.95

★ 2989076 LOCOMOTIVE DICTIONARY: The Legendary 1906 Railway Reference. By George L. Fowler. Richly illustrated with photographs, etchings, and blueprints, this manual became one of the definitive engineering references for the railroad industry during the steam age. This is a wonderful reference that no locomotive enthusiast should be without. 569 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. $49.95 $39.95

★ 2989717 ELECTRIC RAILWAY DICTIONARY: The Classic 1911 Trolley Car Builder’s Reference Book. By Robert W. Service. This was the first book intended to cataloging various types of trolley cars and electric locomotives, their components, and related hardware. Hundreds of illustrations, including car plans and photographs, make this publication indispensable for the rail fan and modeler. This high quality reproduction also includes original ads. 413 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. $34.95 $27.95

★ 2989687 BUDA TRACK SUPPLIES & RAILWAY MATERIAL: 1937 Railway Supply Catalog. The Buda Foundry and Manufacturing Company supplied the nation’s railroads with special trackwork and the jacks, drills, scales, levels, and signals needed to maintain the right-of-way. Produced in 1907, this detailed catalog is profusely illustrated. It’s a wonderful reference for the model railroader or rail fan. 296 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. $29.95 $24.95

★ 2986660 AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE CO. ROTARY SNOW PLOW. Originally patented in 1884, the rotary Snow Plow was a key innovation that enabled American railroads to operate throughout the winter months. This replica brochure from 1907, includes a short history, operating information and rules. Illus. 27 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

2988801 I CAN’T BREATHE. By Matt Taibbi. In this masterly narrative of urban America Taibbi offers a scathing indictment of the pervasive incentives built into our penal system, and drills down into the particulars of one case-Eric Garner—to confront us with the heart-breaking human cost of the kind of injustice that is allowed to flourish in dispensing criminal justice. 322 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

2989530 FUTUREFACE: A Family Mystery, an Epic Quest, and the Secret to Belonging. By Alex Wagner. As the author sets off on a quest to find the truth about her family history, the book grapples with a deeper question. Is our obsession with blood and land, race and identity, worth all the trouble it’s caused us? Wagner confronts the tension of immigration, race and identity and constructs a narrative where we all belong. One World. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

298721X WHY ARE ALL THE BLACK KIDS SITTING TOGETHER IN THE CAFETERIA? REVISED: And Other Conversations About Race. By Beverly Daniel Tatum. A renowned authority on the psychology of racism argues that straight talk about our racial identities is essential if we are serious about enabling communication across racial and ethnic divides. This fully revised and updated edition is perfect reading for anyone seeking to understand the dynamics of race in America. 453 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2991101 THE CUPBOARD TO TABLE COOKBOOK. By Judy Hannemann. With easy recipes for every meal, this collection will give you inspiration to use what you already have in your cupboard, fridge, and freezer. All ingredients are 100% whole food including Bacon Bombs, Pork Chops with Lemon Thyme; Deluxe Skillet Taco Pie; and Apple Pie Cookies. Fully illus. in color. 211 pages. Countryman. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

2988046 SHORT ORDER DAD. By Robert Rosenthal. Good cooking doesn’t have to be complicated and Rosenthal teaches basic techniques and presents a playbook of simple recipes that achieve the most taste with the least effort. Included are over 100 recipes including Crispy Baked Chicken Thighs; Scallop Provenca; and Chorizo Beef Burger. Color photos. 252 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

2987902 PINOT, PASTA, AND PARTIES. By Dee Dee & Paul Sorvino. Contains more than eighty mouthwatering recipes for traditional Italian foods that include Ossoobuco; Chicken Scarpariello; Shrimp Scampi; and desserts like Orange Polenta Cakes and Zabaione with Grandmas. These easy to follow recipes will make this your go-to Italian cookbook. Well illus. in color. 254 pages. Center Street. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2991152 DINNER FOR TWO. By Julie Wampler. Has your life become so busy that you no longer enjoy preparing a meal? Then pull up a chair, and revisite the pleasures of cooking and eating at the end of a long day. Whether you’re alone or with loved ones, these easy recipes use simple ingredients that are most likely in your cupboard and include Rustic Pot Pie with Biscuits and Beef Stew with Shallots and Mushrooms. 222 pages. Storey. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

298786X ERIC KAYSER’S SWEET AND SAVORY TARTS. Uses the simple tart as a springboard to recipes for a variety of delicious desserts, Sunday brunches, and main courses.Features an in-depth section on techniques that will ensure your success. Well illus. in color. 158 pages. Flammarion. 9 1/4 x 11 3/4. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3005534 YASHIM COKES ISTANBUL. By Jason Goodwin. Inspired by Goodwin’s bestselling mystery novels, this volume evokes the colors and flavors of the Ottoman world, with recipes from simple meze and vegetable dishes to fish, meat, and puddings. Illus. in color. 221 pages. Argonaut. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

3057917 TASTE OF HOME CASSEROLES. 172 Comforting One-Dish Recipes. By Gayle Cassiday. Whether you’re planning breakfast, lunch or dinner, you’ll find the ideal dish in this 172 recipes—from beefy pasta bakes to oven-perfect potatoes—perfect for potlucks, church socials and family reunions. Recipes include Swiss Steak with Dumplings, Sweet and Sour Supper; Southwest-Syle Shepherd’s Pie; and more. Color photos. 112 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8 1/4 x 11 3/4. $7.95

2989754 DINNER WITH DICKENS: Recipes Inspired by the Life and Work of Charles Dickens. By Pen Vogler. With fully updated recipes from contemporary Victorian cookbooks, Vogler enables you to recreate the foods of Victorian England. Includes interesting creative history and clear instructions for such dishes as Mutton Stuffed with Oysters; Betsey Prig’s Twopenny Salad; and the Dickens family’s Twelfth Cake. Photos. 176 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

2988008 THE STARVING ARTIST COOKBOOK. By Sara Zin. Finding she had become a starving artist, literally, Zin decided she needed to learn to cook, and her goal ironically led her back to her watercolors and paintbrush as she painted every meal she made. This volume is filled with simple recipes, helpful advice, and of course Zin’s charming watercolor illustrations. 256 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95

3057933 TASTE OF HOME EVERYDAY SLOW COOKER & ONE DISH RECIPES 2016. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Loaded with more than 360 hearty specialties, these three in one cookbook features sections devoted to stovetop classics, slow-cooked favorites, and savory oven entrees. Recipes include Bavarian Pot Roast; Greek Sloppy Joes; Lemon Chicken Tortellini; Crab Alfredo; and much more. Color photos. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¾x11. $7.95

3057905 SWEET POTATO TACOS; Roasted, Fried, and Made into Pie. By Mary-Frances Heck. Flavorful ingredients such as chiles, coconut milk, and chocolate transform your favorite super food into sixty bold, crave-worthy dishes. Recipes include Chicken and Dumplings, Sweet Potato Chips, Sweet Potato Ravioli, Sweet Potato Tacos, Sweet Potato Ice Cream, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3057825 TASTE OF HOME ANNUAL RECIPES. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Here are a years worth of Tastes of Home favorites plus dozens of bonus dishes—over 500 recipes in all including Guinness Corned Beef and Cabbage; Pulled Pork with Ginger Sauce; Peach-Rosemary Cobbler; Frosted Pistachio Bars; and much more! Color photos. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼x11. $5.95

2992531 WRAPPED: Crepes, Wraps, and Rolls from Around the World. By Garin Pagh-Chandra. Whether as a snack on the go or part of a family feast, filled pancakes or wraps are found on every Main Street and served up in homes all over the world. This delicious collection of recipes includes crepes, gallettes, tacos, burritos, spring rolls, dosa, kebabs, dumplings, griddle cakes, pancakes, and pastries—all wrapped, rolled, or parcelled. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Interlink. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95

3057999 TASTE OF HOME ANNUAL RECIPES 2016. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. From the earliest holiday menus to special holiday menus, this spectacular collection features a full year’s worth of favorites as well as dozens of bonus dishes. More than 500 recipes, including Crepes, Potatoes, Grilled Sausages with Summer Vegetables; Citrus-Molasses Glazed Ham; Sweet Potato & Carrot Casserole; and so much more! Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼x11. $5.95

29861167 ICE CUBE TRAY RECIPES: 70 Easy and Creative Kitchen Hacks for Freezing, Cooking with Ice Cube Trays. By Jen Kartenich. Trays are now available in many different styles with a variety of decorative shapes as well. Kartenich teaches you how to use these trays to create everything from infused ice cubes to one bite appetizers and even mini main dishes. Recipes include Candied Bacon Twists, Oreo Crust Mini Cheesecakes, Ribbon Candy Pops, and much more. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2987794 THE WHOLE OKRA: A Seed to Table Cuisine. By Christine France. Features classic recipes like Okra Fries, Okra Seed Pancakes; and Okra Flower vodka; along with a rich collection of okra history, lore, craft projects, growing advice, and much more. Color photos. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

2989943 THE SOUTHERN SKILLED COOKBOOK: Over 100 Recipes to Make Comfort Food in Your Cast-Iron. Packed with all the classics as well as new twists on old favorites, these delicious dishes are sure to be a hit with family and friends. Most of the recipes include Cheesy Grits, Pecan Sticky Buns; Gluten-Free Biscuits; Creamy Succotash; Bacon Cheddar Combobred; Fried Chicken; Sauteed Collard Greens; and much more. Color photos. 224 pages. Cider Mill. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

2981050 SHINING: Ole Smoky Moonshine Family Cookbook. By Jessi Baker. Family traditions of hard work, grit, and perseverance bind us together with our ancestors; who moved to these mountains 200 years ago. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

2981040 REAL ESTATE INVESTING 101—By Michelle Kagan. An easy to understand guide to everything you need to know to build a business or make money on the side, and you don’t have to be a full time landlord to do it. Whether you’re looking to master the major principles of real estate investing or just want to learn more about the market and make some money while doing it, this title has all the answers. Color photos. 270 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

2987060 A GOLDEN WEED: Tobacco and Environment in the Piedmont South. By David F. Arnold. The social, economic, and cultural history of the Piedmont region in the South, Swanson illustrates how ideas about race and landscape management became entangled under slavery. This innovative study examines relationships that connected crop, land, and people. Photos. 342 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00 $4.95

2991705 IT HAPPENED IN SAN FRANCISCO. By Maxine Coss. Offers a unique look at intriguing people and episodes from the history of the City by the Bay. In an easy to read style that is entertaining and informative, Coss recounts some of her city’s most captivating moments. 156 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


2989190 NORTWEST PASSAGE: The Great Columbia River, By William Dietrich. In this book which updates the status of the mighty Columbia River, discussing the health of its salmon runs, the state of its dams, and the river’s growing importance in light of climate change. Illustr. 448 pages. $26.95 $25.95

2989166 HEROES OF NEW YORK HARBOR: Tales from the City’s Port. By Marian Betancourt. Meet the more than a dozen heroes of New York Harbor including a headstrong widow who single handedly operated a sight on a decades, once sent scores of ships and sailors to their doom, and an ex-trucker who used the harbor to test an invention that would reshape the shipping industry, and a chef does business. 184 pages. Glove Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

2984687 JUNKY TOWN: Havre, Montana’s Last Chance Era. By Gary A. Wilson. From its beginnings in 1887, Havre, Montana was a tough town. Saloons, gambling halls, opium dens, and brothels lined its streets, and with Prohibition came a flurry of bootlegging activity. Havre was a gold- and moonshine mecca. 148 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

2994801 MYTHS AND MYSTERIES OF NORTH CAROLINA. By Sara Pitzer. From Pee Dee A.D. to the Spirits of Salisbury, these 14 mind-boggling tales from the Tar Heel State make history fun and pull back the curtain on some of the state’s most fascinating and compelling stories. Photos. 164 pages. Glove Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

3027739 THE FISHERMEN’S FRONTIER: People and Salmon in Southeast Alaska. By David F. Arnold. Examines the economic, social, cultural, and political context in which salmon have been harvested in Southeast Alaska over the past 250 years. Arnold concludes with a sobering analysis of the threats to present-day fishing cultures by federal environmental reports. 16 pages of color photos. 267 pages. UWA Press. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95


2976600 A GOLDEN WEED: Tobacco and Environment in the Piedmont South. By David F. Arnold. The social, economic, and cultural history of the Piedmont region in the South, Swanson illustrates how ideas about race and landscape management became entangled under slavery. This innovative study examines relationships that connected crop, land, and people. Photos. 342 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00 $4.95

NEW NON-FICTION

3050076 LIVING WITH THE GODS: On Beliefs and Peoples. By Neil MacGregor. Looking at history and around the globe, MacGregor interrogates objects, places and human activities to try to understand what shared beliefs can mean in the context of the everyday, how these shape the relationship between the individual and the state, and how they help give us our sense of who we are. Well illus., many in color. 488 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

299516 THE SCIENCE OF SCIENCE FICTION: The Influence of Film and Fiction on the Science and Culture of Our Times. By Mark Brake. This is the story of how science fiction shaped our world. No longer a subculture, science fiction has moved into the mainstream with the advent of the information age it helped realize. This account will open your eyes to the way science fiction helped us dream of things to come, and aided us in building the future we now inhabit. 216 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

★★984105 MAGICAL EXPERIMENTS: Scientific Amusements to Entertain and Instruct. By Arthur Good. This collection of vintage magazine articles presents simple hands-on experiments that seem as much like parlor tricks as they do scientific discoveries. With more than 150 experiments, the illusions introduce a wide range of scientific principles including magnetism, atmospheric pressure, and more. Illus. 329 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

988698 RETIRE SECURELY: Insights on Money Management from an Award-Winning Financial Columnist. By Julie Jason. Having enough income to last through post work life, is relevant to anyone who wants to retire someday. Provides information on everything from 401(k) and IRAs to the fiduciary duties of financial advisers, to financial literacy education, to buying stocks for children, and to wealth transfer planning. 317 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

★★999628 THE LAST COWBOYS: A Pioneer Family in the New West. By John Branch. This is a tale of one American family struggling to hold on to the fading vestiges of the Old West. For generations, the Wrights, were cattle ranchers and a successful rodeo family. Now they find themselves fighting to save their land and livelihood as the West is transformed. This account is a powerful testament to their American dream. 277 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

989859 LOST KINGDOM: The Quest for Empire and the Making of the Russian Nation, from 1470 to the Present. By Serhiy Plokhy. This volume shows how leaders from Ivan the Terrible to Joseph Stalin to Vladimir Putin exploited existing forms of identity, warfare, and territory to achieve the goal of expanding Russian boundaries and exerting Russian power in Eastern Europe and beyond. 398 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

989662 SHARK DRUNK: The Art of Catching a Large Shark from a Tiny Rubber Dinghy in the Middle of Nowhere. By Morten Stroksæ. The true story of the author and a friend as they embark on a wild pursuit of the famous Grønland shark, all from a tiny rubber dingy. A thrilling, wise, and hilarious tale this is a celebration of adventure, marine life, and above all, friendship. 307 pages. Knopf. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

2993465 LUNCHBOX SALADS: More Than 100 Fast, Fresh, Filling Salads for Every Weekday. By N. Tannen & A. Pieter. Eating lunch "al desk" doesn’t have to mean dissatisfaction frozen entrees or pricey takeout. This recipe collection shares inspiring new ways to use your lunch box. With dishes like Thai Baked Halloumi Salad, Herb and Nut Stuffed Tomatoes, Sweet Potato Nachos, Nutty Mushroom Cauli Rice, and more. Color photos. 160 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95


986152 EVERYTHING YOU KNOW ABOUT SCIENCE IS WRONG. By Matt Brown. From basic pseudoscience to phenomena of physics, scandals of space and scientific misquotes, Brown will shatter the illusions you have held and demystify this most baffling of subjects. Illus. 176 pages. Batsford. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

989599 ACCESSORY TO WAR: The Unspoken Alliance Between Astrophysics and the Military. By N.D. Tyson. Spanning early celestial navigation to satellite-enabled warfare, this fascinating volume is a richly researched and provocative examination of the intersection of science, technology, and power that will introduce another dimension of how the universe has shaped our lives and our world. 576 pages. Norton. $8.95

★★984321 THE ROYAL SOCIETY: And the Invention of Modern Science. By Adrian Thomas. The author charts the evolution of the Royal Society which was founded in 1660 to advance knowledge through experimentally verified facts, to becoming one of the most preeminent scientific institutions of the world. 213 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

987056 WHATEVER THE WEATHER: Science Experiments and Art Activities That Explore the Wonders of Weather. By A. Riechmann & D.S. Smith. The engaging science experiments and open ended art activities in this manual provide a hands on approach to exploring and understanding the weather we experience every day. This guide to weather science encourages creativity, and a spirit of curiosity: it will inspire a sense of wonder and adventure. Fully illus. in color. 203 pages. Roost. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

986000 HOW TO BE GOOD AT SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING. By Robert Dinwiddie et al. Step by step explanations and colorful graphics make understanding science, technology, and engineering as easy as ABC. Just follow the numbered steps to learn about everything from atoms and DNA to jet engines and vaccines. Ages 9-12. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2987503 DISCOVERING BELLS AND BELLRINGING. By John Camp. The author explains for the layman and the beginner what the bells and towers, inscriptions, peals and ringing rooms of church bells are. This book will introduce another dimension of how the knowledge of church bells has been held since childhood. Fully illus. The author argues that church bells are an integral part of life for the majority of people in Britain. 69 pages. J. Cap. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★★982377 THE MAKE-AHEAD SAUCE SOLUTION: Elevate Your Everyday Meals with 61 Freeze-Friendly Sauces. By Elizabeth Bailey. Add bold flavor to any meal with these family friendly sauces. Stock your freezer with favorites and you’ve got the secret to transforming basic ingredients into a tasty dinner in minutes. Recipes to please every palate, including Chimichurri, Creamy Chipotle, Sausage Ragù, Thai Peanut, Pineapple, Gundi, Sourdough, Tostada and more. Well illus. in color. 196 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

987260 YOU ALL GROW UP AND LEAVE ME: A Memoir of Teenage Obsession. By Piper Weiss. The author was fourteen when her tennis coach was found to be a child predator. Trying to exercise the childhood memories that still haunt her, she explores the psychological manipulation of children and expands on the idea of child abuse. Covers the author’s journey to transform her way into seemingly protected worlds, and the far reaching effects their actions have on those who trust them the most. 338 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

986232 WHO ARE YOU? Test Your Emotional Intelligence. By Thomas J. Craigwell. This compilation of 50 easy to score quizzes, tests your emotional intelligence from a variety of perspectives and help you pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses. 128 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

3046141 THE ART OF STOPPING TIME: Practical Mindfulness for Busy People. By Pedram Shojai. What if you had time to accomplish what you want in life? What if, instead of feeling starved for time, you were able to tap into a daily practice? This guide is here to make that happen. You will walk through a 100 days of easy to follow practices that will fundamentally transform your relationship with time. 210 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95
LEGGENDARY NORTHWOODS ANIMALS: A Farcical Field Guide. By Galen Winters. A long-time northwoods story-teller and humorist provides a comically-provoking look at the existence of fabled creatures such as rockworms, octodogs, and splintenuts. Illustrator John Boethecheer renders further visual humor with the creative use of unique and life-like scratchboard illustrations in this fun field guide. 120 pages. Willow Creek. 9¼x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2990438 GREAT AMERICAN HUNTING STORIES. Ed. by Lamar Underwood. Here are some of the best hunting tales ever written that capture the spirit of hunting. With contributions from Theodore Roosevelt, Nash Buckingham, Archibald Rutledge, Zane Grey, Francis Parkman and more. 334 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$11.95

2990905 THE PLOT TO DESTROY THE NUCLEAR WASTE SITE AT HINCHININDIE AND Dismantling the West. By Malcolm Nance. Reveals the dramatic story of how blackmail, espionage, assassination, and psychological warfare were used to weaken the US and spy agencies to steal the 2016 U.S. election—and how they attempted to bring about the fall of NATO, the European Union, and western democracy. 344 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $23.95

$16.95

2990377 THE MAN WHO BROKE THE BANK AT MONTE CARLO. By Robin Quinn. Based on research on both sides of the Channel and beyond, this biography reveals the incredible true story of the man who broke the bank at Monte Carlo—and how his actions helped to undermine Europe’s most wanted criminal, hunted by the British and French police alike. Photos. 288 pages.

$7.95

2995005 THE SANTA CLAUS MAN: The Rise and Fall of a Jazz Age Con Man and the Invention of Christmas in New York. By Alex Palmer. The rise and fall of the Santa Claus Association is a caper both heartwarming and hardboiled, involving stolen art, phony Boy Scouts, a kidnapping, pursuit by the FBI, a Coney Island bullfight, and the dramatic discovery, in 1930, of 366 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.95

$4.95

2988658 THE LIFE OF SAINT TERESA OF AVILA: A Biography. By Carlos Eire. Among the most remarkable accounts ever written about the woman who defied the Church to become Europe’s greatest mystic, her story is not really an autobiography at all, but rather a confession written for inquisitors by her own raptures and most inspired moments. Here is the essential companion to that work. Illus. 260 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $26.95

$21.95

2984193 NEW NON-FICTION

2999549 MY TURN: A Life of Total Football. By Johan Cruyff. You can dispute whether Cruyff is the best ever, but he is undoubtedly the player who most changed the nature of the game. This memoir tracks his remarkable career, built on the techniques he learned playing in the streets of postwar Amsterdam. 16 pages of color photos. 302 pages. Nation Books.

Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

$7.95

$21.95

2999376 A HISTORY OF AMERICAN SPORTS IN 100 OBJECTS. By Cait Murphy. These artifacts are not just about sports–Cait Murphy tells the stories of the people, events, and things that have forged the epic of American sports, from its splendor and its squalor–they are about glory and tragedy; honor and cheating; economics, social change, and individual greatness. Illus. 372 pages. Basic. Pub. at $39.99

$21.95

$5.95

2998025 3 WEEKS TO A BETTER BACK. By Todd Sinett. The revolutionary premise of this system is that the root of your pain may not be from your back at all. It may be a result of structural, nutritional, or emotional imbalances in the body. While “The Sinett Solution” revealed here is unique to each reader, no matter what your issues, you will begin to feel better in just 21 days. Illus. 252 pages. East End. Pub. at $26.95

$5.95

2995344 AND BREATHE: The Complete Guide to Conscious Breathing for Health and Happiness. By Rebecca Dennis. Shows you how to harness the power of your own breath through conscious breathing, which helps alleviate stress, fatigue, and negative techniques that tap into your emotions. You’ll feel calmer yet energized, focused yet relaxed. Conquer anxious thought patterns, relax and calm your mind, improve sleep, and increase physical energy. 200 pages. Dino.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$3.95

299237X OWLS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Frances Backhouse. Filled with beautiful photographs, this volume reveals fascinating facts about anatomy and adaptations, mating behaviors, egg laying and the incubation period, and color patterns; communication displays and more. Also included are range maps of each of the 23 species found in North America. 215 pages. Firefly. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$9.95

2993368 BIRDS IN FLIGHT: A Photographic Essay of Hawks, Ducks, Egrets, Owls, Eagles, Falcons, and Others. By Rob Palmer. Presents two hundred images of birds in flight, showcasing a vast array of species, locations, seasons, and activities. From owls to woodpeckers and everything in between, you’ll enjoy a virtual tour that captures the energy and beauty of flight.

Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$4.95

$7.95

2991349 BULLET: BILL DUDLEY: The Great Man in Football. By Steve Simon. The story of Dudley’s journey from Bluefield, Virginia, through his retirement from the NFL. The author reveals the steadfast sense of purpose Dudley brought to the game, his family, and his community. Photos. 250 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95

$5.95

2991314 BASIC ILLUSTRATED ARCHERY. By B.C. Hibben and S. Mallory. Discover how to master the basics of equipment and gear, safely shoot and retrieve arrows; increase your strength and flexibility for consistent performance; maintain your equipment; enter competitions; and more. Color photos. 70 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

$3.95

2995514 LESSONS IN HOPE: My Unexpected Life with St. John Paul II. Basic. Pub. at $32.00

$5.95


$6.95

3049330 DANGEROUS MYSTIC: Meister Eckhart’s Path to the God Within. By Joel F. Harrington. Meister Eckhart was a medieval Christian mystic whose words powerfully appeals to seekers seven centuries after his death. He preached a “wayless way” of directly experiencing the divine. Illustr. 361 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00

$7.95

2997023 TO CHANGE THE CHURCH: Pope Francis and the Future of Catholicism. By Robert Douthwaite. Whether Pope Francis is using his authority wisely, to offer a fully Catholic alternative to the status quo, or whether he’s unwisely trying to bring the Church into a modern world that’s exhausted and corrupted. The answer will determine not only whether he ends up as a hero or a tragic failure for Catholics, but also for the Church. 234 pages. Basic. Pub. at $19.95

$4.95

2993919 COAL, REVISED EDITION: A Human History. By Barbara Freese. In this remarkable study, Freese takes us on a rich historical journey that begins hundreds of millions of years ago and spans the globe. The book won the 2003 Pulitzer Prize as “the best book in Britain” by Romanian invaders who carved jewelry out of it, coal has transformed societies, launched empires, and sigue –the story of the renowned Catholic author’s friendship with St John Paul II. Preacher a “wayless way” of directly experiencing the divine. Photos. 242 pages. Bloomsbury.

$6.95

2993955 COLD WAR MEMOIR: The Memoir of the Miracle Mets and More. * By Alex Palmer. The rise and fall of the Santa Claus Association is a caper both heartwarming and hardboiled, involving stolen art, phony Boy Scouts, a kidnapping, pursuit by the FBI, a Coney Island bullfight, and the dramatic discovery, in 1930, of a new species of birds in flight, showcasing a vast array of species, locations, seasons, and activities. From owls to woodpeckers and everything in between, you’ll enjoy a virtual tour that captures the energy and beauty of flight. Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$4.95

$9.95
2992418 THE ROYAL NAVY AND THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN. By Anthony J. Cummimg. This ground-breaking work is one of the few academic studies to assert the primacy of the Royal Navy over the Royal Air Force in the defense of Great Britain in 1940. Cummimg contends that the Royal Navy, not the Royal Air Force, should be credited with the victory of the Battle of Britain.

2987244 A WORLD ON EDGE: The End of the Great War and the Dawn of a New Age. By Daniel Schmidb. Traces the aftermath of World War I, a transformative time when a new world seemed possible—until the people of the world realized the turmoil. Schmidb describes this watershed time as it was experienced on the ground—showing us a world suspended between enthusiasm and disappointment.

2989298 WORLD WAR II: A Beginner’s Guide. By Christopher Catherwood. From the Hiroshima bombing to the Red Army and the Nazis, Catherwood makes clear the legacy of the Hiroshima bombing to the aftermath of World War I, a transformative time when a new world seemed possible—until the people of the world realized the turmoil. Schmidb describes this watershed time as it was experienced on the ground—showing us a world suspended between enthusiasm and disappointment.

2996622 AND THE WORLD WENT DARK: An Interpretation of the Great War. By Steven N. Patrick. An illustrated overview of World War II on land, at sea, and in the air. With original drawings in full color, Patrick uses 30 years of experience as a historical illustrator to give an informative and insightful account of the war. Accompanied by soldiers’ diary extracts and other contemporary literature.

2990899 A FORCE: The Origins of British Decision-making during the Second World War. By Whitney T. Bendeck. Looks at how and why the British first employed deception in World War II, and more specifically, this work traces the development of the “A” Force organization, formed in Cairo in 1941, as the first British organization to practice both tactical and strategic deception in the field. Maps. 259 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $45.95 $7.95

2990892 WORLD JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES: War Department, 1 October 1944. Created during WWII by the War Department, this handbook on Japanese Military Forces was intended to familiarize command staff with nearly every aspect of Tojo’s war machine. It is one of the most comprehensive compendiums of information about the Japanese forces ever drawn together. Contains all the original text, diagrams and photos from the 1944 edition. 542 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

2990814 THE WWII ORDNANCE SOLDIER’S GUIDE. Created during WWII, the Ordnance Standard Manual for U.S. troops undergoing indoctrination. Created as a guide for G.I.s recruits, it presents a fascinating look at the U.S. armed forces training regimen circa 1943. Fully illus. 120 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

2990725 HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES: War Department, 15 March 1945. Created during WWII by the War Department, this handbook was intended to familiarize command staff with nearly every aspect of Hitler’s war machine. It is the most comprehensive compendium of information about the German forces ever drawn together. Contains all the original text, diagrams and photos from the final March, 1945 revised version of the manual. 481 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

2988022 WAR DOGS TECHNICAL MANUAL: TM 10-996 War Department, 1944. Through light the unexplored and often well-guarded secret histories of intelligence in the First World War. But this is only half the story, as the truly successful spies, remain a mystery to this day. Illus. 255 pages. History Press. $9.95

2993481 A NATION FORGED BY CRISIS: A History of American History. By Daniel Schmidb. Explores the upheavals that have made American history from the 1750s to the present day. Schmidb shows how these crises were fought by the decided forces beyond America’s borders. A master corrective to the conventional American narrative, he demonstrates that we can only understand our world today by understanding our past.

2988011 THE SEX ISSUE. By the eds. of GOOP. Revealing read that gets at everything we’ve always wondered about sex and relationships. Throughout this conversation, you’ll find goopstra-style takes on the reality of experiences ranging from plain vanilla to monogamy, to plus personal anecdotes from the GOOP team. 278 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.95 $15.95

2990707 SEX SO GREAT SHE CAN’T GET ENOUGH. By Barbara Kesling. This renowned sex-therapist and best-selling author shows you how to have mind-blowing sex every time you slide between the sheets. Advice only 274 pages. M. Evans. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

2990803 THE SPY WHO WAS LEFT BEHIND. By Michael Pullara. The true story of international intrigue involving the murder of CIA officer Freddie Wordung and the evidence cover-up that follows. This is the author’s remarkable account of his decade long quest to discover why and how Wordung was murdered, a long overdue reckoning that is shocking, powerful, and 336 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

2990555 THE AMERICAN HERITAGE WORD FINDER. By P. Hellweg & R.T. Nhan. With 4,000 main entries and more than 60,000 synonyms, it is the perfect tool for expanding vocabulary, improving writing, and preparing for language proficiency tests. An example sentence is given showing the typical usage of the word. 225 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2988698 LOVE WORTH MAKING: How to Have Ridiculously Great Sex in a Long-Lasting Relationship. By Stephen Snyder. Integrating the latest research on human sexuality with compelling stories from his thirty years of experience, Dr. Snyder will help people of all ages and backgrounds understand and embrace their sexual feelings. For those who want the secrets on how they operate, what rules they follow, and how they connect to the rest of who you are. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

2995573 SHADOW WARRIOR: William Egan Colby and the CIA. By Randall B. Woods. The definitive guide to the man who foresaw the German onslaught in the early years of WWII. German tanks led the Blitzkrieg in 1940, plowed through the Afrika Corps in North Africa, and rolled over Soviet Russia in 1941. This book uncovers the revealing source material from private and archival collections. Fully illus. 304 pages. Obipry. Pub. at $39.95 $12.95

2992809 THE COMBINE HARVESTER. By Jonathan Whittam. Tells the complete story of one of the most significant agricultural inventions of all time—the combine harvester. Starting with the early straw walkers and rotary models, Whittam charts the chronological evolution of these complex machines which soon became indispensable to the cereal farmer. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Amphoto. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

2985020 CONVERSATIONS WITH MARY: Messages of Love, Healing, and Unity for Everyone. By Anna Raimondi. Through Anna, the Virgin Mary touches and teaches important truths about the soul, prayer, and what happens when we die. Her conversations with Anna are simultaneously illuminating, inspiring, and provocative, and offer readers a pathway back to the simple message God gave us of love and peace.


2999999 LASAGNE: Over 30 Delicious Pasta Dishes. By Barbara Mahut. The ultimate comfort food, lasagne is satisfying, flavorful and easy to make. Here are over 30 mouthwatering, quick to cook recipes that will sprinkle the highlight of your mealtimes including Curried Crab Lasagne; Bolognese Lasagne, Greens and Goat’s Cheese Lasagne; and Trout and Watercress Lasagne. Color photos. 72 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

---

207 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95 $6.95


2988082 FILM. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $6.95

2989298 WORLD WAR II: A Beginner’s Guide. By Christopher Catherwood. From the Hiroshima bombing to the Red Army and the Nazis, Catherwood makes clear the legacy of the Hiroshima bombing to the aftermath of World War I, a transformative time when a new world seemed possible—until the people of the world realized the turmoil. Schmidb describes this watershed time as it was experienced on the ground—showing us a world suspended between enthusiasm and disappointment. Illus. 300 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

2989298 WORLD WAR II: A Beginner’s Guide. By Christopher Catherwood. From the Hiroshima bombing to the Red Army and the Nazis, Catherwood makes clear the legacy of the Hiroshima bombing to the aftermath of World War I, a transformative time when a new world seemed possible—until the people of the world realized the turmoil. Schmidb describes this watershed time as it was experienced on the ground—showing us a world suspended between enthusiasm and disappointment. Illus. 300 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

2989298 WORLD WAR II: A Beginner’s Guide. By Christopher Catherwood. From the Hiroshima bombing to the Red Army and the Nazis, Catherwood makes clear the legacy of the Hiroshima bombing to the aftermath of World War I, a transformative time when a new world seemed possible—until the people of the world realized the turmoil. Schmidb describes this watershed time as it was experienced on the ground—showing us a world suspended between enthusiasm and disappointment. Illus. 300 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95
NEW NON-FICTION

△ 2970107 MOON ROCKET 66 ROAD TRIP. By Jessica Dunham. From pristine prairies and red rock mountains to the glittering Pacific, this tailed highway has beckoned everyone from Dust bowl escapers to 1950s vacationers. Their stories and insights throughout this guide, which includes turn by turn directions to connect with the historic highway. Illus. in color. 368 pages. Moon. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

△ 2988558 NORTH SHORE-DULUTH: A Photo Tour of Northeastern Minnesota. By David Barnett. A tour of Duluth to Gooseberry Falls, Lutsen Mountains, and beyond, the area’s natural splendor is amazing to behold. This volume contains images of fascinating; facts; and addresses and contact information to help you find the sites you want to see. 160 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $7.95

△ 2990636 NORTHLAND: A 4,000-Mile Journey Along America’s Forgotten Border. By Porter Fox. The author spent three years exploring 4,000 miles of the border between Maine and Washington. Traveling by canoe, firefighter, car, and foot. Fox blends a deeply reported and beautifully written story of the region's history with a riveting account of his travels. 247 pages. Crown. 10.95

△ 2993260 FIELD ROAST: 101 Artisan Vegan Meat Recipes to Cook, Share & Savor. By Tony Rodriguez. Presents a collection of recipes for tasty vegan burgers that will leave you satisfied without guilt. Also included are recipes for delectable casseroles, savory burger buns and sides, and even luscious desserts. Try Chorizo Burgers; Black Olive Burgers; Quinoa, Lentil, and Dill Burgers; Roasted Artichokes; and Dark Chocolate Cookies with Hazelnut Ice Cream. 228 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

△ 2998941 MOUThWATERING VEGAN BURGERS. By Toni S. Rodriguez. Use creative combinations of your favorite foods—avocado, ricotta, eggs, pineapple, almonds, spinach, chocolate, coconut—to make delicious sandwiches, dressings, snacks, and more. Will appeal to even the most discerning meat-eaters. 352 pages. Seal. Pub. at $24.00

△ 2999963 FRESH MADE SIMPLE: A Naturally Delicious Way to Eat—Look, Cook, Savor. By Lauren K. Stein. Use creative combinations of your favorite foods—avocado, ricotta, eggs, pineapple, almonds, spinach, chocolate, coconut—to make delicious sandwiches, dressings, snacks, and more. Will appeal to even the most discerning meat-eaters. 352 pages. Seal. Pub. at $24.00

△ 2992264 GROW FOR FLAVOR. By James Wong. In addition to advice that can measurably increase “grow your own” favorites and “wildcraft” crops you never knew you could grow, Wong also provides 36 simple recipes—from One Pot Tomato Salad to Pastas to Homemade Cherry Syrup—to help enhance the produce from garden to kitchen. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

△ 2993953 UNCONVULTED: Wild Apples, Neal Cider, and the Complicated Art of Making a Living. By Andrew Grant. The author praises the tenacious wild apple and the superior cider it produces. In candid and philosophical prose, he shares his decades-long obsession with wild apples, from discovering new tastes and textures to understanding how the wild apple tree guided him toward a successful environmentally conscious business. 274 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

△ 3011773 THE ITALIAN VEGETABLE GARDEN. By Rosalind Creasy. A beautiful collection of Italian vegetables gives you the basics as well as tips on growing and preparing Italian varieties of tomatoes, greens, beans, eggplants, artichokes, peppers, herbs and more. A section on cooking shows what to do with these fresh jewels: antipasti, soups, salads and sides in color, 112 pages. Periplus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

△ 314464X BRAVE LOVE: Making Space for You to Be You. By Lisa Leonard. In this enrossing narrative, Leonard shares her story of finding truth and wholeness in the midst of life’s chaos. This guide shows what it means to be human, how it feels to be broken and afraid, and what happens when we dare to love deeply. Plus some in color. 254 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

△ 2988666 LITTLE SISTER: A Memoir. By Patricia Walsh Chadwick. Imagine an eighteen year old American girl who has never read a newspaper, watched television, or made a phone call—and this is the 1960s. Separated from her parents and forbidden to speak to them, Patricia grows up in a cult called the Slaves of the Immaculate Heart of Mary. After years of rejection, she encounters during Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00

△ 2991322 A BEAUTIFUL MINE: Women Prospectors of the Old West. By Chris Engen. She plucked miners on the land, female miners made fortunes panning and mining, working right alongside men in the copper, silver, and gold fields of the American West. This volume recounts the amazing stories of eleven of these women including Baby Doe Tabor, Nellie Cashman, and Lilian Malcolm. Photos. 148 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

△ 2983740 THE WOMEN WHO MADE NEW YORK. By Julie Scelfo. Reveals the untold stories of the phenomenal women who made New York City the cultural epicenter of the world. Featuring striking, contemporary illustrations, this volume offers a visual sensation—one that reinvents not just New York City’s history but its very identity. 335 pages. Crown. Pub. at $29.95 $18.95

△ 2989379 THE BETTENCOURT AFFAIR: The World’s Richest Woman and the Scandal That Rocked Paris. By Tom Sancton. Heir to the L’Oreal fortune, Liliane Bettencourt is the second richest woman in the world, but her fortune is pockmarked by scandal. This book traces her marriage to her husband, various affairs, and the fall of her daughter, her daughter’s estranged husband, and others. 396 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

△ 2990003 FIELD GUIDE TO THE WEATHER: Learn to Identify Clouds and Storms, Forecast the Weather, and Stay Safe. By Ryan Henning. The author demystifies meteorology, helping you understand how weather works, define its elements, and even predict what’s coming next. You’ll find a simple introduction to the basics of meteorology, a guide to weather topics, details you need to know, and more. Well illustrated. 144 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

△ 2999242 NEW YOU BOOT CAMP. By M. Moran & J. Cleaver. Based on a model of the nation’s top weight-loss and fitness regime, New You Boot Camp has become the destination of choice for celebrities, and people all across the country. Includes tips on nutrition, exercise, and lifestyle, this guide with you have everything you need to recreate your very own Boot Camp experience at home. Weil illus. in color. 160 pages. Collins & Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

△ 3099811 THE PERSONALIZED DIET: The Pioneering Program to Lose Weight and Prevent Disease. By Eran Segal et al. This guide helps readers understand the fascinating science behind the author’s work, gives readers the tools to create an individualized diet and lifestyle plan, and puts them on the path to losing weight, feeling good, and preventing disease by eating in a way that’s right for you. 335 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

△ 3097910 PUSH: 30 Days to Toned, Toned, Toned. By a Bang! Body, and the Life You Deserve! By Chalene Johnson. A totally 30-day system that will help you reset your priorities, develop a new lifestyle, and manage the weight you’ve lost good. Johnson shows you how to maximize success; achieve your dreams; cultivate new habits; kick the clutter; build layers of accountability; and mate-workout. Illus. in color. 284 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

△ 2988259 WIRED TO EAT. By Robb Wolf. In this guide to a customized way of eating—that may be the key to permanent weight loss and better health—Wolf starts you on a 30-day Reset to help restore your body’s blood sugar levels and reverse insulin resistance. Included are 60 delicious recipes, detailed meal plans, and shopping lists to get you on your journey. 388 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

△ 299018 THE OBESOGEN EFFECT. By Bruce Blumberg with K. Lobeg. In this eye-opening account Dr. Blumberg describes how obesogens (weight-inducing chemicals) work, reveals where they are found, and offers a practical three-step solution for reducing exposures. He sounds an urgent call to action to protect your body, clean up your life, and set a straight course for better health. 307 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

△ 2997655 THE CALORIEKING CALORIE, FAT & CARBOHYDRATE COUNTER, 2017 EDITION. By Allan Borushek. Fat matters, carbs count, but calories are king and this reference has them all including more than 200 fast-food chain foods. Also included is a diabetes diet guide, and counters for cholesterol, fiber, protein, salt/sodium, and alcohol. 288 pages. Family Health. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

△ 2986590 JAMES DUGIA’S BLUEPRINT FOR HEALTH: Lose Weight and Feel Better in 14 Days. From a world-renowned health expert comes his positive guide to transforming your body. After discussing the four fundamental pillars of health—mindset, nutrition, movement, and sleep—he shares 80 delicious recipes, more than 25 effective exercises, guided meditations, and more to get you on the path. Well illus. in color. 223 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

△ 2986486 THE WATER PROJECT: Plan and Construct a Water System for Your Homestead. By JR Davis. Explains why not only is water so essential to our health but also what quantities we should drink and when. He also discusses the different phases of water and demonstrates which will best address certain conditions, as well as providing water cures. 156 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

△ 3070089 KITCHEN PROJECTS FOR THE WOODWORKER: Plans and Instructions for over 65 Useful Kitchen Items. By Ken Horner. Whether you are a novice or a skilled pro, this step by step guide for projects from relatively easy to more challenging will be a valuable resource for your ongoing woodworking library. Projects include cutting boards, salad forks, salt and pepper shakers, salad bowls, rolling pins, and more. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Linden. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
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**NEW FICTION**

**30456X AIR TIME.** By Hank Phillippi Ryan. Wired with hidden cameras and dressed to deceive, star television reporter Charlotte McNally infiltrates the top secret activities of haute couture, then cons her way behind closed doors into the suburban hot spot funneling millions to unscrupulous con artists. Hot on the heels of deception, forgery, and murder, 286 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2984903 BIRD, BATH & BEYOND.** By E.J. Copperman. When the charismatic star of the new TV show Dead City is shot in a trailer, the only person who could have done it is Barney, the theatrical agent, Kay Powell, keeps trying to explain that although Barney can talk, he doesn’t actually converse, when investigators try to interrogate him, the only way to make sure he won’t talk.” 294 pages. Minotaur $5.95

**298945X DEVONSHIRE SCREAM.** By Laura Childs. Tea shop owner Theodosia Browning’s psychic ability is at stake when a gala at the local jewelry store serves up heists and homicide along side her herbal teas. 307 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**2995840 A WEE MURDER IN MY SHOP.** By Fran Stewart. Returning from a trip to the Scottish Highlands, Penny Wilmot returns home to Vermont, only to find the body of her ex-boyfriend on the floor of her shop. When the police chief arrests Peggy’s cousin based on ex-boyfriend on the floor of her shop. When the police chief arrests Peggy’s cousin based on

**299406X GHOST ON THE CASE.** By Carolyn Kephart. Bailey Ruth is determined to comfort a distraught sister after a younger sibling is kidnapped and there is a large ransom demand. Bailey Ruth is positive she can use her detective skills to figure out who arranged the kidnapping, but an unexpected twist in the case soon has Bailey seeking a murderer. 263 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**3049019 DRIVE TIME.** By Hank Phillippi Ryan. Investigative TV reporter Charlotte McNally’s latest scoop—an exposé involving a counterfeit car scam, complete with stakeouts, high-speed chases, and hidden-camera footage—is ratings gold. But what’s Charlie’s best friend Dorinda is really cooking up on a terrifying collision course with revenge, extortion, and murder. 334 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2988836 KILLER CRUST.** By Chris Lavender. Eleanor isn’t amused when Laughing Luigi—the sketchy frozen pizza dough baron—walks into her pizzeria. But for the contract for his pizzamaking contest seems made to order especially with $25,000 in prize money up for grabs. But when the pizza king is murdered on her premises, Eleanor has to act quickly before the killer strikes again. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

**2921789 THREE ROOMS AND BATHS, ONE VERY DEAD CORPSE.** By David James. When real estate agent Amanda Thorne arrives at her first big listing, the lifeless body in the living room really spoils the ambience. With the reluctant cooperation of disfrocked Detective Ken Becker, Amanda sets out to unravel the truth. 300 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3049027 FACE TIME.** By Hank Phillippi Ryan. Successful reporting career is almost too much for the star of TV reality—you’re only as good as your last story. But she may have a blockbuster on her hands after uncovering new evidence in a murder trial that could free the accused. Dorinda Kellogg but Dorinda is refusing Charlie’s help, and Charlie discovers the stakes are even higher than she thought, putting her in the killer’s crosshairs.

**2900431 WEREWOLF SINGS THE BLUES.** By Jennifer Harlow. Finding herself on the run, Vivian Dahl drives across America with Jason, her werewolf rescuer, and learns about the war her biological father’s pack is caught in. Now that an opposing werewolf pack has targeted Dahl, by something in nothing to make sure Vivian’s song isn’t cut short. 351 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**2987320 SIGNED TO DEATH.** By Lynn Cahoon. Cat has a group of aspiring mystery authors arriving at her Aspen Hills Warm Springs Resort for a retreat. So when Baker Dee Dee Meyer sits up trouble at the retreat, Cat matches into her shop to confront her. But Dee Dee has her own troubles. Her celebrity chef has been found dead in her bakery. Now Cat is determined to discover who served the chef his just desserts. 274 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2979355 SEEING RED.** By Dana Dratch. Her mantle career is catching fire. Her relationship with B&B owner Ian Sterling is fiery and fun. She’s even attending a glittering party at his sprawling Victorian Inn. But something seems off...and it’s not the canapes. When Ian’s father vanishes, the enigmatic innkeeper asks for her assistance. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2997371 SOUTHERN SASS AND KILLER CRavings.** By Kate Carlisle. Newly married San Francisco book restoration expert Brooklyn Wainwright investigates a mysterious spy novel linked to a string of murders. Are the murders connected to the pricy, rare book that Brooklyn recently obtained or is there something more sinister atfoot? 322 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**2998383 ROBBERY BOUND SOMETHING MEWED.** By Bethany Blake. After a tension-filled rehearsal dinner, the abrasive wedding planner is found strangled by a garter—a weapon both borrowed and blue. Now Detective Ian Sterling has the enigmatic innkeeper asks for her assistance. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2984245 CHERRY SCONES & BROKEN BONES.** By Darci Hamilton. Tainted by a recent murder, the Orchard Inn is struggling to attract guests, until celebrated portrait painter Silva Lumiere books a room. Whitney Bloom, the inn’s manager and her cherry scone bake can be more pleasurable. But when death occurs at the inn, fingers point at Whitney, and she realizes she must bake herself out of this one. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2987142 CRIME & PUNCTUATION.** By Kaitlyn Dunnett. When perky novice writer Tiffany Scott knocks at her door holding a surprising manuscript, editor Mikki Lincoln expects another another murder mystery novel plagued by typos and sloppy prose. But when the young author turns up dead just like the victim in her story, Mikki refuses to believe it was an accident, and immediately investigates. 322 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3033899 SHELVED UNDER MURDER.** By Victoria Gilbert. Autumn leaves aren’t the only thing falling in the historic Virginia village of Tavistock–so are some cherished manuscripts. It’s a business-inducing neighbor Richard Muir, Amy Webber is recruited to aid the investigation. 342 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2997266 MURDER WITH CUCUMBER SANDWICHES.** By Karen Rose Smith. Renee Schumaker, notorious for her bitter reviews, gets a go-to order from Daisy’s Tea Garden shop, which Daisy hopes is a good sign. But when he dies from an attack by something in his food, Daisy finds she has quite an assortment of suspects to sift through. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2997312 RUFF JKUSTR.** By Laurien Berenson. When the show season underway, prize-winning Poodle owner Melanie Travis is determined to help her son finally lead his Standard Poodle to a championship title. But the competition is fierce, and soon Melanie finds herself entangled in a mindboggling murder mystery—and hot on the trail of a desperate killer. 326 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2997398 A TALE OF TWO MURDERS.** By Heather Redmond. In the winter of 1835, young Charles Dickens is a journalist on the rise at the Evening Chronicle. Invited to dinner at the estate of the newspaper’s co-editor, Charles is smitten with his boss’s daughter, Kate. When their neighbor is killed, Charles and Kate feel compelled to investigate, but he is also in line. Times. 336 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**2988569 THE LIAR IN THE LIBRARY.** By Simon Brett. Bestselling author Burton St Clair, complete with soaring ego and wandering hands has come to town to give a talk. But after his corpse is found, Jude’s sister is prime suspect. If she prove to her conscience, she will have to dust off her detective skills. 381 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

**299416X DYEING UP LOOSE ENDS.** By Maggie Sefton. Kelly Flynn spends her free time at Lambspun, where her fellow knitters love hearing about her four year old son’s latest exploits. But the Lambspun crew is horrified when a pack has targeted her, Jason will stop at nothing time at Lamsburn, where her fellow knitters love hearing about her four year old son’s latest exploits. But the Lambspun crew is horrified when a pack has targeted her, Jason will stop at nothing time at Lamsburn, where her fellow knitters love hearing about her four year old son’s latest exploits. But the Lambspun crew is horrified when a pack has targeted her, Jason will stop at nothing time at Lamsburn, where her fellow knitters love hearing about her four year old son’s latest exploits. But the Lambspun crew is horrified when a pack has targeted her, Jason will stop at nothing
during a to-go order, it’s just dessert. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2982271 I USED TO BE A FISH.** By Tom Sullivan. Inspired by a pet fish and fueled by imagination, a boy tells a whimsical version of his own life story, which mirrors the fish’s own life story, which mirrors the fish’s own life story, which mirrors the fish’s own life story, which mirrors

**2989038 ARCHANGEL.** By Margaret Fortune. Book two of the Spectre War. With all the signs pointing to a massive Spectre attack brewing on the horizon, the creation of a new weapons system yields an opportunity to end the threat once and for all. As the days count down toward its launch, Michael Sorenson must hunt down the saboteur—before the saboteur kills again. 451 pages. DAW. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**2983549 THE BODY SNATCHERS: SF MASTERWORKS.** By Jack Finney. When Becky Driscoll turns up at Dr. Miles Bennett’s consulting rooms after hours one August evening, telling him she is pregnant, neither she nor her cousin Wilma doesn’t think that her Uncle Ira is really her Uncle Ira–this is just the beginning of a nightmare for the sleepy town of Mill Valley. 278 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

**2988728 HALLS OF LAW.** By V.M. Escalada. Book one of The Faramani Prophecy. The Faramani Prophecy was created by the first Lugs, and has been ruled for generations by its standing military force and the Talents of the Halls of Law. 486 pages. DAW Books. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

---

**By Carolyn Kephart.**
NEW FICTION

3057828 THE POPE OF PALM BEACH. by Tim Dorsey. Serge A. Storms and his perpetually baked sidekick, Sunny, are on the road again. This time they're on a literary pilgrimage back to Riviera Beach, where both boys spent their formative years. Digging through the pages of a legend from his youth, Serge instead uncovers a fresh batch of trouble. 336 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

2985403 CHOLO CHOLO. by Virginia Lee Burton. A delightful story about a beautiful little locomotive who decides to walk away from her humdrum duties, originally published in 1937. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. Faber & Faber. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 3006559 THE BERENSTAIN BEARS TAKE-ALONG STORYBOOK SET. by Jan & Mike Berenstain. Featuring five classic stories starring the Bear family. Follow them as they go on a dinosaur dig, go green at home, decide on careers when they grow up, travel under the sea, and get a visit from the tooth fairy. This collection of favorite easy to read stories is perfect for enjoying on the go! Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. HarperFestival. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

★ 3006522 THE BERENSTAIN BEARS STORYBOOK TREASURY. by Stan Berenstain et al. Featuring six beloved Berenstain Bears stories, this treasury is perfect for reading aloud or curling up and reading alone. Join Mama, Papa, Brother, Sister, and Honey Bear as they meet a new pet, learn about cleanup, wish upon a star, take a trip, explore the seashore and stay home from school in this mind: 403 pages. Kindscher. 8x10%4. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

2997762 DISNEY PIXAR FINDING DORY. The Essential Guide. by Glenn Dakin. Dive into the magical underwater world of Disney-Pixar's Finding Dory! Read all about forgetful Dory and join her best pals Nemo and Marlin on an epic ocean adventure, meeting colorful characters along the way. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8x10%. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

2988054 THE SILENCED. by Andres de la Motte. Officer David Sarac of the Stockholm Police Force is a man haunted by demons. After a violent showdown that almost cost him his life, the policeman is being treated at a closed ward by the great American psychiatrist Peter D. Blum, who is determined to silence the voices in his head. But, a mysterious offer has David changing his Harper. Paperbound. $3.95

2988852 THE LEGION OF FLAME. by Anthony Ryan. Book two of The Draconis Memoria. For centuries, the vast Ironshore Trading Syndicate relied on drake blood and the extraordinary powers it confers to those known as the Blood-blessed, to fuel and protect its empire. But when the drake lines begin to fail, a perilous expedition was mounted to secure them. 558 pages. Ace. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2996782 THE MERMAID. by Christina Henry. Once there was a mermaid called Amelia who could never be content in the sea. So Amelia agreed to play the mermaid for P.T. Barnum and walk among men in their world, believing she can leave anytime she likes. But Barnum has never given up a money making scheme in his life, and he is determined to hold on to his mermaid. 382 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3049078 THE GREAT WALL. by Mark Morris. When a mercenary warrior is imprisoned within the Great Wall of China, he discovers the mystery behind one of the greatest wonders of our world. As wave after wave of marauding beasts besiege the massive structure, his quest for fortune turns into a journey toward heroism as he joins a huge army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors to confront this unimaginable army of elite warriors. 403 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2988151 THE THIEF. by J.R. Ward. As a lethal new enemy of the vampires shows its face, and the Brotherhood needs Assail back on his feet, Sola finds herself not only a target, but a mission-critical force in a war she doesn’t understand. And when Assail’s truth comes out, will she run from the horror, or follow her heart? 454 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3005461 THE WARS OF ATLANTIS. by Greg Masters. At the very edge of recorded history, the fabled island of Atlantis sat at a center of the vast and powerful empire. From there, the divinely descended lords of the western ocean made war on the world, until a brave resistance drove them back. Illus. . . in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

2999441 DEADLANDS: Ghostwalkers. by Jonathan Maberry. Welcome to the Deadlands, where steely eyed gunfighters rub shoulders with mad scientists and dark unnatural forces in the Weirdest West of all. Grey Torrance a hired gun, joins forces with a brilliant Sioux scientist to defend the town of Paradise Falls from a diabolical madman building a flying army. 355 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

2998909 ARIELE. The Imager Portfolio. by L.E. Modesitt Jr. Six years have passed since the failed uprising of the High Holders, and Charyn, the rox’s heir, has come of age and weds to learn how to be an effective Rok after his father. His father disagrees, so Charyn sets out to educate himself. The eleventh book in the epic series The Imager Portfolio. 526 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

2996903 REAPER’S EYE. by Richard A. Knaak. When a talking weasel reveals that a sinister witch is close to uncovering a long lost temple deep within the Worldbound, Darius Galley is drawn into the demon haunted lands in order to stop the witch from releasing an ancient evil. 349 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

299069X AGE OF SWORDS. by Michael J. Sullivan. Book two of The Legends of the First Empire. Raithel, the God Killer, may have started the rebellion by killing a Firey, but long-standing enmities divide the Rhunes make it all but impossible to unite against the common foe as the thrilling saga continues. 470 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.30 $9.95

298959X GEAR S OF FAITH. by Gabrielle Harbowy. When a powerful evil artifact is stolen from a crusader stronghold, Karen and Zoe are sent to the great city of Absalom and immediately are drawn into the clandestine search for the stolen Bloodstone. All they have to do is stay alive long enough to outsmart a threat of evildoers both god and human. 272 pages. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

2989409 DAUGHTERS OF THE STORM. by Kim Wilkins. They are the daughters of a king. But when their father is stricken by a mysterious ailment, these five sisters must embark on an epic journey to find the powerful witch who can cure the king. They must succeed on their quest, because if this royal family breaks, it could destroy the kingdom. 434 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

2988003 SEVENTH DECADE. by Stephen R. Donaldson. For centuries the realms of Bellenger and Amika were at war, with sorcerers from both sides harnessing the Demates to rain blood and pain on their enemies. But somehow, the Amikans have discovered and invoked a new Demate, one that strips all lesser sorcery of its power. Now, the Bellengeri stand defenseless. 307 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00 $3.95

ARCHIE COMICS

2999214 ARCHIE GIANT COMICS GALA. by George Gladir et al. Consider yourself cordially invited to a very special event--a VIP gala of epic proportions thrown by none other than Archie and all his Riverdale and star-studded friends. From Veronica and Cheryl and Veronica and all of Riverdale’s best are here to entertain you for hours on end. Collects over 400 full-color pages of classic comics! Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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hard work, integrity, and success to pass on
survival of the concentration camps in WWII
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daughters with their father. After twelve
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friends. 268 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00
312 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.00
3997223 IN HIS FATHER’S FOOTSTEPS. By Danielle Steel. From their survival of the concentration camps in WWII to emigration to New York. Jakob and Emmanuelle build a legacy of family values, hard work, integrity, and success to pass on to their son Max. Harvard-educated, it is now up to him to build a family of his own, and to discover the sacrifices he must make in order to follow in his father’s footsteps. 451 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
3989706 ARMSTRONG. By H.W. Crocker III. Eager to clear his name from the ignominy of his last stand, Custer comes across evil-doings in the mysterious town of Bloody Good. Armstrong is an unassuming but determined man with the disposition to look out for himself and his personal freedom, with rumors of murder, slavery, and even buried treasure. 236 pages. Regency. Pub. at $27.99
3989328 AFTER THE BUGLES/LLANO RIVER. By Eimer Kelton. Novels. Two classic tales of the West. After the Bugles. Josh and Ramon are exiles in the country they helped liberate, creating new lives in the aftermath of war. In Llano River, Dundee puts his middle age to good use in the long-simmering feud that escalates into a shooting war. 391 pages. Forge. Paperbound.
3991160 EASY PICKINGS/THE FIRST DANCE. By Richard S. Wheeler. Novels. In Easy Pickings, terror and threatened and targeted by the wealthy and the powerful, the widowed March McPhee fights back. But she wonders whether a gold mine, or wealth of any sort, should be defended at such a price. In The First Dance, though Therese and Dirk have been torn apart, they share a powerful bond and a common cause—to help the displaced Melisande people find a home. 489 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99
3984433 DEAD RECKONING/ THE LAST CHANCE. By Mike Blakey. Novels. Swindler Dee Hassard begins a killing spree that covers half the Colorado Territory. Now rustler turned preacher, Carroll Moncrief, must track the murderer and a final showdown in Dead Reckoning. Running from the Army and his wife, Caldwell finds refuge behind a sheriff’s badge and in the arms of a madam, until his bloody past catches up in The Last Chance. 502 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99
3990954 BEAUTY FOR ASHES/HEAVEN IS A LONG WAY OFF. By Win Blevins. Novels. These two western stories follow Sam Morgan, a Pennsylvania boy who ran away from home and joined a party of fur trappers in the Rocky Mountains. Violence, danger, and romance, this is a memorable story of a boy who becomes a man by necessity in the cruel wilderness of the Old West. 614 pages. Forge.
3997704 RIDING SHOTGUN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. If anyone knows the road to purgatory, it’s Red Ryan. As a stagecoach guard, he’s faced holdups, ambushes, and all-out attacks from every kill-crazy outlaw, fighting alone. But even Red is a bit reluctant to take on his next job: riding shotgun with his driver Buttons Muldoon on a southbound from Fort Concho, Texas, to Fort Bliss–with the Apaches in the warpath. 345 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
3997215 HANG THEM SLOWLY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Vance Breaster is a hardworking young cowboy. Stovpeipe Stewart and Wilbur Coleman, under cover cowboys, are two new ranch hands working at his side. All three get caught up in a brewing, trigger-happy Montana range war between the Rafter M and Rivers ranches. When the fury suddenly explodes in a killing spree, the three men must show their hands. 359 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
3997822 THE MUSTANGERS. By Andrew J. Fenady. Three-time rodeo champion Ben Smith has agreed to show a custom-made horse that is the pride and joy of the famous ranching family. But when they learn the horses are being rounded up for the slaughterhouse, the rawhide cowboy and the skinny greenhorn strike back to save the mustangs. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
3991789 DAY OF INDEPENDENCE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. For Last Chance, Chance, Texas, freedom is under siege one violent act at a time–until wounded Texas Ranger Hank Cannan arrives in town. Seeing the terrorized townfolk, Cannan is ready to start shooting. But it’s going to take a lot of guts, and one way or the other, Cannan is out to set Last Chance free with bullets, blood, and a willingness to kill. 377 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
3997223 IN HIS FATHER’S FOOTSTEPS. By Danielle Steel. From their survival of the concentration camps in WWII to emigration to New York. Jakob and Emmanuelle build a legacy of family values, hard work, integrity, and success to pass on to their son Max. Harvard-educated, it is now up to him to build a family of his own, and to discover the sacrifices he must make in order to follow in his father’s footsteps. 451 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99
3996642 HUSH HUSH. By Laura Lippman. After Melsandra Dawes committed a crime, she was found not guilty by reason of insanity and fled the country leaving her two daughters with their father. After twelve years, they learn
NEW FICTION

3051617 THE MAN IN THE CROOKED HAT. By Harry Dolan. Private investigator Jack Pelham has spent two years searching for the man he believes murdered his wife, a man he last saw wearing a peacoat and a fedora. Then a local writer commits suicide and leaves a bewildering note that may be the first breadcrumb in a trail of unsolved murders. 354 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

2991138 THE DARK ROOM. By Jonathan Moore. Gavin Cain, an SFPD homicide inspector is in the middle of an exhumaion when his phone rings: the mayor is being blackmailed and has ordered Cain back to the city; a helicopter is on its way—and now Cain’s cold-case investigation must wait. 294 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

3004189 CROCLE BELLE. By James Lee Burke. Detective Dave Robicheaux is wasting away in a New Orleans recovery unit. His mind and addled mind conjures a vision of singer Tee Jolie Melton and the country blues song “Crocle Belle.” When Tee goes missing, Robicheaux sets out to find her, all while confronting the economic threat that threatens the Gulf Coast. 528 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3007971 THE VALLEY OF FEAR. By A.C. Doyle. A sawed-off shotgun blast to the face leaves one man dead and reveals a secret that has pursued another across an ocean and set the world’s most ruthless criminal on his trail. The man needs the help of a great detective—but could even Sherlock Holmes save him now? 224 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2996650 I KNOW YOU KNOW. By Gilly Macmillan. A dead body is found in the same location where two others were murdered decades before and the disturbing discovery launches another murder investigation. Detective John Fletcher, the investigator on the original case, must reopen his dusty files and decide if the two crimes are linked and if lives are at risk. 352 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

2990672 LIGHT OF THE WORLD. By James Lee Burke. An escaped serial killer flees to Montana, where Detective Dave Robicheaux is vacationing with his family and friends. Before Robicheaux can stop the killer from harming those he loves most, he’ll have to do battle with an arcane and magical maniac attempting to build a pipeline from Alberta to Texas. 548 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

★ 2993031 THE L.A. QUARTET. By James Ellroy. Novels. Here in one volume is Ellroy’s first great body of work, an epic re-envisioning of postwar Los Angeles—etched in red, black, and film noir grays. Featuring four novels: The Black Dahlia; The Big Nowhere; L.A. Confidential; and White Jazz. 1578 pages. Everyman’s Library. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★ 29910X TRIPLE HOMICIDE. By James Patterson, Novalis. In Detective Cross, someone has succeeded in setting dead man D.C. and Cross and his wife, Bree, search for the truth. In The Medical Examiner, a shooter blows away the lover of a millionaireess, leaving her dead. The perfect case for the Women’s Murder Club? In Moonlight, The Thanksgiving Day Parade is attacked right in front of Bennett and his family. Bennett calls this personal. 349 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2994771 MRS. ROBERTO: OR THE WIDOWLY WORRIES OF THE MOOSEPATH LEAGUE. By Van Wyck Brooks. Tobias Moss becomes unexpected guests at the eccentric Fern Farm, where they find themselves puzzling over a particular family secret. Meanwhile, brooding in the face of Portland’s toughest gangster and enlists an army of hoboes in search of the elusive and possible imperiled Mrs. Roberto. 339 pages. Down East. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

2987937 THE QUEEN’S VOW. By C.W. Gortner. Isabella is barely a teenager when she becomes an unwilling pawn in a plot to dethrone her half brother, King Enrique. Suspected of treason and held captive, she treads a perilous path, torn between loyalty to her brother and her true love. Suddenly she finds herself heiress of Castile, the largest kingdom in Spain. 395 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

3005670 THE CLOCKMAKER’S DILEMMA. By Joseph O’Connor. 1862. A group of young artists spend a secluded summer in a haze of inspiration and creativity. But by the time their stay is over, one woman has been shot dead while another has disappeared. Is her heirloom missing; and one man’s life is in ruins. More than 150 years later, Elodie uncovers a leather satchel and searches for answers. 485 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $5.95

3049885 DARK WINDS RISING. By Mark Noce. Three years after uniting the Welsh to defeat the Saxons and settling down with her true love, Artangan, Queen Branwen finds her world once again turned upside down as Pictish raiders harry the shores of her kingdom. Ruthless and cunning, the Pictish Queen turns the Welsh against one another in a bloody civil war. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

2994755 MOLLIE PEER: OR THE UNDERGROUND ADVENTURE OF THE MOOSEPATH LEAGUE. By Van Reid. During the autumn of 1896 in Portland, Maine, fifteen-year-old Mollie Peer becomes a member of the Moosepath League. Lead by her friend Tobie Walton and his pal Sundry Moss, the League’s aim is to help those in need and explore the woods of Maine, the Revolutionary War is still fresh in settlers’ minds as they young people contend with the Worries of the Moosepath League. 548 pages. Robicheaux can stop the killer from harming those vacationing with his family and friends. Before

2983052 WESTWARD HEDGES. By Francis Ford. In the summer of 1862. A group of young artists spend a secluded summer in a haze of inspiration and creativity. But by the time their stay is over, one woman has been shot dead while another has disappeared. Is her heirloom missing; and one man’s life is in ruins. More than 150 years later, Elodie uncovers a leather satchel and searches for answers. 485 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $5.95

2994887 PETER LOON. By Van Reid. Deep in the woods of Maine, the Revolutionary War is still fresh in settlers’ minds as the young Peter Loon sets off to find a mysterious stranger from his mother’s past. Never having been away from his home, Peter quickly falls into a series of startling entanglements. 294 pages. Down East. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

2993052 DEWATER FRIEND. By Ana Seton. Set in the Northumbrian wilds, teeming London, and colonial Virginia, this beautiful novel tells the tale of Catholic nobleman who joined the short-lived Jacobite Rebellion of 1715, and of Jenny, his daughter by a secret marriage. 279 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

3007798 ONLY KILLERS AND THIEVES. By Paul Howarth. 1885, Australia. A crippling drought threatens to ruin the McBride family, their land is parched, and their cattle are starving. After encountering a shocking tragedy, young Tommy and Billy McBride turn to the ruthless and cunning John Sullivan to help them save what little they have left. 319 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

2993694 THE SPINOZA PROBLEM. By Irvin D. Yalom. Seamlessly alternating between Golden Age Amsterdam and Nazi Germany, Yalom’s own masterpiece, this superbly written story of two enigmatic men—a tale of influence and anxiety, the origins of good and evil, and the philosophy of freedom and tyranny of terror. 321 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.97 $3.95

2988868 MY LAST LAMENT. By William Brown. Fleeing across the chaotic landscape of a post WWII Greece, Aliki, Takis and Stelios become a makeshift family. They simulate their love for each other, and the sexual tension erupts in a. 341 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

2998032 LAVINIA. By Ursula Le Guin. Lavinia’s mother has other plans for the young girl, and when Lavinia agrees to marry a Trojan hero, she is told she is planning to do it in the colonies that requires so much money. 302 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

★ 298380X MUCH ADO ABOUT LEWRIE. By Dewey Lambdin. Royal Navy Captain Alan Lewrie is riding high in his command in the Mediterranean, overcoming treachery and ruses to batter the French—then suddenly he isn’t. His ship is called home to refit, and Admiralry appoints a new man to replace him. Certainly a competent officer, but it turns out to be much fuller than Lewrie had planned. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95


2988726 A BRUSH WITH SHADOWS. By Anna Lee Huber. 1831. It’s been fifteen years since Sebastian Gage has set foot in Langsford Manor. Though his wife knows that he planned never to return to the place of so many unhappy childhood memories, when an urgent letter from his grandfather begs him to visit, she is determined to go. Now they must face the ghosts of Gage’s past victim is claimed. 376 pages. Berkley. At $16.00 $4.95

2988034 ON HER MAJESTY’S SECRET SERVICE. By Rhys Bowen. Lady Georgiana Rannoch, thirty-fifth in line for the British crown, has asked permission of the queen to marry her true love, Darcy O’Mara. The queen agrees, but she has a little mission for Georgie before she can say “I do!” 290 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

298797X SECRETS IN THE STONES. By Tessa Harris. From the mysterious disappearance of a cursed diamond buried with Lady Lydia Farrell’s dead husband, to the undying legend of a hidden treasure map, and the haunting of Tally House, this novel must follow a trail of foreign dignitaries and royal agents to unveil the sinister and shocking secrets in the stones, and find a murderer. 350 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

2986744 TREMENDO MORI. By Ruth Ussher. A scandal is threatening to engulf the popular spa town of Aquae Sulis. The wife of Russo’s best friend, Valens, has been found dead in the sacred hot spring, if Valens knows that his friend Kintyre is about to face execution. If he doesn’t, he’ll lose his children. Ruso and Tilla do their best to help clear Valens’s name. 408 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95
To Scoundrels & Other Gentlemen.

* 299444 THE LADY TRAVELERS GUIDE TO DECEPTION WITH AN UNLIKELY EARL. By Victoria Alexander. Having learned that Sidney Honeywell’s stories of Egypt are deceiving readers with untrue facts, Harry Armstrong challenges her to travel to Egypt to prove her expertise. He intends to expose Sidney’s secret. But the truth might not be as great a revelation as discovering that love and adventure can strike even in the most stubborn of hearts. 376 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

* 2997452 THE LADY TRAVELERS GUIDE TO LARCENY WITH A DASHING STRANGER. By Victoria Alexander. Lady Wilhelmina Bascombe wants to retrieve a family treasure, a Renaissance masterpiece currently in the hands of a running art dealer in Venice. Tracking the long lost painting to the enchanting Lady Bascombe, Dante Augustus Montague will use any means to reclaim it including deception. But this time he’s not just after the painting... he wants her lost relative. India just may lose her heart.

Night in the Front Line: And Other Second World War Stories. Selected by Ann-Marie Einhaus. These twelve stories about WWII wartime experiences offer a fascinating insight into everyday concerns on the various front lines, and illustrate the stories that kept up morale, as well as the despair and conflict felt by so many. 189 pages. British Library. $13.95/

Prisoner’s Defence: And Other First World War Stories. Selected by Ann-Marie Einhaus. An important collection that introduces little-known magazine fiction by major literary figures as well as more neglected authors. These fifteen stories offer an unparalleled insight into everyday concerns on the home front, and illustrate the humor that kept up morale. 286 pages. British Library. $13.95/

Night in the Front Line: And Other Second World War Stories. Selected by Ann-Marie Einhaus. These twelve stories about WWII wartime experiences offer a fascinating insight into everyday concerns on the various front lines, and illustrate the stories that kept up morale, as well as the despair and conflict felt by so many. 189 pages. British Library. $13.95/

Prisoner’s Defence: And Other First World War Stories. Selected by Ann-Marie Einhaus. An important collection that introduces little-known magazine fiction by major literary figures as well as more neglected authors. These fifteen stories offer an unparalleled insight into everyday concerns on the home front, and illustrate the humor that kept up morale. 286 pages. British Library. $13.95/

By Kay Jackson. Popularized by gods, high kings, willful queens, noble warriors, fairies, giants and witches, the Celtic myths are unsurpassed in their variety and power. Presented here is a dazzling collection of these gripping tales vividly retold for modern audiences. 254 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

Native American Myths. Ed. by Jake Jackson. Explore the mystery and drama of ancient lore and traditions from a diverse range of North American Indian tribes. Featuring gods, heroes, monsters and animals, as well as common themes of creation, love, death, and courage, these timeless folktales offer a spellbinding look at a culture’s rich storytelling tradition. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

Celtic Myths. Ed. by Kay Jackson. Popularized by gods, high kings, willful queens, noble warriors, fairies, giants and witches, the Celtic myths are unsurpassed in their variety and power. Presented here is a dazzling collection of these gripping tales vividly retold for modern audiences. 254 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

African Myths & Tales. Ed. by Catherine Taylor. This collection of stories offers a hefty portion of fascinating tales from the Yoruba people of west Africa to the San people of southern Africa. Beautifully bound with copper foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00

Crete and the Greek Islands. By Kate Horsley. After American exchange student, Quinn Perkins, is arrested in the case of her missing host family, Boston reporter Molly Swift is called into service. Prepared to do anything to get the scoop, Molly unravels the disturbing secrets of the town’s past in an effort to clear Quinn. But is Quinn truly an innocent abroad—or a cunning killer intent on getting away with murder? 423 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

American Girl. By Kate Horsley. After American exchange student, Quinn Perkins, is arrested in the case of her missing host family, Boston reporter Molly Swift is called into service. Prepared to do anything to get the scoop, Molly unravels the disturbing secrets of the town’s past in an effort to clear Quinn. But is Quinn truly an innocent abroad—or a cunning killer intent on getting away with murder? 423 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

2991076 IRON LAKE. By William Kent Kruger. Cork O’Connor is the former sheriff of Aurora, Minnesota, population 3,752. Once a cop on Chicago’s South Side, there’s not much that can shock him. But when the town’s judge is brutally murdered and a young Eagle Scout is reported missing, Cork takes on this complicated and perplexing case that has his partner’s captor, the fratic, farther into danger she goes. 348 pages. Blink. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

2999005 THE GOOD SON. By You-jeong Jeong. When the couple’s teenage son, Yu-jin wakes up in the mistaken belief that his mother’s murdered body at the bottom of the stairs of their stylish Seoul duplex. The story begins like the frantic three-day search to uncover what happened the night before, and to finally learn the truth about himself and his family. 309 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

2998637 THE AMERICAN GIRL. By Kate Horsley. After American exchange student, Quinn Perkins, is arrested in the case of her missing host family, Boston reporter Molly Swift is called into service. Prepared to do anything to get the scoop, Molly unravels the disturbing secrets of the town’s past in an effort to clear Quinn. But is Quinn truly an innocent abroad—or a cunning killer intent on getting away with murder? 423 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

2999425 THE DEAD MAN’S BROTHER. By Roger Zelazny. Once an art smuggler, now a respectable art dealer, Ovid Wiley awoke to find his partner stabbed to death on his gallery floor. Now the CIA is offering to clear up the murder charge, in return for a favor. They want Ovid to trace the trail of a renegade priest who has gone missing with millions in church funds. 256 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95
under a Dark Sky. By Lori Hader-Day. Since her husband died, Eden Wallace’s life has dwindled down to a tiny pink pinprick, and everyone in her family has grown weary of her grief. Ready to return to the living, she attends a dark sky park her husband had loved a week before his death and quickly finds herself a suspect in the murder of one of the attendees. 390 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

Liar, Liar. By Lisa Jackson. Noah, now running his own PI firm, resurfaces in Remmi’s life, determined to find out what happened to her. When Remmi’s half-sibling and her mother disappeared, as they did deeper, the truth about Remmi’s family begins to emerge. A story of grief and lies, that Remmi will kick again and again to keep hidden. 326 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

What is Simon Warwick? By Patricia Moyes. Henry Tibbett is charged with sorting the real Simon, nephew of the deceased Lord Charlton, from the false—a task made no easier when one of the “Sims” turns up dead. The question of who dunnit is relatively easy to solve, but the identity of the real Simon rests on a plot involving a jade fan. Coming in 199 pages. Felony & Mayhem. $4.95

In a climate of popular detective fiction, these selections, ranging from a Nigerian confidence game, a drug made of dinosaur bones, a bombing at an oil company, a reluctant gunfighter in the Old West, and the many other scams, dangers, and thrills lining the streets today, will keep you on the edge of your seat. 411 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

The Best American Mystery Stories 2018. Ed. by Louise Penny. Features twenty clever, creative selections, ranging from a Nigerian confidence game, a drug made of dinosaur bones, a bombing at an oil company, a reluctant gunfighter in the Old West, and the many other scams, dangers, and thrills lining the streets today. 480 pages. Flammarion Tree Press. $16.95

Sherlock Holmes: The Greatest Detective Stories 1837–1914. Ed. by Graeme Davis. This masterful collection of seventy classic mystery stories, dating from 1837 to 1914, traces the earliest history of popular detective fiction. These tales represent three eras of writers; those who have may inspired Holmes, those who took advantage of his absence, and those who fought him for his popularity. 379 pages. Pegasi. Paperbound. $18.95

Shells: A Pop-up Book of Wonder. By Janet Lawler, illus. by L. Dale-Scott. Along summer beaches, shells beckon with their timeless beauty and wonder. In this elaborate pop-up there are fabulous interactive features and fun facts about the hundreds of shells & sea snails, nature’s true works of art. Full-illuminated pop-up. Full-illuminated in color. Jumping Jack Pub. $29.95 $21.95

The Killing Room. By Peter May. When a mass grave containing eighteen mutilated female corpses is discovered in Shanghai, detective Li Yan is sent from Beijing to establish if the bodies are linked to the supposed disappearance of China’s richest woman & the capital. Here, Li will be working with Mei Ling, deputy head of Shanghai’s serious crime squad. 424 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. $15.99 $4.95

Song of the Lion. By Anne Hillerman. When a car bomb kills a young man, Navajo Tribal cops Jim Chee and Bernadette Manuelito discover the intended victim was a mediator for a multi-million dollar development. Retired Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn begins to suspect that the development is not all it seems. Optimistic for a cold case he handled years ago, that may reveal a long simmering plan of revenge. 378 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

Last Seen Alive. By Claire DeCelles. To escape a personal and family tragedy, Libby Hall and her husband Jamie move from the city to a beautiful haven on the English coast. Soon Libby’s paranoia gets the better of her as she begins digging discoveries about the house. As the past comes crawling out of the darkness, how far is she willing to go to keep her past deeds hidden? Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

The Rise of the Reindeer. By Patricia Highsmith. When his brother Bill, meet Ligeia, a bewitching young woman who comes to their small North Carolina Town. Decades later, the once close brothers now lead completely different lives. But when a shocking reminder of the past surfaces, Eugene is plunged back into that turbulent summer and the girl he cannot forget. 255 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

A Dark Wood. By Wilkie Collins. A reclusive, a writer wakes up in a hospital bed, with the knowledge that someone is dead, she wonders “What have I done?” Trying to piece together the events of the past seven years, she hears that parts of herself that she would much rather leave burried in the past, 351 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

Pirata. By Patrick Haidhalo. With both the cops and the crooks looking into his eye, his job, his family, and eventually his self respect he heads for Mexico. There on the beaches of Saborita, Nick and his buddy Winsor drink, surf, and most of all escape. But when the local police strategy to identify a body that has washed up on the surf, Nick realizes his secrets and sins have caught up with him. 338 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

Star Wars Rogue One: The Ultimate Visual Guide. By Pablo Hidalgo. Go behind the scenes of the first stand-alone Star Wars epic. See inside the rebellion of the new planet’s and ancient worlds, discover the origins of the death troopers, learn about kyber crystals and Death Star technology, and much more. In color. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x12¼. Pub. at $30.00 $12.95

Star Wars: Absolutely Everything You Need to Know. By Adam Bray et al. What takes 1,000 days to digest its victims? Which monks keep their disembodied brains floating in jars? Why did Vader order C-3PO to clean the floor of the Death Star? These and many more answers are within this 248-page stand-alone epic. In color. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9½x11. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95


3 Brides for 3 Bad Boys. By Lucy Monroe. After tragedy struck six years ago, Rand buried what was left of his heart until Phoebe came along. To fulfill his father’s generous will, Carter needs a wife and half a million, "anybody will do." And Colton wakes in Vegas with a woman claiming he’s his new wife. What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas–right? Adults only. 320 pages. Brava. At $6.99 $3.95

Falling Hard. By HelenKay Dimon. After a grueling assignment with the black ops force known as the Alliance, Weston Brown is craving downtime. Instead he’s pulled into his deadliest operation yet, in the one place he’s sworn never to return—a mountain clinic in Pakistan owned by the alluring Lexi Palmer. 370 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

Christmas Camp. By Karen Schusterman. Haley’s boss thinks she needs a holiday attitude adjustment and ships her off to Christmas Camp at Holly Peak Inn to help her find her Christmas spirit. At first she resists all the activities, and it’s not until she finally allows herself to slow down and let Christmas back into her heart, that she begins to grow closer to the handsome son of the Inn’s owner, Jeff. 348 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

Deliciously Sinful. By Lilli Feisty. From the moment Nick Avallon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe垀s life a little bit stiizle. Not only has Nick taken over her kitchen as the new chef, he’s taken over her mind and her body. His insatiable appetite for pleasure leaves her breathless with carnal cravings only he can satisfy. Can this hunger for each other last? 340 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

Twelve Days of Christmas. By Debbie Macomber. Julia likes nearly everyone in her neighborhood, Cain, but presents a challenge. No matter how hard she tries, he rudely rebuffs her at every turn. She’s determined she’s going to break through Cain’s shell and more. With a little way she knows how: by killing him with kindness. 268 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

The Art of Running in Heels. By Rachel Gibson. Sharing Lexie’s get-away flight was the Seattle Chinoocks’ biggest star, Sean Knox. Lexie wasn’t just a reality-show runaway, she was his pain in the butt coach’s daughter. She was chaos and temptation and definitely off-limits. But after getting her husband’s bff to the hospital, she couldn’t resist getting her into bed for one amazing night. 234 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

Tangled Up in Tinsel. By Candis Terry. As if the holidays weren’t stressful enough, the Kincade has his restaurant to open, his Gromizla brother wants the place for his perfect Christmas wedding, and then there’s the stunning woman who appears out of the blue when he’s ready to hire one. But one look at Gabriella Montani has Parker reassessing needs vs. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

Domination. By Maya Banks. Dakota doesn’t know why made Drake turn on her. She only knows she will never be the same. He once freed her from all her inhibitions, but when Drake finds her again, she’s in a world more to his liking than she imagined. Now she must decide if she can trust, and submit, to this man who wounded her heart. Adults only. 342 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95
NEW FICTION

2996669 I SEE YOU. By Molly MacAdams. Aurora Wilde is happy with her life and a future that seems completely secure, until one day, suddenly it’s not. Now she’s stuck between the man who has been there for her and the one she never stopped thinking about. Will Aurora have the courage to make a final decision that could alter the course of her entire life? 342 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

2996665 IT HAPPENS IN THE HAMPTONS. By Holly Peterson. Katie Doyle moves to the Hamptons for the summer, where she is quickly swept up in the whirlwind of the one percenters. But when Katie meets Luke, a marine biologist and teacher, he makes her question what it is she really wants as she understands the life she’d begun for herself is built on shifting Hamptons dunes. 369 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

2996610 ALL THE WAY. By Kristen Proby. Finn Cavanaugh is known for being a force to reckon with in the courtroom. On the rare occasion when he has downtime from practicing law, he spends it on Martha’s Vineyard. But when his troubled niece comes to stay with him for the summer, he’s reluctant to stay in the Vineyard—until he meets his beautiful new neighbor, actress, screenwriter and painter, Lila Gemstone. 278 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

298637X A HORSE FOR ELISIE. By Linda Byler. Elsie is desperate for a horse of her own, so when Elam asks her to help out at his father’s horse farm, she jumps at the chance. As their friendship grows, she tries to stamp out the complicated feelings she has for him. Does Elam see Elsie only as a friend, or must she confront the facts or something more? 186 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.

2998971 FROM THE HEART. By Nora Roberts. Novels. When a renowned anthropologist agrees to help a writer research his novel, she’s not prepared for the passionate sparks in Tonight and Always. In A Matter of Choice, an international smuggling ring traps a beautiful antiquities dealer in a web of danger, and in Endings and Beginnings, two Washington TV reporters try to protect their life she’d begun for herself is built on love from professional rivalry. 381 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

★★★★★2997428 THE AMISH SUITOR. FORGIVING AMISH HEART. By J.A. Brown & R. Kertz. Novels. Two Amish tales of overcoming the past to find love. In the Amish Suitors, Eli Troyer spends time with his nephew’s speech teacher, Mariam, forging a bond. Can two wounded hearts overcome their pasts? In Her Forgiving Amish Heart, will Leah ever forgive Henry for betraying her family, even though he is now a changed man? 440 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. $5.95.


★★★★★2992459 BAREFOOT BEACH. By Debbie Mason. Marco Or Rossi wants to beat the local matchmaker, Theoia Lawson, to pretend they’ve already fallen in love. But as their pretend relationship leads to a very real attraction, a past secret is revealed. Now, can a summer of love make up for a lifetime of secrets? 316 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. 
★★★★★2986329 A SECOND CHANCE. By Linda Byler. When Edna Miller receives a letter from her longtime crush, she can hardly believe it. Everything is coming together—God is rewarding her patience. But what if he isn’t the man Edna was so sure he was? Is there something he’s hiding, or is Edna simply unable to accept true love after so many years of waiting? 333 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95.

★★★★★2997393 THE SECOND CHANCE RANCHER. By Kate Pearce. There’s a reason Jackson left the Air Force, but he’s not telling a soul. He’d rather keep things simple, while trying to start a new life helping his older brother on their northern California ranch. At least Morgan, an inky local bartender can keep his mind off the past—that is until he runs into Daisy Miller. 312 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

★★★★★2997401 TEXAS FREE. By Janet Dailey. There’s a secret in Rose Landro’s eyes, a mystery that Special Ranger Tanner McCade is determined to uncover. Even if the beauty isn’t behind the cattle rustling he’s investigating, she’s way too skittish, and all too exquisite. Then he discovers why the beautiful widow is hiding—the secrets that have him aching to protect her—and longing to possess her. 329 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95.

★★★★★2997407 SUMMER ON MIRAGE LAKE. By JoAnn Ross. Daniel Macomson returns to his home town, Honeymoon Harbor, for a rest from his workaholic, stressful lifestyle. But it’s librarian Chelsea Prescott who makes slowing down seem so much more interesting. With their summer romance in full bloom will Gabe choose to stay for a richly rewarding future with Chelsea? 426 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. 

★★★★★2998188 COWBOY REBEL. By Carolyn Brown. Nikola Grady has worked too long to compromise her nursing license just to throw it away for some reckless cowboy who shows up in her emergency room after a barroom brawl. But when he helps her decide she’s ready to take back her life, Nikola realizes he’s all too handsome, and those crystal blue eyes. But just as Tag seems ready to settle down for good, his troubled past comes calling. 377 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

2998311 TO THE DOCTOR’S DATE. By Jodi Cullum. Dr. Owen Gagon and HR director Erin Andras are infamous for their hospital hallway shouting matches. So imagine the town’s surprise when Erin bids an obscene amount of money to win Doctor of the Year for auction—and Owen up the ante by insisting Erin move in with him. 378 pages. Dreamsspinner. Paperback. $6.95.


29863321 THE YEAR – DARTH MAUL. Son of Dathomir. By J. F. Christmas. Han Solo is about to enter the most dangerous race in the galaxy—the Dragon Void. He’s the best pilot, with the fastest ship, and with his faithful friend Chewbacca by his side, but the competition is fierce. Collects Han Solo #1-5. Star Wars. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

★★★★★299877A STAR WARS – DARTH MAUL. Death Sentence #1. By M. Liu & J. Aaron. On a special mission for Princess Leia, Han Solo is about to enter the most dangerous race in the galaxy—the Dragon Void. He’s the best pilot, with the fastest ship, and with his faithful friend Chewbacca by his side, but the competition is fierce. Collects Han Solo #1-5. Star Wars. (2015) #8-12. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95.


★★★★★2997984 WAR FOR THE PLANET OF THE APES. By Greg Cox. The official novelization of the summer blockbuster film. When Caesar and his apes are forced into a deadly conflict with an army of humans led by a ruthless Colonel, the brutal aftermath leads mankind and apes into an epic battle for the future of the planet. 318 pages. Titan. Hardcover. Pub. at $7.99. $3.96.

2997347 THE SECRET. By Kat Martin. Haunted by a near-death experience, a troubled man and his ex-wife, advertising executive Kate Rollins is ready to escape the harsh glamour of Los Angeles for the small-town vibe of Lost Peak, Montana. After inheriting a cabin from her grandmother Nell, she gets a suspicious feeling about Nell’s death—and a sexy rancher named Chance. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95.


NEW FICTION

299691X THE SECRETS WE CARRIED. By Mary McNear. Quinn LaFonte grew up on Butterum Lake but later was a high school dropout. She left for college and never looked back. Now, after ten years, she finally returned home, determined to come to terms with the tragedy that haunts her. As secrets are revealed, long submerged love emerges. Quinn finds that understanding the past is the key to the future. 341 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2998100 THE SUMMER OF US. By Holly Channa. No one could have predicted her daughter’s return. Danielle grew up with every advantage and is looking for a husband who’ll fit into her pampered life. Clare is enjoying a last burst of independence before her arranged marriage. Both days and warm conversation-filled nights forge an unexpected connection between these two sisters. 480 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

299689X THE RUNAWAY MIDWIFE. By Patricia Harman. Devastated by the death of her sister, midwife Clara Perry, leaves West Virginia and takes on a new identity as Sara Livingston, and forms a tentative relationship with a local police officer, she wonders what will happen to it when she realizes she’s left her old life. 399 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

2996844 A SISTERS IN MY HOUSE. By Linda Olsson. Maria and Emma have not seen each other since their mother’s funeral two years ago. Emma has come to visit Maria at her house in Spain, but over the six days the sisters recollect the years of their separate adult lives, until finally the sisters confront their unspeakable family history. 207 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2999984 GOOD THAT. By Kristin Higgins. Emerson, Georgia, and Marley have been best friends ever since they met at a weight-loss camp as teens. When Emerson tragically passes away, she leaves one final wish for her best friends: to conquer their fears so that they can still carry on as adults. 456 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

29969566 A SONG IN THE DAYLIGHT. By Paulina Simons. Larissa Stark is many things: wife, mother, devoted friend, and unhappy. Until a chance encounter with a charismatic stranger cracks her rigid existence and leads her to question everything she thought she knew. As Larissa plunges into a love affair of passion and deception, she struggles with a choice that could change the course of her life. 707 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2999679 THE SPACE BETWEEN SISTERS. By Mary McNear. When two sisters reunite on Butternut Lake they relive the joys of their childhood. But this blissful nostalgia soon gives way to conflict and painful memories, and buried secrets that threaten to tear the sisters apart. Soon past secrets are revealed, new love is found, and the ties between the sisters are stronger than ever before. 318 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


2991050 BATTLE ROYALE–LAST FAN STANDING: An Unofficial Fortnite Adventure. By Mathis Lavello. He’s a teenager with one dream: to become a famous actor. So when offered a small role in an upcoming movie by the their harshest critic, he seizes the opportunity–only it seems like the island where they’re filming isn’t exactly a walk in the park. Ages 10-14. Illus. 166 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

NEW AUDIO BOOKS

CD 2999544 THEFT BY FINDING: Diaries 1977-2002. By David Sedaris. Read by David Sedaris. Sedaris has kept a diary in which he records everything that captures his attention. It is an account of how a drug abusing dropout and ex-convict met his current wife, and of a chronic inability to hold down a real job became one of the funniest people on the planet. Fourteen hours on 11 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $33.00 $7.95

CD 2997622 BILLIONAIRE AT THE BARRICADES: The Populist Revolution from Paris to the Present. By Laura Ingraham. Read by the author. Ingraham gives readers a front row seat to the seminal moments of the populist revolution as she witnessed it. Here she reveals the origins of this misunderstood movement and its connection to the Trump presidency. This is the inside story of Trump’s victory and the fitful struggle to enact his agenda. Over ten hours on 9 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $33.99 $9.95

CD 2999449 THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD. By John le Carre. Read by Michael Jayston. Novel. In the shadow of the newly erected Berlin Wall, Alec Leamas observes as his last agent is shot dead by East German intelligence. For the head of Berlin Station, the Cold War is over, as he faces the prospect of retirement or worse, a desk job. Control offers him a unique opportunity for revenge. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Penguin Audiobooks. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

NEW DVDs

DVD 2996372 KILIMANJARO: To the Roof of Africa. Created for the MAX system, this film takes the viewer to the expansive slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro where they can experience the exceptional climates and landscapes of this mystical mountain. You’ll join the climbers on their journey through the rugged terrain. CC. 70 minutes. SlingShot Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

DVD 2996324 MYSTERY OF THE SACRED SHROUD. Fullscreen. This fascinating documentary explores the mystery behind the Shroud of Turin, believed by millions of Christians to be the burial cloth of Jesus. The program features many interviews with scientists, religious leaders and theologians that have examined and tested the Shroud. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 $3.95

DVD 2988351 LOONEY TUNES SUPER STARS 2 DVD. By W IMG. DVD. HOPPER: Marsupial Mayhem. Gathering seventeen cartoon episodes with your favorite Sylvester J. Pussycat Sr. and the hyperactive young kangaroo Hippity Hopper, this exclusive collection includes sixteen English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 2984547 JACKIE CHAN ADVENTURES: 39 Episodes. Fullscreen. Jackie Chan teams up in this action-packed series with his wise-cracking year-old niece, Jade, traveling the globe to locate 12 magical talismans before the sinister Dark Hand does. Their adventures will challenge both the physical and martial arts skills to stop the modern world from being thrown back into the Dark Ages. Includes all 39 Season Two episodes. Over 13 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 3033791 SPACE: The Final Frontier.** Fly past the Moon, Jupiter and Mars to discover a beautiful universe full of wonder. Fly through colorful nebula; watch as a new star is born; race meteor and asteroid belt and stare into the vast expanse of existence. Beautiful music accompanies through the universe for a relaxing, soul-inspiring voyage. 60 minutes. WMWM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 2858896 CHATEAUX OF THE LOIRE: Royal Visit.** Widescreen. The Loire Valley has been the playground of kings and nobility for centuries. The construction of countless castles, each more opulent than the last. The result is a collection of architectural treasures spread across a beautiful natural scenery. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD 2898313 THE ERUPTION OF MOUNT ST. HELENS.** Chronicles the cataclysmic events during one of America’s most famous natural disasters. Mount St. Helens erupted on May 18, 1980, and when the destruction was over, the mountain lost 6.8 billion cubic yards of ice, rock, and dirt, decreasing its height by 1,500 feet. Originally presented in IMAX Theaters. CC. 28 minutes. SlimShot Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

**DVD 2899625 THE HISTORY OF MR. POLLY.** Fullscreen. A sparkling Victorian comedy drama based on the classic novel by H.G. Wells. John Mills gives one of his finest performances as Alfred Polly, a draper’s assistant who inherits a large sum and sets off on a bike to find himself. With Sally Ann Howes and Finlay Currie. In B&W. 96 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 2982612 ELLIE PARKER.** A raw, dark comedy about an aspiring actress (Naomi Watts) looking for a role in Hollywood. Written and directed by Scott Cofey, this acerbic look at the underside of the film industry features Catherine Chase as Ellie’s agent and a cameo by the dog Dogstar. Rated R. 96 minutes. Strand Releasing. $5.95

**DVD 2986154 DOCTOR IN LOVE.** Widescreen. Dr. Richard Harre is a student who has fallen ill as well in love with his Night Nurse. So too, however, has the doctor attending his case and both are shattered when she walks out of their lives. Feeling better, Richard sets off to new pastures and no sooner has he fallen in love again than a newly beloved Night Nurse! Stars Michael Craig. Not Rated. 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Rated. 98 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 2986022 BRITISH CINEMA, VOL. 2.** Fullscreen. Known for their quirky characters, plots and settings, British comedies have brought us some of the most memorable comic actors and characters. This collection includes Our Girl Friday, Dentist in the Chair, The Runaway Bus, Carry on Admiral, and Time of His Life. Features Joan Collins, Bob Monkhouse, Frankie Howerd, and others. In Color and B&W. 11 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**DVD 2984999 WILL HAY DOUBLE FEATURE, Vol. 1: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. Half the fun of a double feature is the second half. Here begins the first of two side-splitting classics: Boys Will Be Boys, about a master forger and his quest for one priceless necklace, and Where There’s a Will, about a bumbling lawyer who falls under the crosshairs of a gang of thieves. Both in B&W. 158 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**DVD 2985602 WILL HAY DOUBLE FEATURE, Vol. 2: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. A major comedic star of the 1930s. Hay relishes playing pompous, incompetent authority figures. His movies are made up of contrived situations, great funny men and never fail to raise a full-hearted laugh. This DVD collects two classics, Windbag the Sailor and Good Morning Boys. Both in B&W. 159 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 2996520 WILL HAY TRIPLE FEATURE, Vol. 4: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. Hay was a major comedy star in the 1930s, considered one of the greatest British comedians of all time. This DVD collects three of his classics from this period. Hay as a bank manager in The Happy Highway; and Ask a Policeman. All films in B&W. Over four hours. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 3033827 GAMBIT.** Widescreen. Harry Dean (Colin Firth) is a man with a plan. Art connoisseur, and now world famous art thief, he decides to con his abusive boss into buying a fake Monet painting. With the help of a beautiful rodeo queen (Cameron Diaz), Harry intends to sell Shubrandar a forgery, pocketing a hefty sum in the process. English SDH. 89 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 2992683 KIKI, LOVE TO LOVE.** Widescreen. Five stories of love and sex unfold one hot summer in Madrid where taboos are broken by one as the couple discovers strange and unusual sources of sexual indulgence, as they enter into their passionate passion, no pleasure will be denied, whatever form it takes. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles, 102 minutes. Stranded Releasing. $5.95

**DVD 2996588 I WANT CANDY.** Widescreen. Budding filmmakers Joe and Moe know they have a script made of gold, but they lack the finances they need. Then, one desperate producer throws them a bone: they can have their money on one condition—Candy must be the lead. Stars Tom Riley, Tom Burke, and Carmen Electra. Rated R. 87 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**DVD 2996329 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S SEX COMEDY.** Love is in the air and magic is afoot in this light-as-air Woody Allen comedy. Inventor Andrew and his wife Adriam host a wedding for a pompous philosopher and his wife. But when Andrew’s randy best friend and his lusty nurse turn up for the festivities, the stage is set for thwarted seductions, mismatched mates and magical mayhem. CC. 88 minutes. MGM. $7.95

**DVD 2996138 DOCTOR IN CLOVER.** Widescreen. Dr. Gaston Grimsdyke suffers from a keen interest in studying nurses than from a keener interest in studying nurses than from a keen interest in studying nurses than anything else. Sir Lancelot Spratt is determined to stop a group of Nazi Officers from infiltrating the hospital. No sooner has Grimsdyke started his job, he causes a large amount of chaos and disruption, as usual. Stars John Fraser and Leslie Phillips. Not Rated. 102 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Rated. 102 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 2995150 WILL HAY DOUBLE FEATURE, Vol. 3: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. Collects two comedy classics starring the legendary British comedian, Oh, Mr. Porter and Convict 99. Both films show Harry in a different light: he’s laugh out loud best. Also stars Moore Marriott, Graham Moffatt and Googie Withers. Both in B&W. 173 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 299255B 2+2.** Widescreen. When the team finds itself down 2-2, both old and new players come together to create a unique new team of players. Richard and Bettina share a dusty little secret with their friends Diego and Emilia. They live a double life as swingers and would love to share their practice with them. Hilarity ensues as two live-in lovers explore their sexual boundaries while juggling their everyday lives. In Spanish with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Strand Releasing. $6.95

**DVD 2996146 DOCTOR IN TROUBLE.** Widescreen. Dr. Burke is after a top U.S. medical post, but for this he needs to be married. He has chosen a model as his bride to be, and follows her on a cruise. What he discovers is that she is in fact on the run from a mad scientist. The mad scientist steals Dr. Daren and is one of the women attempting to woo him! Stars Leslie Nielsen. 91 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 2996308 MAD ABOUT MEN.** Widescreen. When a bumbling lawyer and pretty schoolteacher Caroline Stumbles upon a mermaid named Miranda that looks just like her, Miranda decides she wants to spend some time getting to know her new friend. With Caroline confined to a wheelchair, Miranda takes over, casting her seductive spell. 1954. Stars Donald Sinden, Anne Crawford, and Margaret Rutherford. 82 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93 $5.95

**DVD 3033878 ROAD TRIP TRILogy.** Widescreen. Pack your backpack, take a seat and hold on tight for three of the wildest adventures of your life, with the Unrated versions of Road Trip; EuroTrip; and Road Trip: Beer Pong! Your passport to extreme comedy has arrived—all aboard! Stars include Breckin Meyer, Seam William Scott, and Scott Mechlowicz. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 2983753 SECRET SOCIETIES AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER.** Fullscreen. Seven shocking documentaries expose the truth behind the Rosicrucians, the Knights of Malta and Cagliostro, Secret Societies and Sacred Stones: From Mecca to Megaliths; A New World Order Agenda; The Real Bloodline of Jesus; Knowledge: The Cross of Thoth; Secret Societies, and Angels and Demons and Freemasons: The True Conspiracy. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Columbia River. $4.95

**DVD 3033759 CANNIBAL ATTACK: Real Zombies in America.** Forensic psychologists, historians and medical engineers weigh-in on possible explanations behind the legend of modern day cannibals, and looks at what causes this recurring symptom of human madness. 80 minutes. WMWM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 3033783 A PRISON ON EARTH: Beyond the New World Order.** See how in the shadows of other dimensions, there lies a nefarious force that has been waging war upon humans for millennia from the space beyond. A force that gives not just our thoughts and actions, but our very souls. 70 minutes. WMWM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 3033724 ALIEN MESSIAH.** Did aliens influence the Bible? Bold theories are emerging about human prehistory and origins that could turn history as we know it upside down. Here is new research that exposes shocking new evidence that the bible was written by aliens. 76 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 2992663 THE HIDDEN FUHRER.** In September 2001, respected German historian Lothar Gall was tracked down by a team of British hit-meisters on the world of Hitler studies: Hitler was a secret homosexual. His acclaimed book The Hidden Hitler: ignited a storm of controversy. Here, the historians explore the ангуль о the Fuhrer’s private life. In Color and B&W. 90 minutes. Strand Releasing. $9.95

**DVD 2995687 BEYOND VALKYRIE: Countdown to the Dawn of the Reich.** Widescreen. As Hitler’s lightning march prepares to fry assassinate Adolph Hitler, an Allied special ops team prepares to extract the man destined to lead post-war Germany. But after a series of logistic and transportation changes, he is slow, unlikely allies must work together to stop a group of Nazi officers from establishing the Fourth Reich. Stars Sean Patrick Flanamy. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. $8.96
**NEW DVDS**

**2996111** **DICK TRACY’S G-MEN.** Fullscreen. Nicholas Zammott, master spy and the most hated man on Earth, is sentenced to die in the gas chamber. By using a secret drug, he is able to cheat death and escape. Dick Tracy (Ralph Byrd) is assigned the task of tracking down Zammott and bringing him to justice. For 15 chapters, Tracy and Zammott battle it out on land, sea and in the air. In B&W. Rated R. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 **$3.95**


**2996480** **THE VIGILANTES ARE COMING.** Fullscreen. In 1840 a wealthy settler tries to establish himself as Emperor of California by using a Russian Cossack army. A masked hero called “The Eagle” arrives to help the ranchers thwart the Cossacks and save California from the would-be emperor. Includes 12 startling episodes. Stars Robert Livingston, Kay Hughes, and Guinn Williams. In B&W. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 **$3.95**

**2995972** **AMBROSE BIERCE: Double Feature.** Fullscreen. A pair of Civil War films based on gripping short stories by Ambrose Bierce. *One of the Missing* (54 minutes) follows the grim fortunes of a scout trapped in the rubble of a bombed house by enemy lines. *An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge* (B&W, 28 minutes) follows a Southern man condemned to die by hanging for his attempt to sabotage a railroad bridge. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 **$5.95**

**299643X** **SUPERMAN: THE ULTIMATE FLATSCREEN CARTOON COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. The 17 original animated cartoons, based on the comic book character, Superman, released by Paramount Pictures when Superman fan D.C. Toby exercised his chance meeting with a film director leads him to consider becoming a professional rugby team. Sixteen player salaries and a ruthless bounty hunter sent to bring him in for a murder he did not commit. 90 minutes. Cinema Classics. **$4.95**

**2998356** **THE INGLORIOUS BASTARDS.** Widescreen. This 1978 international hit remains perhaps the most badass war movie in EuroCult history. Fred “The Hammer” Williamson and Bo Svenson play gritty soldiers of a gang of condemned criminals who escape from an Allied prison camp with plans to blast their way to the Swiss border, only to find themselves on a suicide mission deep inside Nazi-occupied France. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Severin. **$14.99**

**2995913** **SOUTHPAW.** Widescreen. From acclaimed director Antoine Fuqua comes the story of Billy The Kid, an ex–heavyweight champion who becomes heavyweight Champion of the World. When tragedy strikes and his manager abandons him, Hope turns to an unlikely savior: Tick Wills, retired fighter and trainer to the city’s toughest amateur boxers. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal and Rachel McAdams. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. E One. **$9.95**


**2995085** **SNIPER.** Widescreen. One Shot, One Kill: No exceptions. By that hard and fast rule, legendary Marine sniper Tom Beckett (Tom Berenger) serves his lonely duty. With a dossier boasting 74 confirmed kills, he may be ready for his final assignment. But is he for stake or toughest? Also stars Billy Zane. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$4.95**

**2996103** **DICK TRACY RETURNS.** Fullscreen. Pa Stark (Charles Middleton) and his five criminal associates in this classic thriller require a grip of terror. It is up to Dick Tracy (Ralph Byrd) and his G-Men to bring the ruthless Starks to justice in a thrill-packed chapter play. This is the second in a series of four Dick Tracy cliffhangers produced by Republic Pictures. Includes 15 chapters. In B&W. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. **$6.95**

**2996310** **THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME.** Fullscreen. A crazedazaunted ex-patientspeakingwhowshipwreck on his deserted island for sport, but the latest two targets are tougher prey than he expects. Stars Joel McCrea, Fay Way and Robert Armstrong. Not Rated. In B&W. 62 minutes. VCI Entertainment. **$4.95**

**2996875** **DEATH PROOF: 2-Disc Special Edition.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Kurt Russell stars as a sociopath stuntsman whose black mark lands him a host of young ladies who get him into big trouble when he tangles with the wrong gang of badass babes. Their confrontation escalates to a hair-raising, 18-minute automotive duel with one of the girls strapped to the hood of a thundering Dodge Charger! Directed by Quentin Tarantino. Not Rated. English SDH. 113 minutes. Alliance. **$5.95**

**2996801** **CRY OF THE BLACK WOLVES.** Wide screen. Based on UK novel, *Son of the Wolf*. In the untamed wilderness of an Alaska mining town, a rugged man of the wilderness (Ron Ely) must fight for survival against the ruthless bounty hunter sent to bring him in for a murder he did not commit. 90 minutes. Cinema Classics. **$4.95**

**2988429** **THE STUNT MAN.** Widescreen. Peter O’Toole stars as director Eli Cross, a deliriously egomaniacal madman commanding a film set circus where a paranoid young veteran finds himself maybe replacing a dead stuntman. The beautiful leading lady (Barbara Hershey), and discovering that love, death and mayhem of moviemaking can definitely be the wildest illusion of all. Rated R. 111 minutes. Severin. **$4.95**

**2996066** **CAMPBELL’S KINGDOM.** Widescreen. Englishman Bruce Campbell (Sir Dirk Bogarde) takes possession of his grandfather’s Canadian land, a valley in the Rockies, but he faces various challenges such as raising a schoolboy, a new power dam, and his own bad health. He believes there’s oil on the land and must discover it before the mining company kills his dream. Special Edition. VCI Entertainment. **$4.95**

**2996761** **HAPPY TYLER.** Widescreen. When Albert Stockwell comes home from work one day he finds a note from his wife, Nancy. She has sold her wedding ring online. When Albert discovers the Heart has sold the heart of the Dragon, a prized artifact, a team of adventurers to an ancient tomb. When its discovered the Heart has sold the ring, the team must stop a madman from escaping with it. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**2994687** **SUMMER IN FEBRUARY.** Widescreen. Born into a working-class family, Sir Alfred Munnings (Dominic Cooper) is one of the premier British artists of his time, winning the affection of aristocratic beauty Florence Carter-Wood (Emily Browning). But when he is diagnosed with cancer, Florence is determined to live as well, a love triangle emerges with tragic consequences. 100 minutes. Cinedigm. **$4.95**

**2995565** **2 LITTLE MONSTERS.** Widescreen. James and Carl were only 10 years old when they kidnapped and murdered three year-old David McClendon. They were tried and convicted and placed in separate juvenile institutions. Both were given new names and released into society. This story follows the exploits of the two as they try to start over. Stars Chad Michael Murray. In B&W. 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. **$4.96**

**2996444** **SURVIVE!** Widescreen. On October 13, 1972, the flight of Fairchild 571 carrying 45 passengers crashed in the Andes Mountains of Argentina. This horrible accident took the lives of most of the passengers, but a few of them—among them a professional rugby team. Sixteen people managed to live, but what they did to stay alive is the most shocking part of all. **$4.96**

---
NEW DVDS

**DVD 2992267**  JOHNNY RAGE. Widescreen. Tells the story of a German businessman who rescued more than 200,000 Chinese during the Nanking Massacre in China by courageously negotiating a safety zone to protect innocent civilians from the Japanese Army. Drawing from Rabe’s 1937 diary, this film crafts a portrait of a man revered as a saint in China to this day. In German with English subtitles. Rated. 134 minutes. Strand Releasing. $7.95

**DVD 299271X**  PERESTROIKA. Widescreen. An autobiographical story of Russia after emigrating to the United States seven years earlier. Formerly branded a traitor by the government, he is now seen as a hero, as the period of Perestroika (the Restructuring) has turned everything upside down. Stars Stan Robards and F. Murray Abraham. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Strand Releasing. $5.95

**DVD 2992736**  STELLA DOES TRICKS. One of a breed of school-age prostitutes working the streets of London. Stella is a virtual prisoner of her sleazy, paternalistic pimp, Mr. Peters. Realizing she must make her escape, Stella hooks up with Eddie, a young junkie, to confront the ghosts of her past and make a clean start. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Strand Releasing. $5.95

**DVD 2986197**  EPICS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. DVD. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $7.95

**DVD 2987215**  CAPTIVE. Widescreen. Brian Nichols (David Gyngell), on the run from police and armed cops when his newborn son, takes recently widowed mother Ashley Smith (Kate Mara) hostage in her own apartment. Fearing for her life, she turns to Rick Warren (Paul Walker) for his understanding in this inspiring story of faith over fear. CC. 96 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 2992624**  JOHN MILLS COLLECTION. The leading man stars in four classics: the harrowing sea-faring adventure Morning Departure (B&W); the charming romantic tale Tiara Tahiti; the tension-filled drama The Long Memory (B&W); and the celebrated adaptation of an H.G. Wells classic, History of Mr. Polly (B&W). Over 6 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. At $49.97. $9.95

**DVD 2996338**  SAUL AND DAVID. Widescreen. From the pages of the Old Testament comes the adaptation of David’s life. King Saul, requesting a conqueror to slay the Philistine giant Goliath, is amused when a child- servant of God answers his request. But David succeeds in his quest, setting into motion a journey of courage and unfailing faith. Stars Norman Wooland and Giannina Garko. Full-screen. In this inspiring story of faith over fear. CC. 113 minutes. VCI Entertainment. At $9.99. $3.95

**DVD 2984563**  LIFE WITH WOLVES. Widescreen. Losing his wife Alice (Marilia Henner) in a mysterious bike accident, Joe Bigler (Corbin Bernsen) is left alone without faith to help him grieve. Joe becomes engulfed into the dark abyss of uncertainty until his salvation arrives when a dog wanders into his garden and won’t leave. 106 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98. $13.95

**DVD 2983680**  DANCES WITH WOLVES. Fullscreen. Set to protect a U.S. outpost on the desolate frontier, Lt. John Dunbar (Kevin Costner) finds himself alone in the vast wilderness. Befriending the very people he’s sent to protect, the Dakotas, he gains insight into their warpath and ways. Stars Kevin Costner, Graham Greene, and.rd Indians, Dunbar slowly comes to reverse those he once feared. Winner of seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture. CC. Three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.93. $9.45

**DVD 2983710**  THE MANY FACES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: 8 Movie Collection. Holmes is brought to life by top performers like Christopher Lee, Basil Rathbone, and John Neville in eight classic Holmes films: Sherlock Holmes & the Woman; Sherlock Holmes & the Yellow Face; Sherlock Holmes: Incident at Victoria Falls; A Study in Scarlet; Murder at the Baskervilles. The Sign of Four: Directed to Kill; Plain as the Night. Includes five bonus episodes of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes starring Ronald Howard. In Color and B&W. Over 15 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

**DVD 2995980**  BANK HOLIDAY: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Stephen Howard is devastated after losing his wife in a car accident. Confronted by the grief-stricken widower, hospital nurse Catherine offers him a ride home. While on holiday with her boyfriend, Catherine remains haunted by Stephen. Can she move on with her life, or are she and Stephen destined to be together? Stars John Lodge. In B&W. 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

**DVD 2992521**  THE HIGH BRIGHT SUN. The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. A Chinese mission in the middle of the Cypriot parentage is visiting Cypriot friends who, unbeknownst to her, are involved in a local terrorist racket. When she learns more about him she should. Her loyalty is divided between the Cypriots and the British intelligence major she is slowly falling for. Stars Dirk Bogarde and Susan Strasberg. 1965. 115 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93. $4.95

**DVD 2994412**  THE SPANISH GARDENER. The Rank Collection. Widescreen. Recently separated from his wife, Harrington Brandre (Michael Hordern) takes his son Nicholas (Jon Whiteley). Nicholas becomes a apprentice to a gardener (Dirk Bogarde), Harrington jealously keeps them apart. The gardener soon is framed for stealing a watch, and it’s up to Harrington to save him before it’s too late. 1965. 92 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93. $4.95

**DVD 2992574**  BACKSTAGE. Widescreen. In order to cope with her bleak small-town, teenage life, Lucie escapes over a famous pop diva. Lauren Waks. A chance situation allows Lucie to meet Lauren and gain access to the star’s vastly unstable life. As their lives interweave the film delves into the modern day concept of celebrity culture. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Strand Releasing. $5.95

**DVD 2996651**  A GOOD DAY TO BE BLACK AND SEXY. Widescreen. Dennis Dorch’s daring directorial debut about black love and sexuality, shown through the interactions of several couples during a single day in Los Angeles. Stars Kathryn J. Taylor and Valley Jones. Rated. R 92 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

**DVD 2983672**  THE BABE. Widescreen. John Goodman brings the legendary Babe Ruth to life for a triumphant biographical portrait. Co-starring Kelly McGillis, if Joe begins to accept that dark his hard knock beginnings at a Baltimore orphanage to his meteoric rise to baseball superstardom and eventual retirement from the game. 115 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**DVD 2996200**  ESTHER WATERS: THE Rank Collection. Fullscreen. In this 1950s tale of the human spirit. Esther Waters, a servant in an aristocratic household, finds hope and love, only to be imprisoned and abandoned. Esther has only herself as she struggles to survive with the help of Dirk Bogarde and Kathleen Ryan. In B&W. 110 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $3.95

**DVD 2992686**  I WAS HAPPY HERE. Fullscreen. Cass is a wistful young Irish girl who longs for love and purpose in her life. During this time she has acquired an English husband. Once Christmas she decides it is time to return to Limerick. While there she seeks out the man who is now engaged Cass’s husband follows her and the matter reaches a head. Stars Sarah Miles. In B&W. Not Rated. 92 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $3.95

**DVD 2992504**  DRY CLEANING. Widescreen. Nicole Kidman and Michelle Kunster have a boring marriage, running a small town dry-cleaning business. When they visit a local night club, they see the brother sister act of Loic and Marilyn who perform under the name Queen of the Night and the four soon become friends. Soon the couple is crossing boundaries they never imagined. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Adults only. Strand Releasing. $5.95

**DVD 2984652**  MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE. Widescreen. After a fire at their apartment, Garret Blake builds boats for a living. Rebuilding his life—that’s another matter. But that’s before Theresa Osborne comes to his North Carolina village. Garret and Robin Wright as Theresa bring high-voltage star power to this tale of love and lost found, based on Nicholas Sparks’ bestseller. Also stars Paul Newman. CC. 131 minutes. Carolco. Pub. at $19.93. $5.95

**DVD 2996235**  FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. At one minute to midnight on Friday the 13th, lightning strikes a crane in London and Brixton, killing two passengers. The film flashes back 24 hours prior to the crash and tells the stories of six people, each a passenger on the bus. Stars Jessie Matthews and Ralph Richardson. In B&W. 89 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93. $4.95

**DVD 2996332**  ONCE A JOLLY SWAGMAN. The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Bill Fox (Dirk Bogarde) is tired of his job at a local factory. Against the odds and the wishes of his family, he takes a job as a novice at the local speedway. Bill’s daring riding quickly gains him attention of the local sponsors. Bill’s daredevil spirit meets up with the word of God—which John faithfully transcribed into the prophetic Book of Revelation. Stars Louis Jourdan and Mark. 73 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93. $3.95

**DVD 2996340**  PATMOS: Christian Classic. In an older man’s dream, the Apostle John was sentenced to forced labor on the island of Patmos. There, he ministered to a group of prisoners and believers, and found an angel with the word of God—which John faithfully transcribed into the prophetic Book of Revelation. Stars Louis Jourdan and Mark. 73 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93. $3.95

**DVD 3035869**  ANGEL EYES. Widescreen. Officer Sharon Pogue is looking into the barrel of a scumball’s handgun when a mysterious stranger saves her life. Was the rescue blindingly good? Ruth Grubbs is no longer the idealistic young woman she was. Stars Jennifer Lopez and Jim Caviezel. Rated. R CC. 130 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95
NEW DVDs

★ DVD 307406 THE ILLUSIONIST. Widescreen. The acclaimed illusionist Eisenheim (Edward Norton) has not only captured the imaginations of all of Vienna, but also the interest of the ambitious Crown Prince Leopold (Rufus Sewell). When Eisenheim's new fiancée (Jessica Biel) rekindles a childhood fascination with magic, a childhood interest evolves into an obsession.

★ DVD 290449 SHANTY TRAMP. A sleazy evangelist makes a play for a small town’s local tramp, but is shocked to learn that she prefers a local black kid over him. Furious, he stirs up the town against the couple. Stars Eleanor Valle and Otto Schlessinger. Not Rated. In B&W. 72 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95.

★ DVD 307367 LORDS OF CHAOS. Oslo, 1987. Seventeen year old Euryonymous is determined to escape his idyllic Scandinavian hometown and create true Norwegian Black Metal with his band, Mayhem. But being the brainchild on the cusp of a musical revolution, the group gets even darker, driven by the black metal dogma to spread evil. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.95.

★ DVD 2893858 A DARK PLACE. Widescreen. Donny (Andrew Scott), is a small town sanitation truck driver, whose friendship with a young boy on his route changes completely when he finds out the boy’s sudden disappearance. The more that Donny recalls the boy’s kindness, the more he becomes consumed by his guilt and discrepancies with the just ran away. English SDH. 89 minutes.

★ DVD 2895685 KINKY. Widescreen. Dr Joyce Reynolds (Dawn Richard), a successful yet shy Atlanta surgeon, enjoys a secluded and single lifestyle. After being set up on a date with a billionaire (Robert Ri’chard), Joyce immediately begins a whirlwind romance. It’s not long before Joyce begins to explore her own sexual fantasies with Darren as they push the boundaries of pain and pleasure. Rated R. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95.

★ DVD 2894440 LADYBRAIN MUSICAL MOVIE JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR/FLOWER DRUM SONG. Widescreen. A trio of rousing Broadway hits lives o f gay public fi gures, and more.

★ DVD 2902701 PAPER DOLLS. Widescreen. The plight of Philippine transsexuals’ working menial but essential jobs in modern-day Israel is explored in this documentary centered on the outsiders who finally found a place of their own outside the judgmental confines of their native land. Capturing the spirit of the VHS era, it’s all here. 150 minutes. Strand Releasing.

★ DVD 2996618 RICHARD PRYOR: Omit the Logic. Widescreen. Mike Epps, Richard Pryor Jr and Pryor’s friends recreate the culture-defining influence of Richard Pryor—one of America’s most brilliant comic-minds—in this documentary. Pryor remains an inspiration to many comedians, provoked change and propelled himself through life as a result of sheer force of personality. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Magnolia.

★ DVD 3033695 THE INVISIBLE WAR. Proven film follows the stories of several idealistic young servicewomen who were raped and then betrayed by their own officers when they courageously came forward to report. Both a rousing cry for the hundreds of thousands of men and women who’ve been assaulted and a hopeful road map for change. 97 minutes. Magnolia.

★ DVD 2992647 HEADSPACE. A documentary about a group of friends involved in the BDSM lifestyle. Studies show that up to 12 percent of Americans engage in some form of BDSM—and the rest are curious. Many of the images are shot in black and white, consensual and freely given, even if through tears. Not Rated. 55 minutes. Adults only. Strand Releasing.

★ DVD 2990993 MICHELIN STARS. Tales from the Kitchen. Fullscreen. All chefs dream of a Michelin Star, and those who have one (or more), work tirelessly to keep this distinction. Michelin Stars goes behind the scenes to see how the stars are awarded and to talk to the chefs who work tirelessly to maintain their status, and the impact of the Michelin Guide on the world of haute cuisine.

★ DVD 3033613 VHS LIVES 2: Undead Format. Take a trip down memory lane and look at VCR players and VHS tapes, and sit through this DVD that includes some of the most outrageous government-funded films and cartoons ever—on one laugh-filled DVD. Films include Murder Inc, The Man from Nowhere, and Dr. Strangelove, to name a few. It was April 17, 1970 at 14:13 hours, when astronauts Jim Lovell, Fred Haise and Jack Swigert lifted off from the Kennedy Space Center in Apollo 13. This is the spellbinding account of that mission, told from the viewpoint of the VHS era, it’s all here. 150 minutes.

★ DVD 290044X APOLLO 11: You’re in Space! Houston–We’ve Had a Problem. Fullscreen. It was July 16, 1969, when astronaut Neil Armstrong became the first man to set foot on the surface of the moon. This historic occasion was broadcast live to a staggering 600 million people across the world. This film is a compelling look into the story of Apollo 11.

★ DVD 2990500 OFF LIMITS! Films the Military Doesn’t Want You to See. Assembles some of the most outrageous government-funded films and cartoons ever on one laugh-filled DVD. Films include Murder Inc, The Man from Nowhere, and Dr. Strangelove. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes.

★ DVD 2990512 COMBAT AMERICA: Hollywood Stars in WWII. Some of Hollywood’s biggest stars line up against Fascism. Featured on this DVD are four original WWII documentary and training films, Winning Your Wings (16 minutes), Heroic Hearts (30 minutes), Zero plus seven more 92 minutes. Periscope Film. Pub. at $19.95.

★ DVD 3033619 THE DAMNED DON’T CRY. Joel Clapp finds hard-boiled glamour and subculture on the edge of the city of Bhopal. Dr. Philip has assembled a platoon of ex-army thugs to vendetta against the entire banking system. In B&W. 105 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95.

★ DVD 2990539 HARDCORE. Two girls, Nada and Marina, meet in a prostitution ring in Athens. Robbed of their childhood, they form a tender yet devastating relationship that explodes into a series of murders that will grant them the liberation they so desperatel y seek. Not Rated. In English. 103 minutes. B&W. Strand Releasing.

★ DVD 3033610 RICHARD PRYOR: JET LAG. For his last stand-up show, the legendary comedian built a no-holds-barred set list that tackled his biggest controversies. The show was broadcast live to a staggering 600 million people across the world. This film is a compelling look into the story of Richard Pryor: Jet Lag.

★ DVD 2995946 WHO KILLED BAMBI? A dark and thrilling tale of a young nurse, Isabelle who works in the surgical unit of a large hospital. She is being pursued by an ominous Dr. Philip. Young beautiful women are disappearing from the hospital. Could Dr. Philip be responsible and can Isabelle uncover the dark secrets of this haunting hospital? Not Rated. In French. 96 minutes. Strand Releasing.

★ DVD 2992582 CRUSH. Lane’s (Marcia Gay Harden) reckless driving leaves her friend Christina and her family to form a macabre game of elimination. Just when reconciliation seems imminent, an act of vengeance shatters the lives of these four people forever. Unrated. 97 minutes. Strand Releasing.

★ DVD 2992639 HARDCORE. Two girls, Nada and Marina, meet in a prostitution ring in Athens. Robbed of their childhood, they form a tender yet devastating relationship that explodes into a series of murders that will grant them the liberation they so desperatel y seek. Not Rated. In English. 103 minutes. B&W. Strand Releasing.

★ DVD 3033619 RICHARD PRYOR: Omit the Logic. Widescreen. Mike Epps, Richard Pryor Jr and Pryor’s friends recreate the culture-defining influence of Richard Pryor—one of America’s most brilliant comic-minds—in this documentary. Pryor remains an inspiration to many comedians, provoked change and propelled himself through life as a result of sheer force of personality. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Magnolia.

★ DVD 2992620 THE EAGLE HAS LANDED. Fullscreen. On July 20, 1969, after four days in space, the new legendary astronaut Neil Armstrong became the first man to set foot on the surface of the moon. This historic occasion was broadcast live to a staggering 600 million people across the world. This film is a compelling look into the story of Apollo 11.
HARRIES. Unrated. 104 minutes. 4Digital Media.

In Mandarin with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Adults only.

In Norwegian with English subtitles. Rated R. 100 minutes. Magnolia.

HELP ME EROS. Widescreen. After losing everything in the stock market, Ah Je spends his days alone in his apartment. In desperation, he contacts a suicide hotline and falls in love with his fantasized image of the sweet girl who takes his call. He projects his fantasy onto his real-life contacts a suicide hotline and falls in love with his fantasized image of the sweet girl

DONKEY PUNCH. Widescreen. After meeting at a nightclub, seven young adults overdouse in champagne and ecstasy. They capture their wild partying aboard a yacht on video. But when their reckless sexual endeavors go too far, one of them dies in a freak accident. The rest of the group argue about what to do, which leads to a ruthless fight for survival.

VERÓNICA. Widescreen. As a越南 ex-prostitute Sandra, who is forced to leave Hong Kong, she takes on a new identity to cover her past. Nothing turns out as she predicted. Stars C. Oriel, Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Vega Baby.

The Rough & the Smooth. Collects four British classics from the 1950s.

HELP ME EROS. Widescreen. After losing everything in the stock market, Ah Je spends his days alone in his apartment. In desperation, he contacts a suicide hotline and falls in love with his fantasized image of the sweet girl who takes his call. He projects his fantasy onto his real-life contacts a suicide hotline and falls in love with his fantasized image of the sweet girl

DONKEY PUNCH. Widescreen. After meeting at a nightclub, seven young adults overdouse in champagne and ecstasy. They capture their wild partying aboard a yacht on video. But when their reckless sexual endeavors go too far, one of them dies in a freak accident. The rest of the group argue about what to do, which leads to a ruthless fight for survival.

VERÓNICA. Widescreen. As a越南 ex-prostitute Sandra, who is forced to leave Hong Kong, she takes on a new identity to cover her past. Nothing turns out as she predicted. Stars C. Oriel, Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Vega Baby.

The Rough & the Smooth. Collects four British classics from the 1950s.
NEW DVDs

**DVD 2988348** HOWLING III: The Marsupials. Widescreen. The race is on as a colony of marsupial werewolves attempts to outwit and outlast their human counterparts in this offbeat horror film starring Barry Otto and Imogene Annesley, 98 minutes. Elite. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95

**DVD 3072592** DEMON SQUAD. Widescreen. Paranormal investigator Nick Moon finds himself thrust into a hidden world of monsters and creatures of the night as he takes on a case to retrieve an ancient artifact with astonishing power, and must save the world from the evil plans of those from the other-world. 93 minutes. Elite Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 2985845** THE 27 CLUB. A singer-songwriter chasing fame and a journalism student researching his thesis are drawn into a sinister underworld as each attempts to discover the truth behind the curse of “The 27 Club.” Stars Mads Skinner, Carter and Todd Rundgren. Unrated. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 3033767** A DARK PLACE INSIDE. Beneath the surface of the human mind lies a brutal reality we all deny, an animal madness that believes killing its forgotten facade of civility. Serial killer Andy Philips can no longer maintain that mask. He must rend flesh, bathe in blood—and feed the dark place inside himself. Ratings: R. 99 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 3033732** ALIEN SWAMP BEAST. A glowing green meteor crashes into the swamp and is recovered by a group of local teens. When authorities investigate the area, they find a murder spree that has run amok with a strange mutant creature responsible for the carnage. 75 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 2983737** ROLLING STONES: The Biggest Bang. This is the exclusive video chronicle of the Rolling Stones’ biggest world tour to date, “A Bigger Bang” 2005/06. Contains over four hours of diverse footage, including full-length concerts in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Austin, Texas. Also includes highlights of concerts in Argentina, Japan, and Citrus Bowl concerts, including one of the band’s biggest. Seven hours on 4 DVDs. CPI. $9.95

**DVD 2996456** THERE GOES THE BRIDE: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. On the day of an unwanted marriage, the bride, Annette, flees to Paris. On the train she is robbed blind, but a wealthy passenger named Max allows her to stay with him for 24 hours. When detectives find Annette and bring her home, Max follows, determined to marry her himself. Stars Jessie Matthews, Owen Nares, and Charles Carson. In B&W. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95


**DVD 2996375** SAILING ALONG: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Starring Kay Martin (Jessie Matthews) is sailing a barge down the River Thames when she meets the Skipper’s son, Steve. The two fall into a contract: if Kay finds fame and fortune as an actress, their destiny together comes into question. Also stars Roland Young. In B&W. 101 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

**DVD 2996464** TO PARIS WITH LOVE. Fullscreen. Sir Edgar Fraser (Alec Guinness), a widowed Scottish aristocrat, decides that it is time to introduce his 20-year-old son to the opposite sex. In the city of romance, they both find love—outside the arms of women. 78 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**DVD 2996073** CLIMBING HIGH: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Nicky has fallen for the lovely Diana, but Lady Constance, a rivaling Nicky’s money, stands in the way. With Diana’s brother determined that his sister ends up with Nicky, the gang heads out together on one very complex climbing trip. Stars Jessie Matthews and Michael Redgrave. In B&W. 79 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93 $4.95


**DVD 2887317** STAR TREK II: The Wrath of Khan. Widescreen. Kirk’s Starfleet career enters a new chapter as a result of his most vengeful nemesis. Khan Noonien Singh, an escaped convict from a high-security prison, Khan sets his sights on both capturing Project Genesis, a device of god-like power, and the utter destruction of the world. Stars William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. CC. 92 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3068757** ASTRONAUT: The Last Push. Widescreen. Adventurer Walter Moffit throws billions into a small spacecraft to race two astronauts, Nathan Miller and Michael Forrest on the final leg of their journey back. When disaster strikes Miller is killed and with no communication with Earth, Forrest is left to fend for himself. Stars Lance Henriksen, Brian Baumgartner and Khay Phelan-Williams. *Widescreen. Fullscreen. Widescreen. Fullscreen.* $14.95

**DVD 2988333** HARDWARE. Widescreen. Dylan McDermott stars as a post-apocalyptic scavenger who brings home a battered cyborg who falsely accused of attackin g a covered woman. When the authorities come for Marcel, an idle womanizer. When Marcel meets Jeanne, but Lady Constance, a rivaling Nicky’s money, stands in the way. With Diana’s brother determined that his sister ends up with Nicky, the gang heads out together on one very complex climbing trip. Stars Jessie Matthews and Michael Redgrave. In B&W. 79 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93 $4.95

**DVD 3033805** THEY CAME FROM THE EARTH. John Henny, a down on his luck salesmen, is given a chance to succeed when alien visitors arrive and coerce him into helping with their experiments in exchange for technology that will radically change John’s life. 90 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 2995833** THE HATEFUL EIGHT. Widescreen. Quentin Tarantino’s award-winning western in which his unique landscape as a blazing sand moves in. Seeking refuge at a stagecoach stopover is a host of bounty hunters, fugitives, former soldiers, and a hangman. As the storm settles in, so does the cold truth—not everyone will be getting out alive. Stars Kurt Russell and Samuel L. Jackson. Rated R. English SDH. 167 minutes. E One. $5.95

**DVD 2995999** BOB BAKER: Classic Westerns Collection. Fullscreen. The Simplest things take place in the brilliant work of Bob Baker. His uncut moments like “Red Hardware,” the soul than walking or sitting by a beautiful lake while viewing some of the most stunning rivers and lakes, all while listening to stirring relieving music. 70 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 2990456** THE LOST TERRITORY: Continental Championship Wrestling. Collects nearly 3 hours of action with the likes of the Bullet, the Flame, Tommy Rich, Johnny Rich, the Arnstrongs, the Fullers, Stud Stable, Jimmy Golden, the McMahons and many more! Over 60 matches, interviews, bonus footage and a special interview with Ron Fuller. Five hours. $29.95

**DVD 3073775** GREAT RIVERS AND LAKES. There is nothing more soothing for the soul than walking or sitting by a beautiful lake or river listening to the water lap the shore while skipping stones. For everyone who doesn’t have the luxury of living near these bodies of water, Bob Baker presents “The Lakes” which are beautiful and relaxing while viewing some of the most stunning rivers and lakes, all while listening to stirring relieving music. 70 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 3037775** BEST OF BRODY NIGHTS. 12 hours. Starring Norman “Slim” Brody. The Brody Night’s best of Brody Nights. Collects three of the shows Slim took at a bar and leaves broken bodies all over the wrestling world! Over three hours. Dorrack Films. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**DVD 3084999** THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW. Fullscreen. This show is filled with uncut episodes from Burnett’s Emmy Award-winning variety show, featuring her trademark blend of comedy, song and dance. Included are hilarious moments like her hilarious movie parodies Reebok and “The Story of a Star” comedy sketches like “World’s Oldest Orphan” and guest stars from Andy Griffith to Dick Van Dyke. CC. Over 3 hours. StarVista. $9.95

**DVD 2996219** FIGHTING WITH KIT CARSON. Fullscreen. A shipment of government gold is lost when the pack train headed by scout Kit Carson is wiped out. Only Carson escapes. Aided by the cavalry, Carson rounds up the outlaws known as the Mystery Riders. Stars Noah Beery Sr., Noah Beery Jr., Tully Marshall, and Lane Chandler. (1933). In B&W. Over three hours. $4.95

**DVD 2986019** THE RED RIDER. “Red” Davidx (Deanna Durbin) is a prize bull andSun Dog, sacrifices his job and his good name to save his best friend, “Silent” Slade from the hangman’s noose, following a framed-up court case. Davidx allows Slade to escape from jail and aids him in proving his innocence. Includes all 15 chapters of the 1934 movie serial. In B&W. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $21.95

**DVD 2992566** THE AVALANCHE EXPERIENCE. It is one of the oldest ski areas in the United States, and arguably one of the most beautiful. Alta, located at the head of Little Cottonwood Canyon in Utah’s Wasatch Range, officially became a ski area in 1939, and is now one of the country’s top skiing destinations. With historical footage and present-day interviews, the story of Alta unfolds here. 55 minutes. Topics. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**DVD 2990482** FREDDIE MERCURY & QUEEN: How It All Began. Fullscreen. Featuring rare footage from the time, archive interviews, and other rarities, this film is a must for any fan of the legendary band. Contains over 3 hours of footage, interviews, and Brody leaving broken bodies all over the wrestling world! Over three hours. Dorrack Films. Pub. at $33.95 $29.95

**DVD 2990466** THE LOST TERRITORY: Continental Championship Wrestling. Collects nearly 3 hours of action with the likes of the Bullet, the Flame, Tommy Rich, Johnny Rich, the Arnstrongs, the Fullers, Stud Stable, Jimmy Golden, the McMahons and many more! Over 60 matches, interviews, bonus footage and a special interview with Ron Fuller. Five hours. $29.95
**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3092631 THE TONIGHT SHOW: The Vault Series.** Melve a night with Johnny, Ed, Don and the rest of the Tonight Show gang with two full shows as they aired—featuring commercials—and starring dozens of celebrity guests. Box Hope, Bishop, George Burns, Don DeLuise, John Denver, Peter Fonda, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Carole Lloyd, Red Foxx, Red Skelton, Jack Benny, the Hollow Hero, The Charwoman, The Hollow Hero, and more. In B&W and Color. 130 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 — $11.95

**DVD 3084973 THE BOB HOPE SPECIALS:** Thank's for the Memories. Collects three special episodes from 50 years of show business, featuring dozens of celebrity guests. Box Hope, Laughing with the President (November 23, 1963), The U.S.O'ers Salutes the Stars (September 28, 1984); and A Bob Hope Comedy Special (December 15, 1965). 34 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 — $11.95

**DVD 3099886 THE TONIGHT SHOW: Johnny Carson.** This collection contains nine never before released shows from the ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s featuring three of the most loved guests from The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson. Steve Martin, Robin Williams and Eddie Murphy. Each disc contains full shows including commercials. Other guests include Jimmy Fallon, Dana Carvey, Michael Keaton, and more. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 — $21.95

**DVD 3084949 BOB HOPE: Salutes the Troops.** For thousands far from home, there was no one like Bob Hope for the holidays, and a visit from Hope was the best present a service man or service woman could receive short of spending Christmas holidays, and a visit from Hope was the best present a service man or service woman could receive short of spending Christmas. Now you can take the holidays with you on this collection of four never before released episodes, which of them haven't been in 50 years. These include Red's famous "Silent Spots." guest stars Milton Berle, John Wayne, Tim Conway, Ed Sullivan, and more. 176 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 — $11.95

**DVD 3090721 THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR #1: Unreleased Episodes.** This collection contains nine never before released episodes, which of them haven't been in 50 years. These include Red's famous "Silent Spots." guest stars Milton Berle, John Wayne, Tim Conway, Ed Sullivan, and more. 176 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 — $11.95

**DVD 3090639 THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR #3: Unreleased Episodes.** This collection contains nine never before released episodes, which of them haven't been in 50 years. These include Red's famous "Silent Spots." guest stars Milton Berle, John Wayne, Tim Conway, Ed Sullivan, and more. 176 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 — $11.95

**DVD 3090515 THE CARROLL BURNETT SHOW: Carol's Favorites.** This collection features musical numbers or other performances, some of which have not been seen in 50 years, including Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, and more. 128 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 — $7.95

**DVD 3090516 HEE HAW: Part Two.** You saw favorite characters like Freddie the Freeload er, Sheriff Deadeye, and Clem Kadiddlehopper, and more. Over six hours on 4 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $49.95 — $39.95

**DVD 3090666 THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR: Unreleased Episodes.** Collects four never before released episodes, some of which haven't been in 50 years. You'll see favorite characters like the Wally Boys, the Moonlighters, and more. 128 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 — $7.95

**DVD 3085007 THE CARROLL BURNETT SHOW: The Lost Episodes.** Collects three uncensored episodes aired on television, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from The Carroll Burnett Show, including the characters Bette Miller, Bertie, and more. Over four hours on 4 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 — $21.95

**DVD 3090735 THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR #10: Unreleased Episodes.** This collection contains nine never before released episodes, which of them haven't been in 50 years, including Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, and more. 128 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 — $7.95

**DVD 3090610 HEE HAW.** This set features four of the best episodes, including commercials, from the show's first season. This set features four of the best episodes, including commercials, from the show's first season. 128 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95 — $7.95

**DVD 3090667 HEE HAW: Part One.** You saw favorite characters like Freddie the Freeload er, Sheriff Deadeye, and Clem Kadiddlehopper, and more. Over six hours on 4 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $49.95 — $39.95

**DVD 3084930 THE BEST OF TIM CONWAY: The Carol Burnett Show.** Features four episodes showcasing some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from The Carol Burnett Show, including the characters Edith, Pearl Bailey, Bette Miller, Bertie, and more. Over four hours on 4 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 — $21.95

**DVD 3090650 THE REDSKULL: Pfft! You Was Too Late!** A collection of four episodes that really hits below the belt! Guests include Martin Short, Steve Martin, and more. Over 7 hours on 2 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $22.95 — $17.95

**DVD 3090665 HEE HAW! Part One.** You saw favorite characters like Freddie the Freeload er, Sheriff Deadeye, and Clem Kadiddlehopper, and more. Over six hours on 4 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 — $21.95

**DVD 3097021 THE RED SKELTON HOUR IN COLOR #2: Unreleased Episodes.** This collection contains nine never before released episodes, which of them haven't been in 50 years. These include Red's famous "Silent Spots." guest stars Milton Berle, John Wayne, Tim Conway, Ed Sullivan, and more. 176 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 — $11.95

**DVD 3084967 BOB HOPE: Entertaining the Troops!** With dazzling performances by Ursula Andress, Neil Armstrong, Connie Stevens, The Nicholas Brothers, and more, this DVD features three special shows from the late ’60s to the early ’70s decades of laughs showcasing USO tours to Alaska, England, Germany, Guam, Italy, Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and Vietnam. In B&W and Color. 154 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $12.95 — $9.95

**DVD 3098244 CLASSICS: Duets.** Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled, from the ‘50s to the ‘70s. These fifteen historic duet performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, Loretta Lynn & Kitty Wells, Merle Haggard & Patsy Cline, (Remember Me) I’m the One Who Loves You; Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If Teardrops were Pennies; and more. In B&W and Color. 57 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $11.95 — $9.95

**DVD 3096555 OPER VIDEO CLASSICS: Honky-Tonk Heroes.** Nobody got things rolling better than these fifteen classic live country music performances, including Walking the Night by Ernest Tubb; Heartaches by the Number, by Ray Price; Six Days on the Road, by Dave Dudley; Big Bad John by John Conways, and more. In B&W and Color. 58 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $11.95 — $9.95

**DVD 2985371 THE WONDER YEARS: Season One.** This series captured the angst of growing up in suburban middle-class America in the late ’60s, as seen through the lives and times of Kevin Arnold. Begin with Watch a Duck, Kevin experiences the ups and downs of young love, his school's comedic attempts at sex education, and the incredible social pressures of a junior high dance. Includes all six Season One episodes. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. TimeVista. $16.95

**DVD 3033800 COMICAL RELIEF: The Greatest...and the Latest.** Widescreen. For more than 20 years, hosts Billy Crystal, Whoopi Goldberg and Robin Williams have been bringing the world's biggest comedic talents to the mic in an annual charitable event. This collection brings together the best of Comical Relie’s first 12 seasons, including Lewis Black, John Candy, Dave Chapelle, Jim Carrey, Sarah Silverman, and countless others. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $24.99 — $19.99

**DVD 2996278 HUNTED: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. After killing his parents’ house, six-year-old Robbie runs away. While hiding in a warehouse, he runs into Chris Lloyd (Dirk Bogarde), not knowing a thing about the city. Affairs of the Wobbly kind lead to the scuffle that causes the way to be with the Scottish border. Not Rated. In B&W. 85 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93 — $9.95
from town to town in search of adventure for a fast gun, loyalty to his
war veteran roaming the West. With a
desires, their obligations as lawyers, and
the conflicts between their personal
desires, their obligations as lawyers, and
their principles as human beings. Stars
Harry Hamlin, Susan Sey and Jimmy
Smits. Includes all 22 Seaso
n One episodes. Seventeen
hours on 6 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.97

★ Blu-ray 2984658 TOUCH OF THE MASTER’S HAND: Christian Classics.
Fullscreen. It’s just an old violin, for sale in
the waning moments of an auction. But
its sale will set the stage for a drama of intrigue, warmth, and purpose in this
powerful allegoric tale of Christian
commitment to Jesus Christ as Savior.
Stars James McIroy and Joe McPartland.

70 minutes. VCI Entertainment.

★ Blu-ray 2984607 CAMPBELL’S KINGDOM. widescreen. Englishman Bruce
Campbell (Sir Dirk Bogarde) takes possession of his grandfather’s Canadian
land, in a valley of the Rockies, but he faces various challenges such as
disgruntled locals, a ruthless contractor, a new
day of modern health. He believes
there’s oil on the land and must discover
it before the mining company floods the valley. 102 minutes. VCI Entertainment.

★ Blu-ray 2996054 WAKALIWOOD SUPA ACTION. VOLUME 1. Fullscreen.
Welcome to Wakaliwood, Uganda, home of
DIY commando cinema! The crack crew of self-taught filmmakers and martial arts
afficionados produce dozes of genuine action
films in the Kampala ghetto with budgets
that rarely exceed $200! Here, you will
enjoy two of the most out of control films
they’ve done, Who Killed Capt. Afor and Bad Black. Over two hours in
two Blu-rays. ASFA Pictures.

★ Blu-ray 2993966 VALENTINE: The Dark Avenger. widescreen. After
a chance meeting with a film director leads to a life-changing series of events for
S铭a, a Valley of the Rockies, but he faces various challenges such as
disgruntled locals, a ruthless contractor, a new
day of modern health. He believes
there’s oil on the land and must discover
it before the mining company floods the valley. 102 minutes. VCI Entertainment.

★ Blu-ray 2993915 THE HUNTED. widescreen. Paul Racine (Christopher
Lambert) is a high-powered executive living
abroad in Japan. When he and his alluring
concubine (Jean Chien) find themselves the targets of assassins, Racine
becomes ensnared in a web of intrigue and
danger. Rated R. 111 minutes. Shout!
Factory. Pub. at $19.97

★ Blu-ray 2983850 BLAZE. widescreen. Portrays the life of Blaze Foley
(Ben Dickey), the unsung songwriting
legend of the outlaw music movement that
gained a following in the heartland of Merle Haggard and Willie Nelson. The film weaves together
different periods of time with
re-imagined versions of Blaze’s past,
present, and future. Rated R. English SDH.
Blu-ray. Pub. at $22.97

★ Blu-ray 2996359 ROMEO AND JULIET. Fullscreen. A wonderful film
translation of the magic of Shakespeare’s verse into the language of cinema. Shot
on location in Italy, the film stars Laurence Harvey, beautiful newcomer
Sharen Sentall and features the voice of
John Gielgud as “the chorus.” Not Rated.
140 minutes. VCI Entertainment.
$3.95
**NEW BLU-RAYS**

**Blu-ray 295006** THE BRAVE ONE. Widescreen. A love story of a boy and a bull named Glanno, who saved the boy during a storm. The animal follows him around like a puppy until the legal owners spirit the mature Glanno away to battle with matador Fermín Robleda de Mexico bulling. Just when the boy thinks he’s too late to save the bull, the crowd demands the bull’s release. Stars Michael Ray. 100 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

**Blu-ray 298640** STONEFACE THE DEEP END OF THE OCEAN. Widescreen. Stoneface is the story of an unlikely friendship that develops between two remarkable women—Jackie (Susan Sarandon), a divorced mother of two, and Isabel (Julia Roberts) the girlfriend of Jackie’s ex-husband. A seemingly joyous return to a high school reunion becomes every woman’s worst nightmare when her son suddenly disappears in the Deep End of the Ocean. Stars Michelle Pfeiffer. Nearly four hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98. $13.95

**Blu-ray 283899** A DARK PLACE. Widescreen. Donny (Andrew Scott), is a small town sanitation truck driver, whose friendship with a young girl on route leads to an obsession with the truth about the boy’s sudden disappearance. The more that Donny recalls the boy’s kindness, the more he becomes consumed by the discrepancy in the sheriff’s theory. he just ran away. English SDH. 89 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97. $13.95

**Blu-ray 307259** THE ILLUSIONIST. Widescreen. The acclaimed film from director Edward Norton has not only captured the imaginations of all of Vienna, but also the interest of the ambitious Crown Prince Eisenheim (Klaus Kinski), a one-man wizardry of a video game penetrates a psychic courtship with the boy’s sudden disappearance. The more that Donny recalls the boy’s kindness, the more he becomes consumed by the discrepancy in the sheriff’s theory. $13.95

**Blu-ray 28461X** THE TRIGGER EFFECT/BODY COUNT. Widescreen. The Trigger Effect is the intensely gripping story of a mysterious power that fails to lead to the social breakdown of a major city, where ordinary rules no longer apply. Stars Elisabeth Shue. In Body Count a picture perfect hero goes deadly wrong and now the thieves are on the run and just trying to survive. Stars Campbell and Frank Langella. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98. $13.95

**Blu-ray 284697** SHERAK. Widescreen. You may have seen shark programs, but you’ve never seen one like this. The most ambitious shark series ever made is a stunning high-definition spectacle that captures astounding, jaw-dropping footage. Sit back and relax—if you can! English SDH. 117 minutes. BBC Earth. $5.95

**Blu-ray 284571** MINDWARP/BRAINSCAN. Widescreen. In a post-novelacotus world, a man and a woman are captured and brought underground by the Crawleres. There, an overlord makes life miserable for his captives in Mindwarp. The high-tech weaponry of a video game penetrates a teen’s subconscious, where his darkest thoughts turn deadly. Rated R. **$10.95**

**Blu-ray 288283** BIRDMEC: Shock and Terror. A sexy lingerie model (Whitney Moore) and a software salesman (Alan Bagh) travel to a quaint California town for a weekend getaway, but when the entire region is attacked by millions of homicidal birds, their picturesque escape becomes a winged hell on earth. CBS Sunday morning called it, “the best worst movie of all time!” Not Rated. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.98. $5.95

**Blu-ray 288399** QUEEN OF BLOOD. Widescreen. From Chris Alexander (Editor in Chief of Fangoria) comes the "splatastic" sequel to his successful THE CHOSEN, in the 70s Euro-Horror classics of Jess Franco. Shauna Henry returns as the vampire Irina, now reborn to silently roam a lush countryside masquerading as her unyielding thirst for blood. Also stars Nivek Ogre. Not Rated. 77 minutes. Intervision. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 307222** AMERICAN HORROR PROJECT VOLUME 2. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Starting off with a little bit of power enters the Federation space, destroying three powerful Klingon cruisers and neutralizing everything in its path. As it helps one of the local planets, Admiral James Kirk returns to the helm of an updated Enterprise and sets course to meet the aggressor head-on. Stars William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. Not Rated. English SDH. 131 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 298334** THE ALLIGATOR PEOPLE. Widescreen. A young wife (Beverly Garland) is abandoned by her husband (Richard Crane) on their wedding day. When she travels to New Orleans to track her man (Phineas Audu) in the bayous of Louisiana, she uncovers his terrible secret—he was saved from death by an experimental serum derived from alligators, and now he’s developing horrifying side effects. In B&W. 74 minutes. Shout! Factory. **$14.95**

**Blu-ray 298380** THE CHOSEN. Widescreen. Robert Caine (Kirk Douglas) is about to realize his biggest dream, a massive nuclear power plant in the Holy Land. Before Caine’s dream becomes a horrific nightmare as person after person associated with the project meets a violent and gruesome demise. Rated R. **$14.95**

**Blu-ray 298627** THE FRENCH WAY. Fullscreen. A 1940 romantic comedy set in contemporary WWII France, about young lovers forbidden to see each other by their families. Josephine Baker as Zazu, the owner of a nightclub, inherits a job restoring harmony between the two families and helps the lovers to get married. In B&W and English subtitles, 74 minutes. **SOLD OUT**

**Blu-ray 298389** BOOM! Widescreen. Sissy Goforth (Elizabeth Taylor), the world’s richest woman, has rebuilt a luxurious house, an island estate to dictate her memoirs. Her recluse lifestyle is thrown up in heaveal when roguish poet Chris Flanders (Richard Burton) washes up on her beach. This film is a one of a kind mixture of camp, lyricism, and combustible chemistry between its two leads. 113 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99. **$17.95**

**Blu-ray 298735X** STAR TREK V: The Final Frontier. A renegade Vulcan with a death wish latches on to the USS Enterprise in order to find a mythical planet. Kirk (William Shatner) and his crew set out to stop a madman in an adventure that takes them to the center of the galaxy—and, perhaps, before the face of God. Also stars Leonard Nimoy and DeForest Kelley. English SDH. 106 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 298725** STAR TREK II: The Wrath of Khan. Kirk’s Starfleet career enters a new chapter as a result of his nemesis, Khan Noonien Singh. Escaping his forgotten prison, Khan sets his sights on both capturing Project Genesis, a device of god-like power, and the utter destruction of the world. Stars William Shatner. English SDH. 112 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 298730** STAR TREK I: The Motion Picture. A massive alien armada threatens to destroy all life in the Milky Way. Federation space, destroying three powerful Klingon cruisers and neutralizing everything in its path. As it helps one of the local planets, Admiral James Kirk returns to the helm of an updated Enterprise and sets course to meet the aggressor head-on. Stars William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. Not Rated. English SDH. 131 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**
VINYL 2993791  
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE E STREET BAND LIVE: Estadio River Plate. Recorded live at Estadio River Plate in Buenos Aires, Argentina on October 15, 1988, this vinyl collects nine songs from the Boss and his E Street Band: Born in the U.S.A; Glory Days; Cover Me; Dancing in the Dark; The River; My Home Town; Chimes of Freedom; War; and I'm on Fire. MCPS. 12½x12¼. $9.95
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.